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ABSTRACT
This research is concerned with the rank and normal score 
transform procedures in which the usual parametric procedures are 
applied to the ranks of the data and the normal scores based on the 
ranks instead of the original data in one-way multivariate analysis of 
variance (MANOVA). Four MANOVA test criteria were compared in terms 
of the parametric> rank and normal score procedures: (1) Roy’s largest 
root) R) (2) Lawley-Hotel1ing trace> T> (3) Wilks’s likelihood ratio>
W and (A) Bartlett-Nanda-Pillai trace> V. A Monte Carlo investigation 
was designed to compare the procedures in terms of control of Type I 
error and power. Four factors were involved in the Type I error study 
for each of the four MANOVA criteria: the number of variates (p = 2>
3) A) 5)> the number of groups (k = 3> A> 5)> the equal group size 
(Ns = 5) 10) 20) AO) and the five distributions (normal) lognormal) 
uniform) Cauchy> exponential). Each of the variates in a sample was 
generated independently from a parent distribution. In the power 
study> p = 3) k = A) Ns = 10 and 20 were selected. Five levels of 
location parameter for group 1 were used.
The major results drawn from the investigation are as follows.
The rank and normal score procedures compete we 3:1 with the parametric 
procedure for the normal distribution and outperform it in other 
cases. The overall evaluation indicates that the normal scores are 
preferable in terms of Type I error control) closely followed by the 
rank procedure. However, the overall power evaluation favors the rank
xiii
procedure, followed by normal scores. The nonparametric procedures 
are rather robust and consistent throughout the considered 
distributions and four MANOVA test criteria. Even though normal 
scores appear to be slightly better than the ranks in terms of Type I 
error control, the advantage of the normal scores over the ranks is 
not significant enough to offset the complicated nature of the normal 
score transform. Consequently, the use of the rank transform can be 




This research is concerned with nonparametric procedures in 
one-way multivariate analysis of variance (multivariate ANOVA,
MANOVA). The major foci are the rank transform and normal score 
procedures in which the usual parametric procedures are applied to the 
ranks of the data and the normal scores based on the ranks instead of 
to the original data. In multivariate analysis, effects on two or 
more dependent variables are analyzed simultaneously. The 
multivariate analysis is more complicated than the univariate analysis 
not only in theory, but also in computation of test statistics. One 
of the theoretical difficulties in multivariate analysis is the 
absence of an optimal test criterion. Moreover, in a practical 
situation, it is often difficult to meet the assumptions of 
multivariate normality and equality of variance-covariance matrices 
underlying the analysis. Under such circumstances, there are two 
kinds of remedies: (1) to transform the data to an imitated form of 
normality or (E) to use a nonparametric procedure. This study is 
conceptually connected with the latter; namely, certain nonparametric 
approaches advocated by Conover and Iman (1981). Since any such 
nonparametric procedure should be evaluated from a practical point of 
view rather than for its utility as a "pedagogical technique" (Conover 
and Iman 1981, p. 1E4), empirical evidence is required to support its
1
£use. This study is designed to provide empirical evidence regarding 
the appropriateness of rank and normal score transforms in one-way 
MANOVA, a topic which has been considered previously for the two-group 
case (Nath and Duran 1983; Zwick 1983). Favorable results for the 
nonparametric procedures from this empirical study may justify Conover 
and Iman’s (1981) opinion that the use of a nonparametric procedure 
based on the rank transform Cor normal scores] "allows the 
practitioner to make full use of existing statistical packages that 
may not have suitable nonparametric programs by simply entering the 
ranks Cor normal scores] of the data into the programs for the 
parametric analysis (p. 184)." As described above, this research is 
an empirical investigation of the behavior of certain MANOVA tests in 
various situations when the data are analyzed after rank and normal 
score transformations. The theoretical details of the nonparametric 
procedures in MANOVA will not be addressed. Rather, the emphasis in 
this study is on providing researchers with guidelines as to the 
adequacy or applicabi1ity of the parametric-nonparametric hybrids in 
MANOVA.
Since the early 1970’s, several studies which used MANOVA have 
appeared in the business literature. Many applications of MANOVA are 
found in marketing; for example, see Bello and Williamson (1985), 
Childers and Skinner (1985), Darden et al. (1983), Darden and 
Perreault (1975), Lambert et al. (1980), Mazis, Ahtola and Klippel
(1975), Olson, Toy and Dover (1988), Schaninger, Bourgeois and Buss 
(1985) and Shimp (1984). In addition, some studies in accounting have
3used MANOVA; for example* Golen, Looney and White (1985)* Joyce
(1976)* Miller (1985) and Park (1983). It appears that MANOVA is 
being used with increasing frequency in business research. On the 
other hand* it is difficult to find raw business data that satisfy 
even univariate normality. For example, as Deakin (1976) indicated in 
his study of the distribution of financial accounting ratios, the raw 
data rarely meet the normality assumption. More importantly, 
frequently used transformations such as square root and natural log 
often fail to improve the fit to a normal distribution. In addition, 
even though some useful transformation techniques have been developed 
(Bartlett 19A7; Box and Cox 196A), there are few guidelines for 
selecting an appropriate transformation and few ways to determine 
those cases in which transformations would be of assistance. In this 
sense, the proposed study can be regarded as both timely and 
appropriate.
CHAPTER 2 
PARAMETRIC AND NONPARAMETRIC ONE-WAY MULTIVARIATE ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE
This chapter describes the parametric one-way fixed-effects 
MANOVA model and discusses the test criteria in the general case. In 
addition, the development of nonparametric MANOVA will be briefly 
reviewed. The specific nonparametric techniques in MANOVA will not be 
addressed in detail, except in one typical case. Rather, the 
configuration of nonparametric procedures in MANOVA relative to the 
univariate nonparametric procedures will be emphasized.
8.1 Parametric Fixed-Effects One-Way MANOVA Model
Suppose that p commensurable responses have been collected from 
independent sampling units grouped according to k treatments or 
experimental conditions. For example, corporate bonds can be 
classified as being of high, medium or low quality. For each of the 
companies, several ratios which reflect the financial situation are 
available: asset turnover ratios, liquid asset ratios, profitability 
ratios, debts/equity ratio, etc. For the MANOVA model, if the 
response variables are defined by the ratios, the classes of the bonds 
form treatment groups. The model for the h-th observation, say Xhij, 
on the j-th response under treatment i is
4
5for h = l ,  ... , Ni, i = 1, ... , k and j = 1, ... , p, where E. . is
iD
the ij-th unknown parameter, e^ j  'the error term and Ni the number of
observations in treatment group i (in particular, Ns indicates equal
group sizes). The total number of observations is denoted by 
k
N = E Ni. The vector of residuals of the ij-th sampling unit is 
i=l
assumed to have the multivariate normal distribution with null mean
vector and some unknown nonsingular covariance matrix. We can
construct the linear model using matrix notation through the
reparameterization E . ■ = V- + x..:
H 13 D iD
response vector for each of N observations, 
j = an Nxl vector with every element equal to one, 
y = a pxl vector containing the overall mean for each 
variate in the parent population,
A = an Nxk design matrix which is a vertical concatenation 
of k matrices such that the j-th matrix consists of 
ones in the j-th column and zeroes elsewhere,
T = the kxp matrix of unknown parameters representing the 
fixed-effects,
X = jy' + A t + e
where X = the Nxp data matrix consisting of a p-dimensional
and e = an Nxp error matrix whose rows are assumed to be
randomly sampled from a N (O’, Z) distribution, i.e.,
F
a p-variate normal distribution with pxl null mean
vector and pxp variance-covariance matrix I.
6Thus> the MANOVA model is based on (1) the normality assumption that 
the observations are sampled from a multivariate (p-variate) normal 
distribution and (2) the homogeneity assumption that the treatment 
groups have a common population variance-covariance matrix. However, 
these assumptions may not be easily met in a given experimental 
design. As Zwick (1983) noted, "violations of these assumptions can 
have undesirable effects on the power and Type I error rates of 
MANOVA, particularly if sample sizes are small (p. 1>." The proposed 
research mainly investigates the nonparametric procedures with regard 
to violations of the multivariate normality assumption of parametric 
MANOVA.
8.5 Some Test Criteria in One-Way MANOVA
In the MANOVA, the null hypothesis is that there exist no 
differences among group mean vectors. The hypothesis for equal mean 
vectors can be expressed by
Hq : CT = 0
or H0 : Tj = t 2 — . . .  = T^,
where C is a (k-l)xk appropriate transformation matrix and Ti denotes 
the fixed-effects vector for group i.
For this null hypothesis, several test criteria are available. 
However, no test criteria can be recommended as the uniformly most 
powerful test (Anderson 19BA, pp. 330-333). The proposed test 
criteria for MANOVA are connected with the sums-of-products matrices
for hypothesis (or treatment) and error (or residual), denoted by H
and E, respectively. The first, called the matrix_due_to_the
hypothesis, is
H = X'A(A’Ar1C ’CC(A’A)'1C,f1C(A’A)“1A ’X,
and second, called the matri>i_due_tg_errgr, is
E = X’Cl - A(A’A)"1A’]X
where X, A, and C are as defined above. H represents the 
between-groups (mean-corrected) sums of squares and cross products 
matrix and E is the pooled within-groups (mean-corrected) sums of 
squares and cross products matrix. The test criteria for MANOVA are 
functions of the characteristic roots (eigenvalues, latent roots) of 
HE-1 with parameters
s = min(dfh , p), 
m = (ldfh - pi - 1 >/S 
and n = (dfe - p - 1 >/E,
where the number of degrees of freedom for hypothesis, df^ , is k - 1
and the number of degrees of freedom for error, dfg , is N - k in 
one-way MANOVA. The test criteria for MANOVA also may be expressed 
terms of the characteristic roots of H(H + E)”1 or E(H + E)-1.
The test criteria (using Olson’s (1973) notation) which will be 
considered in this research are:
81. Roy’s largest root criterion:
R = the largest characteristic root of H(H + E)-1
2. Lawley-Hotel1ing trace criterion:
T = trace of HE-1
3. Wilks’s likelihood ratio criterion:
W = determinant of E(H + E)_1
4. Bartlett-Nanda-Pillai trace criterion:
V = trace of H<H + E> 1
(Roy 1945, 1953, 1957; Lawley 1938 and Hotelling 1951; Wilks 1932; 
Bartlett 1939, Nanda 1950 and Pillai 1955, 1960). These four criteria 
have been frequently referred to in the statistical literature (see 
sections 3.2-3.4), and are also introduced in most multivariate 
textbooks (Anderson 1984; Morrison 1976; Muirhead 1982; Seber 1984). 
Actually, they have become the standard tests in MANOVA. Thus, major 
statistical analysis packages, such as BMDP (Dixon et al. 1981), SAS 
(1985) and SPSS (1986), have adopted them in MANOVA without exception. 
Several other criteria (see Kres 1983, pp. 7-8) have been suggested, 
such as Roy’s <1945, 1953) smallest root criterion, Pillai’s (1955) 
harmonic-mean criterion, Anderson’s (1958) minimum root criterion, 
Gnanadesikan’s (et al. 1965; Roy, Gnanadesikan and Srivastava 1971, 
pp. 72-77) determinantal criterion and Olson’s (1973, 1974) 
determinantal criterion. These have been shown to be inferior to the 
above four criteria (Schatzoff 1966; Olson 1973, 1974), so they are 
excluded from this research.
9The choice of a test criterion in MANOVA has been discussed 
frequently in the statistical literature. However, there are two 
special cases in MANOVA when the choice of criterion is theoretically 
clear and indisputable. First, when the number of response variables, 
p, is one (and k > 1), MANOVA reduces to an one-way univariate ANOVA 
on the means of the responses of the sampling units across the k 
treatment groups. In this case, the F test is the uniformly most 
powerful test and is invariant with respect to arbitrary linear 
transformations (Scheffe 1959, pp. 46-51). Second, when dfh = 1 
(i.e., k = E and p > 1), Hotelling’s (1931) T2 test, the multivariate 
analogue of the square of Student’s t, is the uniformly most powerful 
test and is invariant with respect to affine transformations (Anderson 
1984, pp. 181-184). The four criteria considered in this study are 
all equivalent to Hotelling’s T2 when dfh = 1. Consider the one-way 
MANOVA when s > 1 (i.e., k > E and p > 1). Denote the nonzero 
characteristic roots of HE-1, H(H + Ef 1, and E(H + E)"”1 by 0.^ , and 
, respectively. From the characteristic equations associated with
the three matrix expressions, there exists 0^  and corresponding to
X£ such that
X± = 0i/(l - 0±> = (1 - Ki>/K± 
for i = l , £ ....... s. Suppose that for X^, 0^  and K^, i = 1, E,
. . .  , 5 ,
“ > Xi > x2 > . . .  > xs > 0,
1 > 0i > e2 > • ■ • > 0S > °>
and 0 < Kj < k2 i • < k < 1.
10
Then three equivalent forms for each of four test statistics in MANOVA 
are given as follows (see Olson 1973, p. 7):
R = Xj /(I + X 1 ) = 0X = 1 - Kj,
s s s
T = Z X, = Z 0_. / < 1 - 6, ) = Z (1 - k , )/k , ,
i=l 1 i=l 1 1 i=l 1 1
s s s
w = n i / d  + x, > = n (i  -  e , ) = n k, ,
i=l 1 i=l 1 i=l 1
s s s
and V = Z L/(I + A • ) = Z 0. = Z (1 - K . ).
i=l 1 1 i=l 1 i=l 1
Thus, a set of characteristic roots of HE-1, H(H + E)”1 or E(H + E)'1
is enough to calculate all four test statistics.
8.3 Nonparametric MANOVA
It is difficult to present a systematic development of 
nonparametric MANOVA because there is no general agreement on the 
appropriate nonparametric analogue for the parametric MANOVA.
Roughly, there are two classes of procedures in nonparametric MANOVA: 
(1) those based on ranks and (E) those based on normal scores. First, 
the use of ranks lead to natural multivariate extensions of univariate 
nonparametric methods. For example, Bennett (196E), Blumen (1958), 
Chatterjee (1966) and Hodges (1955) developed multivariate sign tests. 
Multivariate versions of the Wilcoxon (1945) test were proposed by 
Bennett (1964, 1965, 1967), Chatterjee and Sen (1964), Gabriel and Sen
(1968) and Tamura (1966), and a multivariate extension of Friedman’s 
(1937) x2-test was suggested by Gerig (1969, 1975), Lehmacher (1979, 
1980) and Lehmacher and Wall (1978). Chatterjee and Sen (1970) and
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Puri and Sen (1966, 1971) tried to extend the univariate ANOVA tests 
of Kruskal and Wallis (1952) and Brown and Mood (1951) in the MANOVA 
setting in terms of distribution-free tests under the null hypothesis. 
Also, Horrell and Lessig (1975), Katz and McSweeriey (1980) and Koch
(1969) suggested some user-oriented multivariate extensions of the 
Kruskal-Wal1 is (1952) test. Among these suggestions, Puri and Sen's 
(1971) multivariate multisample rank sum test (MMRST), involving the 
rank permutation principle, is a fairly well-known nonparametric 
technique in MANOVA for which some software is available; for example, 
see Samar and Hoppe (1981) and Schwertman (1982a). Therefore, the 
MMRST will be described briefly here.
Let us rank the N observations of the j-th variate, Xhi.., h = 1,
... , Ni, i = 1, ... , k in ascending order of magnitude, and let R^j
denote the rank of Xj^j for the data defined in section 2.1. The
statistic of Puri and Sen’s MMRST is defined as
k -lL„ = E Ni(R. - R )’V (R . - R )N i l
where R^ is the pxl vector of mean ranks for each of p-variate 
responses in the i-th treatment group, R_ is the pxl average rank 
vector for the combined data from all treatment groups and V is the 
pxp dispersion matrix for the vector of ranks. Let R^* = CR^j, ... , 
R. 3 and R ’ = [R , , ... , R 1. Then,IP • • 1 • p
Ni
'ij h=l hij’Rj = 2  \^/Nii n
k Ni
and R . = E E R. . . /N.
•1 i=l h=l nil
IE
The rs-element of V is given by
k Ni
V = E £ R. R . /N - R R 
rs i=i h=l nir nis -r •s
The multivariate hypothesis of equal mean vectors can be tested by the 
l_N statistic which has an asymptotically chi-squared distribution with 
p(k - 1) degrees of freedom. The statistic has the same structure 
as the parametric MANOVA test based on Lawley-Hotel1ing’s generalized 
Tp, i.e., the statistic T. For p = 1, reduces to the 
Kruskal-Wal1 is test for the univariate nonparametric ANOVA. For the 
two-sample case, LN can be expressed as a function of the F statistic 
which is calculated from the Hotelling’s Tz on the ranks, as Nath and 
Duran (1983) proved. The L^ j statistic also can be used to construct 
the multivariate multisample median test (MMMT) and the normal scores 
test in a similar context. For p = 1, the Ljj statistic for MMMT 
reduces to the univariate multisample median test statistic of Brown 
and Mood (1951).
Recently, Puri and Sen (1985) considered simultaneous inference 
procedures for general nonparametric MANOVA models based on the rank 
order estimators in some linear models and Roy’s (19^5, 1953, 1957) 
largest root criterion. In addition, the other use of ranks in 
extending univariate nonparametric methods to the multivariate case is 
connected with a class of asymptotically distribution-free tests based 
on generalized U statistics; for example, see Bhapkar (1966, 1979, 
198^), Bhapkar and Deshpande (1968), Bhapkar and Gore (1973), Bhapkar 
and Patterson (1977), Deshpande (1970) and Patterson (1975). These
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works involve the multivariate and multisample U statistic models 
proposed by Bhapkar (1966) and Sugiura (1965)j which are based on the 
fundamental work of Hoeffding (1948).
The second class of nonparametric procedures in MANOVA is 
connected with the use of normal scores rather than ranks. In this 
case, observations are transformed twice, first to assign ranks to the 
original observations, and second to transform the ranks to an induced 
form of a standard normal distribution. There are two versions of 
normal scores: expected (value) normal scores and inverse (or 
quantile) normal scores (Lehmann 1975, pp. 96-97; Randles and Wolfe 
1979, p. 292; Kendall and Buckland 1982, p. 138). (Bradley (1968, pp. 
159-161) discussed a third version of normal scores, i.e., random 
normal scores, which do not have statistical legitimacy because they 
are based eventually on a mapping to an arbitrary set of generated 
normal random numbers.) Normal scores mimic a normal distribution;- 
that is, the normal scores behave like an ideal sample from a standard 
normal distribution. While the expected normal scores employ the 
expected normal order statistics, the inverse normal scores use the 
inverse normal statistics in place of the ranks. The expected normal 
scores, originally proposed by Fisher and Yates (1938), are defined as
a ... = EC$_1 (U... )], n s ( i )  (i)
or a ... = ECZ,..1,ns(i) (i)
for i = 1, ... , N, where U,1X < ... < U.„. are the order statistics(X) (N)
of a random sample of size N from a U(0, 1) distribution and Z(l) <
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... < 2,.., are the order statistics of a random sample of size N from 
(N)
a N(Oj 1) distribution. The inverse normal scores are of the form
ans(i) = ® “ aCi/«N + 1)],
for i = 1, ... , N. In both casesj i means the rank among the N 
observations and $(.) is the cumulative distribution function 
(c.d.f.) of a standard normal distribution. The normal score tests 
were developed for the two-sample location problem by Hoeffding 
(1951)j Terry(1952) and van der Waerden (1952, 1953a,b). Hajek and
V
Sidak (1967) refer to these two types of normal scores as the 
Fishei— Yates-Terry-Hoeffding type and the van de Waerden type, 
respectively. These two versions of normal scores are known to be
A Aasymptotically equivalent (Hajek and Sidak 1967, p. 87; Randles and 
Wolfe 1979, p. 292). McSweeney and Penfield (1969) and Puri (1964) 
contributed to the development of the multisample normal scores test. 
Bhattacharyya (1967) provided some theoretical basis, in terms of 
asymptotic efficiency, for the multivariate normal scores test.
Even though applications of nonparametric MANOVA procedures 
appear in the literature (e.g., Crepeau et al. 1985; Zwick 1985), they 
are rarely used in practice "because their properties are not 
well-known (Zwick 1983, p. 2)." In addition, the test statistics for 
nonparametric MANOVA are quite complicated and it is usually difficult 
to find appropriate software. The proposed research will be geared 
toward overcoming the above difficulties by using well-known 
parametric MANOVA tests with nonparametric transformations.
CHAPTER 3
THEORETICAL AND EMPIRICAL ASPECTS OF MULTIVARIATE 
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE
If the empirical and theoretical phases of a test statistic are 
two gear wheels engaging each other, its power and Type I error are 
two faces of Janus. This chapter reviews and summarizes parametric 
multivariate test statistics and nonparametric MANOVA techniques in 
terms of Type I error rates and power, from both a theoretical and 
empirical point of view. Some Monte Carlo studies of robustness of 
the four MANOVA test statistics are available, but such simulations 
have been very limited in scope except for the research by Olson 
(1973, 197A). As Bradley (1978) indicated, "allegations of robustness 
tend to ignore its highly particularistic nature and neglect to 
mention important qualifying conditions (p. 14^)." Moreover, 
robustness is a very ambiguous concept because an evaluation of the 
robustness of a test more or less depends on the interpreter’s 
attitude or value-judgement system. For example, the same results 
from an empirical investigation might be interpreted either positively 
or negatively at the discretion of the researcher. Therefore, this 
review will not try to assess the previous work in a subjective 
manner. Rather, it will simply describe the results.
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3.1 Robustness of Hotelling’s T2 Test
When df. = 1, the four MANOVA criteria, R, W, T and V, are all n
equivalent to Hotelling’s (1931) T2 , which can be expressed in terms 
of an F statistic (Morrison 1976, p.1315 Anderson 1984, p. 164).
Thus, the robustness of T2 is equivalent to that of the four MANOVA 
criteria. Some Monte Carlo studies have evaluated the robustness of 
the one-sample T2 test against violations of normality. Using the 
permutation cumulants of a statistic that is a simple function of T2 , 
Arnold (1964) conducted a Monte Carlo study based on bivariate samples 
from normal, rectangular, and double exponential distributions. He 
concluded that "a test using Hotelling’s T2 when applied to non-normal 
data is not likely to be biased by more than 1 or 8*/. at the 5’/. level 
of significance" and "the bias decreases with increasing sample size 
(p. 69)" in the considered symmetric distributions. Mardia (1970) 
developed measures of multivariate skewness and kurtosis and examined 
the effect of nonnormality using them in the one-sample problem. He 
found that "Hotelling’s T2 test is more sensitive to the measure of 
skewness than to the measure of kurtosis (p. 519)." Chase and Bulgren 
(1971) performed a Monte Carlo study of the one-sample T2 using six 
types of bivariate distributions: normal, uniform, exponential, gamma, 
lognormal, and double exponential. They found that samples from 
highly skewed distributions produce too many extreme values of T2 and 
samples from other distributions generate conservative results. This 
supports Mardia’s (1970) results regarding the impact of skewness on 
the one-sample T2 test.
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In terms of the robustness of the two-sample T2 test, Hopkins and
Clay (1963) considered small samples drawn from bivariate symmetric
leptokurtic distributions. They found that moderate degrees of
symmetric leptokurtosis "had no substantial effect on the upper tail
frequencies ... with both [sample sizes] IMj, N2 > 10 (pp. 1052-1053)."
Mardia (1971) studied the asymptotic effect of nonnormality on the
Bartlett-Nanda-Pi1lai statistic V, which is equivalent to T2 when
k = 2. The results showed that for moderately nonnormal data with
k = 2 the actual level of significance of the test is not likely to
differ by more than two percent at the nominal level of five percent.
Other investigations of T2 were performed by Everitt (1979) and Tiku
and Singh (1982). Using Monte Carlo methods for uniform, exponential
and lognormal distributions, Everitt (1979) showed that "the
two-sample [T2] test is far more robust against departures from
normality than the one-sample test, and that the latter may be badly
affected by departures due to extreme skewness (p. ^8)." As a part of
a Monte Carlo study on robustness of a class of Hotelling’s T2 type
multivariate procedures, Tiku and Singh (1982) investigated the Type I
2
error rates and power of T for bivariate normal, mixed normal, 
uniform, Student’s t, and chi-squared distributions. They found that
(1) Type I error rates were conservative except for the uniform 
distribution, and (2) in general, the power for the nonnormal 
distributions was substantially lower than the power for the normal 
distribution. Mardia (1975) summarized the results of Hopkins and 
Clay (1963), Arnold (196A), Chase and Bulgren (1971) and Mardia (1970, 
1971): (1) Hotelling’s T2 test is robust, (2) Hotelling’s one-sample
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T2 test is more sensitive to skewness than to kurtosisj and (3)
2
Hotelling’s two-sample T test is more sensitive to skewness when the 
sample sizes are unequal. It should be noted that the results of 
Everitt(1979) and Tiku and Singh (1982) did not deviate from Mardia’s
(1975) conclusions.
Other studies have considered the robustness of T2 against 
violations of the homogeneity assumption. For example) Hopkins and 
Clay (1963) in the above-mentioned study concluded "that the null 
distribution of T2 for pairs of bivariate samples with Nx = N2 > 10 is 
rather robust against variance inequality but that this robustness 
does not extend to disparate sample sizes (p. 1048)." Holloway and 
Dunn (1967) summarized from their findings that) with unequal 
variance-covariance matrices) (1) "as the number of variates increase) 
or as the sample size decreases) the actual level of significance 
increases (p. 124))" (2) "equal sample sizes help in keeping the level 
of significance close to the supposed level) but do not help in 
maintaining the power of the test (p. 124))" and (3) the “power is 
often considerably reduced by departures [from the homogeneity of 
variance-covariance matrices! which leave the level of significance 
satisfactory (p. 136)." However) Holloway and Dunn (1967) used 
unrealistic heterogeneity and unequal sample size conditions) as 
indicated by Hakstian) Roed and Lind (1979)) who performed another 
Monte Carlo study for Hotelling’s two-sample T2. Hakstian et al. 
concluded that (1) "the T2 procedure is generally robust with respect 
to violation of the homogeneity of covariance matrix assumption for
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equal sample sizes* even when the ratio of sample size to number of 
dependent variables is small" and (2) "the T2 procedure is not robust 
in the face of covariance matrix heterogeneity coupled with unequal 
[sample sizes]* even for the relatively mild departures from equality 
of the covariance matrices* sample sizes* or both (p. 1261)." In 
summary* departures from homogeneity may not affect Hotelling’s T2 
test with equal sample sizes* but the impact can be serious with 
unequal sample sizes.
3.2 Robustness Studies in Terms of Type I Error of the Four MANOVA
Test Criteria
3.2.1 Iheoretica1_Aspect
In the general case of s > 1* no MANOVA test is uniformly most 
powerful. However, some theoretical results are available on 
comparisons of the criteria for the general MANOVA. A theoretical 
study of the robustness of the MANOVA test criteria was performed by 
Ito and Schull (196A). They examined the robustness of the T test in 
MANOVA when variance-covariance matrices are not equal. They found 
"in the case of two samples of nearly equal size or [multiDsamples of 
equal size, the [T] test is not affected seriously by moderate 
inequality of variance-covariance matrices as long as samples are very 
large," but in unequal sized multisample cases, "quite a large effect 
occurs on the level of significance and the power of the [T] test from 
even moderate variations (p. 71)." Their asymptotic results indicate
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that even if the effects of departures from normality and homogeneity 
upon the level of significance increase with p, "no definite tendency 
is observed in the behaviour of the power function with respect to the 
change of p (p. 81>." Ito (1969) found that the T and U tests are 
equivalent for very large sample sizes even if the normality and 
homogeneity assumptions are violated. He concluded from his 
investigation of the T and W tests that "when sample sizes are very 
large> the effect of violation of the normality assumption is slight 
on testing hypotheses about the mean vectors but dangerous on testing 
hypotheses about vartianceD-covCariance] matrices) as shown in the 
case of univariate analysis (p. 88)." Pillai and Sudjana (1975) tried 
to study the exact robustness of the four criteria under violations of 
the normality and homogeneity assumptions. Concerning the hypotheses 
of (1) equality of covariance matrices in two p-variate normal 
populations and (2) equality of p-dimensional mean vectors in 
k p-variate normal populations having common unknown covariance 
matrices) they could not find "any advantage of one test statistic 
over the others in regard to either hypothesis from the point of view 
of robustness (pp. 626-627)" for small or moderate sample size. In 
the case where HE”1 has two rootS) Pillai and Hsu (1979a) examined the 
exact robustness against nonnormality for tests of independence based 
on R) T) W) and V. They concluded that V is most robust against 
nonnormality) W is the second best) and T and R are least robust.
This finding supports Olson’s (1973> 197*t) Monte Carlo study in MANOVA 
(see section 3.3). Davis (1980) investigated the robustness of W to 
departures from normality. He showed that for sufficiently large
El
skewness and kurtosis, the effects on the true significance level may 
be quite serious for moderate dfe . While increases in skewness tend 
to raise the Type I error, increases in kurtosis tend to lower it.
The effect of skewness is more significant for smaller dfg and the 
effect of kurtosis is more pronounced for larger di^  . Increasing the 
disparity among the sample sizes generally seems to influence the true 
significance level in the opposite direction to the corresponding 
skewness and kurtosis effects. Similar conclusions applied to R, as 
indicated in a later study (Davis 198E). It should be noted that 
Mardia (1971) obtained similar results for V in the two-sample case.
In summary, departures from conventional parametric assumptions tend 
to have more serious effects in the unequal sample size case than in 
the equal sample size case. Violations of homogeneity can have 
greater effect than departures from normality. The ordering of the 
four MANOVA tests seems to be V, W, T, R, from most to least robust.
3.E.E Empirical_Asgect
In addition to the theoretical studies just described, there have 
also been some empirical studies of MANOVA tests. Several Monte Carlo 
studies have been conducted using small and large samples, primarily 
to examine the effects of the violations of assumptions of 
multivariate normality and homogeneity of variance-covariance 
matrices. Korin (197E) considered R, T, and V with two or three 
levels of small group size, number of variates, number of groups, and 
degree of heterogeneity. His tentative conclusion was that
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heterogeneity can have a considerable effect, and the effect seems to 
be much clearer as the degree of covariance inequality increases, as 
the number of variates increases, or as the group size decreases. 
However, he could not find any great differences among T, W and R. 
□Ison (1973, 1974) performed comprehensive and in-depth Monte Carlo 
investigations of R, T, W, V, and two other test criteria. His Monte 
Carlo study used four values of p (2, 3, 6, 10), four values of k (2, 
3, 6, 10), and three values of equal group size, Ns (5, 10, 50). In 
addition, the degree of violation of the normality and homogeneity 
assumptions and the noncentrality problem (see the section 3.4 for a 
discussion of noncentrality) were broadly considered in his analysis 
of the robustness of the MANOVA tests. His major findings were as 
follows (Olson 1974, p. 906): (1) Kurtotic violations from normality
have comparatively mild effects on the Type I error rates, although 
the effects are more serious for R in some cases. Positive kurtosis 
usually leads to the null hypothesis being accepted too frequently, 
except for R. (2) Heterogeneity of variance-covariance matrices 
generally produces a more serious effect. Type I error rates can 
become notably high for R, T and W, while V is somewhat stable. (3) 
The MANOVA tests T, W and V are robust against mild contamination.
(4) Robustness properties do not always improve with increasing group 
size. However, any robustness advantages for small groups must be 
offset against loss of power, since power increases with group size. 
Olson (1974) concluded with his view that "very high Type I error 
rates make a test dangerous; low power merely make it less useful (p. 
907)." His recommendations were as follows: (1) For protection
E3
against kurtotic departures, one among the MANOVA tests T, W, and V 
should be chosen. Although T and W tests are sometimes more powerful, 
the V test is in most cases superior to the others in terms of Type I 
error rates. (E) For protection against covariance heterogeneity in 
the population, the V test is best, even though its Type I error rate 
may be high. T and W tests should not be chosen, as they tend to give 
similar results as R. (3) Consequently, for general protection 
against violations of the MANOVA assumptions, the V test is suggested 
as the most desirable of the MANOVA tests. In a later paper, Olson
(1976) summarized the theoretical and empirical results of Ito and 
Schull (196A), Ito (1969), Korin (197E), and Olson (1973, 197A): in 
general, "departures from normality in the direction of positive 
kurtosis ... have relatively mild effects on Type I error rates of the 
four multivariate criteria, and these effects tend to be such that the 
tests become conservative. ... Departures from homogeneity of 
covariance matrices produce more dramatic disturbances in the behavior 
of some of the [four MAN0VA3 tests (p. 58E)." (For more discussions, 
see Stevens 1979 and Olson 1979.)
After Olson’s <1973, 197A) research, some Monte Carlo simulations 
were performed by Ceurvorst (1980), O’Brien, Parente and Schmitt 
(198E), and Bird and Hadzi-Pavlovic (1983) along related lines. 
Ceurvorst (1980) investigated the robustness of the four MANOVA tests 
again under heterogeneity of variance and heterogeneity of 
correlation. His study showed that Type I error rates increased as 
the number of groups increased and the degree of heterogeneity
increased and as dfg decreased. In the two group case with moderately 
large df£ (60 or more)j the MANOVA tests were robust regardless of the 
degree of heterogeneity. With three or six groups; the ordering of 
the test criteria for robustness was matched with Olson’s across types 
of heterogeneity. Thusj Bartlett-Nanda-Pi1lai’s V was recommended for 
general use again. Another Monte Carlo comparison of the four MANOVA 
tests was conducted by O ’Brien; Parente and Schmitt (1982)j who 
investigated the effect of restricting one tail or two tails of the 
population. The populations had restricted ranges which were formed 
by excluding one or two tails from a standard normal population. That 
is» a generated sample unit which was out of range was discarded in 
the Monte Carlo simulation process. The tests were compared in terms 
of robustness by examining bias at critical points and the 
fluctuations in the standard error stemming from the restricted 
sampling. Their results differed slightly from previous research in 
the rank ordering of the test criteria; which seems to be W> V> T> R. 
They concluded that W "is most resistant to change in actual 
probability of significance due to the restrictions of sampling range 
tested (p. 18*0." Bird and Hadzi-Pavlovic (1983) evaluated R and V in 
conjunction with univariate follow-up tests by means of a simultaneous 
test procedure (STP). Their overall results for the hypothesis of 
equal mean vectors are broadly consistent with Olson’s (197^) 
findings. However; they concluded that "the lack of robustness of the 
R statistic is unlikely to produce problems if the R STP is used to 
evaluate interpretable contrasts on linear combinations of variates of 
interest to the experimenter as opposed to contrasts for which
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coefficients referring to groups and variates are determined by the 
data (p. 167)." In summaryj the findings from the empirical 
investigations are in general agreement with those from the 
theoretical studies.
3.3 Power Comparisons of the Four MANOVA Test Criteria
Some studies were mainly devoted to robustness in terms of power 
of the MANOVA tests. Gnanadesikan et al. (1965; summarized in Royj 
Gnanadesikan and Srivastava 1971, pp. 72-77) performed a Monte Carlo 
comparison among five tests including R> T» W> and V for small to 
moderately large samples in the two-dimensional case5 i.e> p = 2. In 
general) the ranking) from most powerful to least powerful) was V } W> 
T> R. This power ranking was also obtained by Schatzoff (1966) who 
compared six tests including R5 Ts W and V> in connection with 
noncentrality. The configuration of population differences across the 
s dimensions is called the noncentrality structure of the population. 
There are two pure types of noncentrality structures: concentrated and 
diffuse. A concentrated noncentrality appears when the differences in 
the population mean vectors are limited to one of the s dimensions.
□n the other hand) a diffuse noncentrality occurs when the differences 
in the population mean vectors are equally allocated over all of the s 
dimensions. While the same power ranking as in Gnanadesikan et al. 
(1965) applied in the diffuse structure) the powers of V> W and T were 
almost equivalent in the concentrated structure. Since R has much 
less power than the others under diffuse noncentrality) and V does not
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offer very good protection in Type I error control under highly 
concentrated structures, Schatzoff recommended the use of W or T 
rather than R or V. In the theoretical studies, Pillai and 
Jayachandran’s (1967, 1968) power comparisons of tests of equality of 
mean vectors and two covariance matrices based on four criteria were 
in line with Schatzoff’s findings. In particular, they found that V 
has optimal local properties for small deviations from the null 
hypothesis. Using very large samples, Lee (1971) examined the power 
of W, T, and V, all of which are asymptotically equivalent, and his 
results supported Schatzoff’s conclusions. The results for these 
power studies were summarized in Olson’s (1976) paper as follows: “in 
the concentrated noncentrality structure, the tests tend to be ranked 
R, T, W, V, from most powerful to least powerful, .... The general 
finding in the diffuse noncentrality structure is that the ordering is 
reversed: V, W, T, R, from most to least powerful. In the diffuse 
structure, power differences among V, W, and T are typically not large 
(p. 581)." It should be noted that Pillai and Hsu (1979b) 
theoretically reconfirmed the above results using the joint density 
function of the characteristic roots of HE”1 under violations of 
multivariate assumptions. In addition, Stevens (1980) reviewed the 
power of MANOVA tests and found that the power under high within-group 
intercorrelations is in most cases greater than the power under 
moderate intercorrelations, and it is much higher in some cases. 
However, "no single statistic ... dominates any of the others. Thus, 
there is no simple panacea for the dilemma of selecting a ’best’ test 
(Schatzoff 1966, p. 429)." We can only conclude that the power
ordering of the four MANOVA tests depends on the underlying structure 
of the population mean vectors and the variance-covariance matrices.
3.4 Theoretical Evaluations of Nonparametric MANOVA Procedures
An important method for comparing the powers of two statistical
procedures is the asymptotic relative efficiency (ARE)j or what is
called Pittman efficiency. The ARE can be defined informally as the
asymptotic ratio of the two sample sizes required for two tests to
have the same power under the same level of significance for the same
hypothesis (Noether 1955; Conover 1980, p. 89). Thusj a statistic
with ARE less than one is asymptotically less efficient that the
competing statistic. There has been some fragmentary work on the
ARE’s of the multivariate rank and normal scores test with respect to
the corresponding parametric test. For example, Chatterjee and Sen
(1964) showed that for k = 2, the ARE of their Wilcoxon type rank
2
procedure to the parametric Hotelling’s T test is always less than 1
in the bivariate normal case. Bickel (1965) investigated the ARE’s of
2
nonparametric competitors of Hotelling’s T . He showed that the 
maximum and minimum values of the ARE’s of the median test and the 
Wilcoxon type test relative to T can be expressed by a function of 
the correlation between the two variates in the single sample case. 
When the correlation is zero, the upper bound of the maximum ARE of 
the median test is 0.65 and that of the Wilcoxon type test is 0.96. 
Bhattacharyya (1967) proved that in the class of nonsingular normal 
distributions the normal scores test is as efficient as Hotelling’s T2
SB
and its efficiency with respect to the Wilcoxon type statistic always
exceeds 1. Bhattacharyya and Johnson (1968) investigated
theoretically the ARE’s of two nonparametric competitors to
Hotelling’s T2: the multivarite extension of the Wilcoxon test and the
normal scores test. They showed that (1) the multivariate normal
scores test could behave quite poorly in comparison with both T2 and
the multivariate Wilcoxon test for some local shift alternatives when
the nonnormal multivariate distribution is almost degenerate on a line
and (2) the multivariate version of the Wilcoxon test could behave
poorly with respect to T2 under another degenerate situation. The
above results were reviewed in Puri and Sen (1971j pp. 172-177) and
were extended to the p-variate case by Puri and Sen (1985): (1) If the
p-variates are mutually stochastically independent the ARE of the
normal scores test relative to the parametric one is always greater
than or equal to 1 for all distributions, where the equality holds
when the distributions are normal. For Wilcoxon type tests, the ARE
is greater than 0.86^ for all continuous distributions (p. 175). (2)
For the family of multinormal distributions, the Wilcoxon type
procedure is never asymptotically better than the normal scores
procedure (p. 177). Chatterjee and Sen (1970) compared the ARE
2
between Hotelling’s T and their two nonparametric test statistics. 
When p = 2, the ARE of the MMRST with respect to the MMMT is uniformly
greater than unity and the ARE of both the MMRST and MMMT relative to
T2 is uniformly less than one. However, it should be noted that in 
the p-variate case, if the underlying distribution is a nonsingular 
p-variate normal, the multivariate normal scores test is asymtotically
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as efficient as the parametric likelihood ratio test (Puri and Sen 
1971) pp. 211-214). The ARE of nonparametric multivariate procedures 
relative to parametric ones is known in the general case to depend 
mainly on the covariance structure of the underlying distribution. As
Bhattacharyya and Johnson (1968) indicated) however) "a study of
overall relative efficiency of [nonparametric] multivariate tests is 
complicated by the fact that there is no satisfactory direction-free 
measure of ARE in the Pittman sense (p. 1659)."
In summary) a similar conclusion may be derived for nonparametric 
tests in MANOVA as in the univariate case. While the ARE of the rank 
procedure to the parametric test may be less than 1> the normal scores
test is at least as efficient as the parametric test in many
situations involving nonnormal distributions. However) the asymptotic 
situation never occurs in a practical problem. Thus> the importance 
of ARE seems to be exaggerated in the statistical literature) although 
the ARE has proven to be a primary tool for comparing the efficacy of 
a newly developed nonparametric test statistic with that of the 
corresponding parametric test.
3.5 Empirical Evaluations of Nonparametric MANOVA Procedures
Several Monte Carlo studies of multivariate nonparametric 
procedures have been carried out. Bhattacharyya> Johnson and Neave 
(1971) examined the small sample power performance for the bivariate 
two-sample Wilcoxon type rank sum test by Monte Carlo simulation under
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shift alternatives in the bivariate normal distribution. The 
estimated power of this test was compared with the power of 
Hotelling’s T2 test by considering various noncentrality structures 
and degrees of correlations between two variates. They found that the 
empirical power of the Wilcoxon type rank sum test substantially 
exceeds the power of T2 for some normal shift alternatives. However, 
the results did not show that one test is uniformly superior to the 
other. In their investigation of several multivariate nonparametric 
methods connected with the U statistic, Patterson (1975) and Bhapkar 
and Patterson (1978) examined the power and Type I error rates of the 
rank test for bivariate normal, uniform and exponential distributions 
in the three group case with several assigned variance-covariance 
structures. Their results showed that Type I error rates for the rank 
test were slightly liberal in some cases and the power of the rank 
test was not much different from that of W for the normal and uniform 
distributions and greater than that of W for the exponential 
distribution. However, it is difficult to interpret their results 
because of the small number of replications (500 for the Type I error 
rate analysis and 100 for the power study). Schwertman (1982b) 
conducted a Monte Carlo study of the l_N statistic of Puri and Sen 
(1971) for the MMRST and MMMT for two populations with various 
correlation structures. To investigate the robustness of two 
nonparametric procedures against departures from MANOVA assumptions, 
linear combinations of independent normal, uniform and exponential 
variables were considered in the simulation study. In the power 
study, two standard deviations were added to each element of the mean
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vector using one of the two data sets. The statistics were compared 
to their asymptotic chi-squared values. The results showed that both 
procedures based on were not satisfactory in terms of Type I error 
rate and power in some cases. Howeverj Schwertman concluded that "the 
[nonparametric] procedure seems generally conservative with respect to 
significance level for four or more multivariate reponses and hence 
still provides a practical alternative for the analysis of many small 
data sets that violate the restrictions of parametric methods (p. 
676)." In addition) the MMRST was more powerful than the MMMT in most 
cases. This result provided some empirical support for the 
conclusions of Chatterjee and Sen (1970).
Zwick (19B3) investigated Type I error and power for rank and 
expected normal scores procedures in nonparametric one-way MANOVA in 
the two group case. The distributions considered were multivariate 
normal and multivariate beta. Also> heterogeneity of 
variance-covariance matrices was examined. Zwick concluded that (1) 
"the nonparametric procedures are less likely to have excessive error 
rates than the parametric test and that the normal scores procedure 
provides the best error control (pp. 75-76)>" and (E) "in many of the 
beta conditions) procedures with lower Type I error rates were more 
powerful than procedures with larger error rates (p. 76)". Nath and 
Duran (1983) found that the rank procedure compares very favorably to 
the parametric method. They performed a Monte Carlo study for the 
multivariate two-sample location problem. Hotelling’s T2> the rank 
statistic T2 (found by computing the T2 statistic on the ranks) and
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Puri and Sen’s (1971) MMRST statistic Ljj were compared using bivariate 
independent and correlated normal> uniform, Cauchy, exponential, and 
lognormal distributions. Surprisingly enough, the results showed that 
in terms of Type I error control and power, the rank statistic T*K
2
competes well with T in normal distributions and outperforms it in 
others. The advantage of T^ over T2 is quite significant in heavy 
tailed distributions like the Cauchy. In skewed distributions like 
the exponential and lognormal, T^ also performed better than T2 and 
Ln'. Moreover, they found that the performance of T^  is consistent 
across the shape of the distribution. This study seems to be reliable 
in the sense of Monte Carlo sample size since the authors used 5000 
replications for most of their type I error studies and 2000 
replications for their power study. Several other Monte Carlo studies 
of multivariate nonparametric techniques have been performed. For 
example, Schwertman, Fridshal and Magrey (19B1) tried to compare MMRST 
and MMMT using complete and incomplete growth curve data. They found 
that both tests can be used for sample sizes of five in the bivariate 
case and the MMRST appeared to be preferred over the MMMT. Tiku and 
Singh (1982) and Tiku and Balakrishnan (1984) were concerned with 
lesser known statistics and, because of the specialized nature of 
these studies, they are not discussed further. However, they 
suggested some test statistics that may prove to be superior to the 
available parametric and nonparametric tests. In summary, the Monte 
Carlo comparisons of nonparametric procedures with the corresponding 
parametric ones in the two-dimensional case showed that the 
nonparmetric procedures, in general, are superior to their parametric
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counterparts in terms of Type I error control and power when the 
conventional parametric assumptions are violated. In some studies, 
the results indicated that nonparametric procedures are at least 
comparable with parametric ones even when the parametric assumptions 
are met.
In conclusion, the studies of nonparametric techniques as 
alternatives to parametric ones have been more or less favorable to 
the nonparametric methods, especially in the nonnormal case. However, 
a comprehensive Monte Carlo study of the nonparametric MANOVA in the 
general case has yet to be performed. The proposed study is designed 
to meet the need for basic research in the nonparametric application 
of one-way MANOVA techniques in the case of 3 or more groups. In this 
sense, it can be regarded as an extension of Nath and Duran (1983) and 
Zwick (1983). In addition, the proposed study can be thought of as a 
further variation on Olson’s (1973, 197A) research. Favorable results 
for the rank and normal scores approaches should encourage business 
researchers (who frequently consider nonnormal data) to apply these 
techniques using currently available statistical packages with a 
minimum amount of effort.
CHAPTER A
RESEARCH OBJECTIVES* DESIGN AND PROCEDURES 
FOR MONTE CARLO INVESTIGATION
4.1 Research Objectives
The purpose of this research is to investigate the Type I error 
rate and power of the nonparametric procedures based on the rank and 
expected normal score transforms in one-way MANOVA, and to evaluate 
the utility of the nonparametric procedures as alternatives to the 
parametric ones. For the hypothesis of equal mean vectors, four 
criteria in one-way MANOVA (R, T, W and V) were examined in terms of 
Type I error rate and in terms of power. The two group case was 
excluded in this research because it has been considered previously 
(Nath and Duran 1983; Zwick 1983). The goals of this study are:
1. To compare the performance of the parametric and 
nonparametric versions of each of the four test criteria.
S. To evaluate the adequacy of the rank and normal score 
transforms in comparison with the parametric procedures.
3. To investigate the behavior of the parametric and 
nonparametric procedures under certain violations of the parametric 




One of the serious problems in a research design such as this 
arises from the apparently unlimited number of ways in which the 
parametric assumptions can be violated. Also> the number of 
combinations of number of variates, groups and sample sizes 
geometrically increases with the addition of an extra level of a 
factor. For these reasons, an exhaustive study is impossible; 
however, a judicious choice of design values can adequately address a 
given set of research objectives.
4.2.1 Iyge_I_Error_Rate_Study
The research design for Type I error rate consists of the 
following factors and levels of each factor:
1. Number of variates: p = 2, 3, 4 and 5.
2. Number of groups: k = 3, 4 and 5.
3. Group size: Ns = 5, 10, 20 and 40.
(Only groups of equal size were considered.)
4. Form of parent distribution
(1) Normal distribution: Each of p variates is sampled
independently from a N(0, 1) distribution.
(2) Lognormal distribution: Each of p variates is sampled
independently from a lognormal distribution such that 
In X ^ N<0, 1).
(3) Uniform distribution: Each of p variates is sampled
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independently from a uniform (05 1) distribution.
(4) Cauchy distribution: Each of p variates is sampled 
independently from the Cauchy distribution with the 
probability density function f(X) = Cir (1 + X2)]-1,
- 00 < x < oo .
(5) Exponential distribution: Each of p variates is
sampled independently from an exponential distribution 
with mean one.
A factorial design was constructed using the above factors. A 
given set of generated data was submitted to all IE tests at the 
nominal significance levels of 0.10, 0.05 and 0.01: 4 parametric tests 
for generated data, A tests for rank transformed data and 4 tests for 
normal score transformed data. The number of replications, i.e., the 
Monte Carlo sample size (MCSS), was 5000 for all combinations of the 
other factor levels.
*t.£.E Pow§r_Comgar isons
In the power study, p = 3, k = 4, Ns = 10 and EO were selected. 
The location factor, 6, was added uniformly to the generated values 
from group 1. The 5 levels of 6, given in Table 1, were chosen based 
on considerations of the convergence rate to unity for each 
distributional form in order to construct easily understandable power 
curves. The other aspects of the power study were the same as in thfe 
Type I error study.
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Table 1: Levels of Location Factor in Power Study
Distribution
Levels of Location Factor
1 S 3 4 5
Normal 0.15 0.30 0.45 0.60 0.75
Lognormal 0.15 0.30 0.45 0.60 0.75
Uniform 0.04 0.08 0. IE 0.16 0.E0
Cauchy 0.30 0.60 0.90 1.E0 1.50
Exponential 0.10 0.20 0.30 0.40 0.50
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4.3 Procedures for Monte Carlo Simulation
The IBM 30B4QX computer at Louisiana State University was used 
for the simulation study. Programming was in VS FORTRAN 77 and 
utilized several published algorithms) some of which were adapted for 
VS FORTRAN 77 in DOUBLE PRECISION.
4.3.1 Generation_of_Samgl§_Data
The Monte Carlo experiments in the study begin with the 
generation of U(0, 1) random variates. Since Monte Carlo simulations 
are generally static rather than dynamic) five uniform random number 
generators (RNG’s) were used to reduce the effect of sampling errors 
from any specific RNG. The RNG’s used were BURAND (Burford 1984)) 
DRAND (Law and Kelton 1982, p. 227), RANF (Oakenfull 1979), UNIF 
(Bratley, Fox and Schrage 1983, p. 199), and RANDOM (Wichmann and Hill 
1982). An automatic random seed generating scheme was devised in the 
computer programming routine: another RNG, RANDR (coded by Ogilvie; 
Olson 1973, p. 104), was exclusively devoted to generating the random 
seeds for the five RNG’s in this study. Only four seeds for RANDR 
were supplied: p times 111111111 for each level of p. Beginning with 
the <N+l)’st uniform random number from RANDR, the random seeds were 
collected in turn: four for BURAND, one each for DRAND, RANF and UNIF, 
and three for RANDOM. (In this case, N = k x Ns, i.e., the total 
number of observations.) Any generated uniform random number can be 
used as a seed for BURAND. Since the four RNG’s other than BURAND
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require integer seedsj the scale factors 109 s was used to multiply the 
generated uniform random numbers from RANDR. The FORTRAN modulo 
arithmetic function for remainders M0Ds was employed to define the 
appropriate range of seeds for two RNG’s: modulus 300 for RANF and
modulus 30000 for RANDOM. Thuss a set of fresh random numbers was
supplied to every test procedure. Twenty percent of the MOSS was 
allocated to each of the five RNG’s. That is? 1000 samples were 
generated using each RNG for each experimental condition.
The independent normal variates were obtained from the uniform 
variates using the polar method of Marsaglia (1964; also see Marsaglia 
and Bray 1964), which is an improvement of the Box and Muller (1958) 
transformation. That i5s a pair of standard normal random numberss Zj 
and z2 s were generated by
z j = Vj C-2 I n  ( v?  + v2 ) / ( v 2 + v 2 ) ] 1 / 2
Z2 = v2 [ - 2  I n  ( v f  + V 2 >/ <vf  + v 2 ) ] 1/2
where Vj = 2uj - 1 and v2 = 2u2 - Is and ux and u2 are U(0s 1) random 
numbers. The lognormal variates were generated from the normal 
variates using the tranformation exp(z>s where z is from N(0s 1). 
Cauchy variates were obtained from the U(0s 1) variates using the 
inverse distribution function tantiHu - 0.5)]t while the exponential 
variates were produced using the inverse distribution function - In u. 
In both casess u denotes a U(0s 1) random number. Because of the 
acceptance-rejection nature of the polar methods two sets of uniform 
random numbers were generated alternately: one for the normal and
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lognormal and the other for the uniform) Cauchy and exponential 
distributions.
4.3.2 Rank_Transformation_and_Calculatign_gf_Normal Scores
Since all statistics based on ranks or normal scores are 
invariant under monotone transformations) the rank test statistics and 
normal score test statistics in the present study are identical for 
the uniform) Cauchy and exponential distributions and also for the 
normal and lognormal distributions. This property was used in 
organizing the simulations for the Type I error rate study. For each 
of the p variates) the subroutine RANK (IBM corporation 1968) p. 71) 
was used to rank the observations in ascending order from 1 to Ns 
ignoring group membership. Since N has twelve (i.e.) 3 levels of 
group x 4 levels of group size) different values in the proposed 
study> twelve sets of expected normal scores were generated before 
running the simulation in order to economize computing time. Expected 
normal scores were calculated using the subroutines NSC0R1 and INIT 
(Royston 19B2) which are supported by the function ALNORM (Hill 1973). 
In assigning normal scores to ranked data) the assumption of no ties 
was made for simplicity. (Actually) a tie in observations is very 
unlikely because all the random number generating routines were 
modified to be in DOUBLE PRECISION.)
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4.3.3 Ca1cu1 ation_of_I§st_Stati5tics_and_Critical_Va1ues
Test statistics were computed for each sample using the following 
steps. Firsts H and E matrices were constructed using the formulas in 
Morrison (1976, p. 180). The rs-elements of H and E matrices are 
found by
hrs - X TirTis/Ni - Gr V N’
k Ni
*rs = J j  *hir*his - TirTis/Ni-
Ni
where T^ = I Xv,^ (i.e.j sum of all observations on j-th variate inh=i nij
k
i-th group), G^  = E T-- <i»e., grand total of all observation on 
j i=l
j-th variate), and Xhij, Ni and N are defined as in Chapter 2. (In 
the univariate case, when p = 1, H and E reduce to lxl matrices, i.e., 
scalars, which are simply the sum of squares between groups and sum of 
squares within groups, respectively.) Next, E-1 was calculated using 
the subroutine DCHOLI (coded originally by Ogilviej Olson 1973, p.
107) and decomposed into U ^ d J ’)”1 using DCHOLI again. Then the 
eigenvalues of HE”1 were calculated from the similar matrix (U,r 1 HU"1 
by means of consecutive calls to the subroutines TDIAG and LRVT 
(Sparks and Todd 1973). Finally, the test statistics for the four 
criteria were computed using the s largest eigenvalues. Once the 
largest eigenvalue of HE"1 has been determined, the calculations for 
Roy’s test statistic R are straightforward since the exact critical 
values are available. Each of the other test statistics was 
calculated according to the formulas in Chapter 2 and then converted 
to approximate F values using approximations that have appeared in the
literature. In this studyj Hughes and Saw’s (1972) F approximation 
was used for the Lawley-Hotelling trace test T; the exact F test (for 
s = 2) or Rao’s (1951; 1973i pp. 555-556) F approximation was used for 
Wilks’s likelihood ratio test W; and Pillai’s (I960) pp. 8-9) F 
approximation was used for the Bartlett-Nanda-Pillai’s trace test V. 
Once the test statistics were calculated for a particular sample, they 
were compared with their appropriate critical values in order to 
determine if the null hypothesis should be rejected or tentatively 
accepted. The critical values for each significance level were 
calculated before running the simulation. For Roy’s largest root test 
R> a dichotomous search method was adopted to find the appropriate 
critical values using the functions FUN, CONST and BET (Hungspruke 
1983, pp. 114-117). For the other test statistics, the approximate 
critical F values were calculated by using the functions XINETA (Cran, 
Martin and Thomas 1977) and BETAIN (Majumder and Bhattacharjee 1973).
CHAPTER 5 
ANALYSES OF SIMULATION RESULTS
The major analyses of this study are presented in frequency table 
form for the Type I error study and in graphic form for the power 
comparisonsj using the average results from the five RNG’s. Only the 
results for the data corresponding to the 0.05 significance level are 
presented here; similar conclusions can be drawn for the other two 
significance levels as well. The raw data from the computer 
simulation are given in the Appendix.
5.1 Type I Error Rate Control
To orient the analysis of the data and to obtain preliminary 
results* an ANOVA was performed for the Type I error rate data with 
the 5 factors (or independent variables) of p, k* Ns, distribution* 
MANOVA test criterion and procedure. In the ANOVA model* each result 
from the five RNG’s is regarded as a single observation for a 
combination of levels of all factors so that each cell has 5 
observations. (Hence* it was not possible to compare RNG’s as part of 
the ANOVA.) However, ANOVA may not be appropriate because the Type I 
error rate data are not normally distributed. Moreover, it is 
difficult to confirm the homogeneity assumption since each cell has 
only 5 observations. As far as normality is concerned, various
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transformations were examined using the Box-Cox <1964) method.
A simple power transformation with exponent from 0.5 to 0.9 and from
1.1 to 1.5 by 0.1 was considered. When the exponent was less than 
one, the transformation showed higher explanation abilityj but led to 
data that deviated further from normality than the raw data. When the 
exponent was greater than one, the transformation gave the reverse 
result of the above. Thus, the original raw data were used for the 
ANOVA, partial support for which is given by Lunney’s (1970) empirical 
study of the robustness of the F test in ANOVA for a dichotomous 
dependent variable. (According to Lunney (1970), the ANOVA is 
appropriate for analyzing dichotomous data in fixed effects models 
with equal cell sizes under these conditions: (1) the proportion of 
responses in the smaller response category is greater than or equal to 
0.2 with at least 20 degrees of freedom for error, or (2) the 
proportion of responses in the smaller response category is less than 
0.2 with at least 40 degrees of freedom for error. In the present 
case, the number of degrees of freedom for error is 11520.) The ANOVA 
table is shown in Table 2 and the main and interaction effects are 
given in Table 3. The overall R2 is 0.747, indicating a fairly large 
proportion of unexplained variability, which might originate from the 
sampling error in the simulation process. Table 3 indicates that the 
factors of distribution, procedure and MANOVA test criterion and the 
interaction terms of distribution by procedure and group size by test 
criterion contribute most to the ANOVA model in terms of the ANOVA sum 
of squares. These three factors and two interaction terms explain 
approximately 90'/. of the model sum of squares in the ANOVA table. In
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addition) Scheffe’s test was performed for all six factors (see Table 
4). Typically) the means are significantly different for almost all 
levels of all factors. However) the tests R) T> and W are not 
significantly different; only the V test has a significantly lower 
mean than the other three tests.
Table S: Analysis of Variance Table in Type I Error Study
Dependent Variable : Type I error rate
Independent Variables: p = number of variates (2> 3> 45 5)
k = number of groups (35 4> 5)
Ns = equal group size (5> 10).20> 40)









N : normal scores
Test = MANOVA test
R : Roy’s largest root
T : Lawley-Hotelling trace
W : Wilks’s likelihood ratio
V : Barlett-Nanda-Pi1lai trace
Source d.f. Sum of Squares Mean Square
Model 2879 1.51957280 0.000527B1
Error 11520 0.51464840 0.00004467
Corrected Total 14399 2.03422120
F value 11.81 p-value < 0.0001
R2 0.747005
(Note) Since each random number generator supplies one observation 
for each factorial combination) each cell has 5 observations.
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Table 3: Analysis of Variance in Type I Error Study:
Main and Interaction Effects
Source d.f. ANOVA SS F value p-value
Main Effects
P 3 0.0040E589 30.04 < 0.0001
k E 0.0018B677 El.IE < 0.0001
Ns 3 0.004S6509 31.8E < 0.0001
DIST 4 0.E6064169 1458.56 < 0.0001
PROC a 0.4E3BB917 4744.El < 0.0001
Test 3 0.0909EE57 678.41 < 0.0001
Two-Factor Interactions
p*k 6 0.01084047 40.44 < 0.0001
p*Ns 9 0.005391BE 13.41 < 0.0001
p*DIST IE 0.000E9184 0.54 0.8868
p*PRDC 6 0.00065569 S.45 0.0E30
p*Test 9 0.00361684 9.00 < 0.0001
k#Ns 6 0.00634679 E3.68 < 0.0001
k*DIST 8 0.00546EE5 15.E8 < 0.0001
k*PR0C 4 0.00140693 7.87 < 0.0001
k*Test 6 0,000333IE 1.E4 0.E808
Ns*Test 9 0.063E0E96 157.19 < 0.0001
Ns*PROC 6 0.0094653E 35.31 < 0.0001
Ns*DIST IE 0.00503565 9.39 < 0.0001
DIST*PR0C 8 0.5E373E77 1465.4E < 0.0001
DIST*Test IE 0.00071B4E 1.34 0.1877
PROOTest 6 0.001E9394 4.83 < 0.0001
Three-Factor Interactions
p*k*Ns 18 0.01EE576E 15.E4 < 0.0001
p#k*DIST E4 0.00E53373 E.36 0.000E
p*k*PROC IE 0.0006E486 1.17 0.3017
p*k*Test 18 0.00E830EE 3.5E < 0.0001
p*Ns*DIST 36 0.004E897B E.67 < 0.0001
p*Ns*PROC 18 0.00114E79 1.4E 0.1100
p#Ns*Test E7 0.00E64580 S.19 0.0003
p*DIST*PROC E4 0.000786IS 0.73 0.8EE0
p#DIST*Test 36 0.000E5933 0.16 1.0000
p*PROC#Test 18 0.000E84S4 0.35 0.9945
k*Ns*DIST E4 0.00518005 4.83 < 0.0001
k*Ns*PROC IE 0.001E5SE7 E.34 0.0055
k*Ns*Test 18 0.00081710 1.0E 0.4368
k*DIST*PROC 16 0.00097E31 1.36 0.151E
k*DIST*Test E4 0.00015388 0.14 1.0000
k*PROC*Test IE 0.0001454E 0.E7 0.9934
Ns*DIST*PROC E4 0.01149491 10.7E < 0.0001
Ns*DIST*Test 36 0.00084300 0.5E 0.9916
Ns*PROC*Test 18 0.0007E795 0.91 0.57E0
DIST*PROC*Test E4 0.0014376S 1.34 0.1EE9
(continued to the next page)
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Table 3: Analysis of Variance in Type I Error Study:
Main and Interaction Effects
(continued)
Source d.f. ANOVA SS F value p-value
Four-Factor Interactions
p*k*Ns*DIST 72 0.01456214 4.53 < 0.0001
p*k*Ns#PROC 36 0.00194175 1.21 0.1838
p*k*Ns*Test 54 0.00354705 1.47 0.0141
p*k#DIST*PROC 48 0.00194418 0.91 0.6566
p*k*DI5T#Test 72 0.00117753 0.37 1.0000
p*k*PROC*Test 36 0.00056958 0.35 0.9999
p*Ns*DIST *PROC 72 0.00200930 0.62 0.9947
p*Ns*DIST*Test 108 0.00166261 0.34 1.0000
p*Ns*PROC*Test 54 0.00062065 0.26 1.0000
p*DIST *PR0C*Test 72 0.00037270 0.12 1.0000
k*Ns*DIST*PROC 48 0.00172917 0.81 0.8282
k*Ns*DIST*Test 72 0.00105117 0.33 1.0000
k*Ns*PROC*Test 36 0.00044854 0.28 1.0000
k*DIST*PROC*Test 48 0.0002B186 0.13 1.0000
Ns*DIST#PROC*Test 72 0.00101261 0.31 1.0000
Five-Factor Interactions
p*k*Ns*DIST*PROC 144 0.00482430 0.75 0.9887
p*k*Ns*DIST#Test 216 0.00164895 0.17 1.0000
p*k*Ns*PROC*Test 108 0.00135375 0.28 1.0000
p*k*DIST*PROC*Test 144 0.00069439 0.11 1.0000
p*Ns*DIST#PROC*Test 216 0.00111320 0.12 1.0000
k*Ns*DIST*PROC#Test 144 0.00088211 0.14 1.0000
Six-Factor Interactions
p*k*Ns*DIST*PROC*Test 432 0.00202028 0.10 1.0000
(Note) See Table 2 for the variable explanations.
Table 4: Scheffe’s Tests for Type I Error Rates by p, kj Ns} DIST,
PROC and Test at the Significance Level of 0.05
Indep. Var. Number Mean Scheffe Critical Minimum
of Value Significant
Factor Level □bs. Grouping of F Difference
P 3600 E.60568 0.000440
E 0.04637EE A
3 0.046S975 A B
4 0.0458906 B
5 0.0450414 C
























(Note) 1. See Table £ for the variable explanations.
E. Means with the same letter in the Scheffe Grouping are not 
significantly different.
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Considering the overall ANOVA results in Tables 2 and 3 and the 
results of the Scheffe’s tests in Table 4, the analysis of Type I 
error control should be broken down by the factors of distribution and 
procedure for each MANOVA test criterion. Several frequency tables 
were constructed based on the average results from the five RNG’s> as 
shown in Tables 5-24. A rough estimate of the accuracy of the Type I 
error rate may be obtained by assuming a binomial distribution and 
calculating the estimated standard error of the Type I error rate as 
Ca(l -a)/MCSSD where a is the nominal significance level of the 
test. An approximate 95*/. confidence interval for the Type I error 
rate5 a, is then given by
(a- 1.96ta(1 - a>/MCSS]1/2, S + 1.96Ca(l - a)/MCSS]1/2>,
where & is a simulated Type I error rate. If a belongs to the 
interval
(a - 1 .9 6 [a<i - a)/MCSSl1/2, a + 1 .9 6 [a(l - a )/MCSS31/2)>
which is (0.04496) 0.05604) using a = 0.05 and MCSS = 5000> it is not 
significantly different from the nominal level of a = 0.05. The 
columns of Tables 5-24 contain the theoretical 95*/. confidence interval 
and the upper and lower tails of the Type I error rates.
The overall frequencies and percentages for each test criterion 
and procedure by distribution are presented in Tables 5-9. For a 
combination of distribution) MANOVA test criterion and procedure) 
there are 48 observations: (4 levels of variates) x (3 levels of
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groups) x (A levels of group sizes). In the case of the normal 
distribution (see Table 5)> the normal scores procedure is comparable 
to the parametric one with a similar degree of Type I error control 
for all four MANOVA tests. However) the rank procedure is liberal for 
the tests R) T and W. For any procedure) the test V tends to be very 
conservative. Except in the case of the normal distribution) a 
favorable conclusion can be drawn for both nonparametric procedures.
In the uniform distribution case (see Table 7)> the normal scores 
procedures is the best one with a control level of 97.9E'/. for the 
tests R) T and W and the rank procedure is comparable for the three 
MANOVA tests. For the test V> all three procedures are about the same 
and are conservative. For the uniform distribution) the parametric 
and rank procedures are slightly liberal for the tests R> T and W.
In the case of the lognormal and Cauchy distributions (see Tables 
6 and 8)) tragic results are obtained for the parametric procedure.
The parametric procedure in both cases is almost 1007. out of control 
for any MANOVA test criterion. (The only exceptions are for the tests 
T and W in the lognormal case.) While the normal scores procedure is 
well-behaved for the tests R> W and T in the lognormal case as well as 
the Cauchy) the rank procedures give liberal results. For the test V> 
the nonparametric procedures are conservative) with favorable results 
for the rank procedure. In the case of the exponential distribution 
(see Table 9)5 the results for the nonparametric procedures are 
similar to those for the lognormal and Cauchy, while the parametric 
procedure for the exponential distribution enjoys much better Type I
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error control than for the lognormal or Cauchy. However> the 
parametric procedure is apparently inferior to the nonparametric ones; 
the 95*/. confidence interval for Type I error rate includes only 33.33*/. 
to 66.67*/. of the 48 observations throughout the four MANOVA tests for 
the parametric procedure, compared with 64.58'/. to 97.92*/. for the 
nonparametric ones.
Several additional tables were prepared to investigate the 
effects of the number of variates (p), the number of groups (k) and 
the group sizes (Ns).
(1) Tables 10-14 contain the frequencies for the 95'/. confidence 
intervals and the lower and upper tails for the Type I error rates in 
terms of the number of variates. The total number of observations for 
each value of p in the frequency tables is 12 for each combination of 
distribution. MANOVA test and procedure: (3 levels of groups) x <4 
levels of group sizes). In spite of the results of Scheffe’s test in 
Table 4. no significant effect of the number of variates can be 
detected.
(2) The frequencies in the 95*/. confidence intervals and the lower 
and upper tails for Type I error rates in terms of the number of 
groups are as shown in Tables 15-19. The total number of observations 
considered in the frequency tables is 16 for each value of k: (4 
levels of variates) x (4 levels of group sizes). For the tests R, T 
and N. as the number of groups increases, the rank procedure gives a 
better performance. However, for the test V, it is difficult to
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interpret its behavior.
(3> Finallyj increasing the group size is very helpful in 
controlling the Type I error rate for all test criteria and procedures 
(see Tables 80-8*0. This trend is particularly strong for the test V.
In summary, the rank and normal score procedures compete well 
with the parametric procedure in the normal distribution and 
outperform it in other cases. Overall evaluation is favorable to the 
normal scores procedure, followed by the rank procedure. The 
advantage of the nonparametric procedures over the parametric one is 
quite obvious in skewed distributions like the lognormal and 
exponential and in heavy tailed distributions like the Cauchy.
However, the rank procedure is often slightly liberal for the tests R, 
T and W. While the three tests R, T and W give roughly similar 
results across all distributions and procedures, the test V is 
conservative in comparison with the other test criteria.
Table 5: Frequencies and Percentages in 95*/. Confidence Interval
and Lower and Upper Tails for Type I Error Rates at the





Type I Error Rate
Lower Tail 95'/. C.I. Upper Tai 1
freq. (*/.) freq < */.) freq. (•/.)
Parametric 2 < 4.17) 46 (95.83)
R Rank 39 (81.25) 9 (18.75)
Normal Score 48 (100.00)
Parametric 47 (97.92) 1 ( 2.08)
T Rank 1 < 2.08) 41 (85.42) 6 (12.50)
Normal Score 3 ( 6.25) 43 (89.58) 2 ( 4.17)
Parametric 2 < 4.17) 45 (93.75) 1 ( 2.08)
W Rank 2 ( 4.17) 38 (79.17) 8 (16.67)
Normal Score 3 ( 6.25) 44 (91.67) 1 ( 2.08)
Parametric 22 (45.83) 26 (54.17)
V Rank 18 (37.50) 30 (62.50)
Normal Score 23 (47.92) 25 (52.08)
Table 6: Frequencies and Percentages in 95*/. Confidence Interval
and Lower and Upper Tails for Type I Error Rates at the





Type I Error Rate
Lower Tail 95*/. C.I. Upper Tail
freq. ('/.) freq (7.) freq. (7.)
Parametric 48 (100.00)
R Rank 39 (81.85) 9 (18.75)
Normal Score 48 (100.00)
Parametr ic 47 (97.98) 1 ( 8.08)
T Rank 1 ( 8.08) 41 (85.48) 6 (18.50)
Normal Score 3 ( 6.85) 43 (89.58) 8 ( 4.17)
Parametric 47 (97.98) 1 ( 8.08)
W Rank S ( 4.17) 38 (79.17) 8 (16.67)
Normal Score 3 ( 6.85) 44 (91.67) 1 < 8.08)
Parametric 48 (100.00)
V Rank 18 (37.50) 30 (68.50)
Normal Score 83 (47.98) 85 (58.08)
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Table 7: Frequencies and Percentages in 95'/. 
and Lower and Upper Tails for Type 
Nominal a = 0.05 in the Case of
Confidence Interval 




Type I Error Rate
Lower Tail 95’/. C.l. Upper Tail
Test Procedure
freq. <*/.) freq ('/.) freq. ('/.)
Parametric 39 (81.25) 9 (18.75)
R Rank 41 (85.42) 7 (14.58)
Normal Score 47 (97.92) 1 ( 2.08)
Parametric 43 (89.58) 5 (10.42)
T Rank 1 ( 2.08) 43 (89.58) 4 ( 8.33)
Normal Score 1 ( 2.08) 47 (97.92)
Parametr ic 45 (93.75) 3 ( 6.25)
W Rank 44 (91.67) 4 ( 8.33)
Normal Score 1 ( 2.08) 47 (97.92)
Parametric 16 (33.33) 32 (66.67)
V Rank 14 (29.17) 34 (70.83)
Normal Score 17 (35.42) 31 (64.58)
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Table 8: Frequencies and Percentages in 95'/. Confidence Interval
and Lower and Upper Tails for Type I Error Rates at the
Nominal a = 0.05 in the Case of
Cauchy Distribution





Lower Tail 95*/, C.I. Upper Tail
freq. ('/.) freq. (’/.) freq. (*/.)
Parametric 48 (100.00)
R Rank 41 (85.42) 7 (14.58)
Normal Score 47 (97.92) 1 ( 2.08)
Parametric 48 (100.00)
T Rank 1 ( 2.08) 43 (89.58) 4 ( 8.33)
Normal Score 1 ( 2.08) 47 (97.92)
Parametric 48 (100.00)
W Rank 44 (91.67) 4 ( 8.33)
Normal Score 1 ( 2.08) 47 (97.92)
Parametric 48 (100.00)
V Rank 14 (29.17) 34 (70.83)
Normal Score 17 (35.42) 31 (64.58)
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Table 9: Frequencies and Percentages in 95*/. Confidence Interval
and Lower and Upper Tails for Type I Error Rates at the
Nominal a = 0.05 in the Case of
Exponential Distribution
4B Observations Type I Error Rate
in Each Row ---------------------------------------------
-------------------  Lower Tail 95*/. C.I. Upper Tail
Test Procedure ---------------------------------------------
freq (*/.) freq (*/.) freq. ('/.)
Parametric 16 (33.33) 35 (66.67)
R Rank 41 (85.45) 7 (14.58)
Normal Score 47 (97.95) 1 ( 5.08)
Parametric 51 (43.75) 57 (56.55)
T Rank 1 ( 5.08) 43 (89.58) 4 ( 8.33)
Normal Score 1 ( S.08) 47 (97.95)
Parametric 50 (41.67) SB (58.33)
W Rank 44 (91.67) 4 ( 8.33)
Normal Score 1 ( 5.08) 47 (97.95)
Parametric 35 (66.67) 16 (33.33)
V Rank 14 (59.17) 34 (70.83)
Normal Score 17 05.45) 31 (64.58)
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Table 10: Frequencies in 95’/. Confidence Interval and Lower and Upper
Tails for Type I Error Rates at the Nominal a = 0.05 by
the Number of Variates in the Case of
Normal Distribution























Parm 12 1 11 1 11 12
R Rank 10 2 10 2 11 1 8 b
N.S. 12 12 12 12
Parm 12 12 12 11 1
T Rank 10 2 10 2 12 1 9 2
N.S. 12 12 1 11 2 8 2
Parm 12 1 11 12 1 10 1
W Rank 1 9 2 9 3 11 1 1 9 2
N.S. 12 12 1 11 2 9 1
Parm 3 9 8 7 5 8
V Rank 4 8 4 8 4 8 6 6
N.S. 3 9 4 8 7 5 9 3
(Note) Proc = Procedure; Parm = Parametric; N.S. = Normal Scores
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Table 11: Frequencies in 95*/. Confidence Interval and Lower and Upper
Tails for Type I Error Rates at the Nominal a = 0.05 by
the Number of Variates in the Case of
Lognormal Distribution





















Parm IE IE IE IE
R Rank 10 E 10 E 11 1 8
N.S. IE IE IE IE
Parm IE IE 11 1 IE
T Rank 10 E 10 E IE 1 9 E
N.S. IE IE 1 11 E 8 E
Parm IE IE 11 1 IE
W Rank 1 9 S 9 3 11 1 1 9 E
N.S. IE IE 1 11 E 9 1
Parm IE IE IE IE
V Rank 8 8 8 6 b
N.S. 3 9 8 7 5 9 3
(Note) Proc = Procedure; Parm = Parametric; N.S. = Normal Scores
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Table 12: Frequencies in 95*/. Confidence Interval and Lower and Upper
Tails for Type I Error Rates at the Nominal a = 0.05 by
the Number of Variates in the Case of
Uniform Distribution

























Parm 10 2 10 2 8 4 11 1
R Rank 10 2 10 2 11 1 10 2
N.S. 11 1 12 12 12
Parm 10 2 11 1 11 1 11 1
T Rank 11 1 10 2 11 1 1 11
N.S. 12 12 12 1 11
Parm 11 1 12 11 1 11 1
W Rank 11 1 10 2 11 1 12
N.S. 12 12 12 1 11
Parm 3 9 5 7 3 9 5 7
V Rank 2 10 k 8 3 9 5 7
N.S. 8 k 8 3 9 6 6
(Note) Proc = Procedure; Parm = Parametric; N.S. = Normal Scores
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Table 13: Frequencies in 95*/. Confidence Interval and Lower and Upper
Tails for Type I Error Rates at the Nominal a = 0.05 by
the Number of Variates in the Case of
Cauchy Distribution





















Parm 12 12 12 12
R Rank 10 2 10 2 11 1 10 2
N.S. 11 1 12 12 12
Parm 12 12 12 12
T Rank 11 1 10 2 11 1 1 11
N.S. 12 12 12 1 11
Parm 12 12 12 12
W Rank 11 1 10 2 11 1 12
N.S. 12 12 12 1 11
Parm 12 12 12 12
V Rank 2 10 4 8 3 9 5 7
N.S. 4 8 k 8 3 9 6 6
(Note) Proc = Procedure; Parm = Parametric; N.S. = Normal Scores
Table 14; Frequencies in 95’/. Confidence Interval and Lower and Upper
Tails for Type 1 Error Rates at the Nominal a = 0.05 by
the Number of Variates in the Case of
Exponential Distribution

























Parm 4 8 3 9 5 7 4 8
R Rank 10 2 10 2 11 1 10 2
N.S. 11 1 12 12 12
Parm 7 5 3 9 5 7 6 b
T Rank 11 1 10 2 11 1 1 11
N.S. 12 12 12 1 11
Parm 7 5 3 9 5 7 5 7
W Rank 11 1 10 2 11 1 12
N.S. 12 12 12 1 11
Parm 7 5 8 4 8 4 9 3
V Rank 2 10 4 8 3 9 5 7
N.S. 4 8 4 8 3 9 6 6
(Note) Proc = Procedure; Parm = Parametric; N.S. = Normal Scores
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Table 15: Frequencies in 95*/. Confidence Interval and Lower and Upper
Tails for Type I Error Rates at the Nominal a = 0.05 by
the Number of Groups in the Case of
Normal Distribution























2 14 16 16
12 4 13 3 14 2
16 16 16
Parm 16 15 1 16
T Rank 1 12 3 14 2 15 1
N.S. 2 13 1 15 1 1 15
Parm 1 15 15 1 1 15
W Rank 2 11 3 13 3 14 2
N.S. 1 15 15 1 2 14
Parm 9 7 5 11 8 8
V Rank 7 9 4 12 7 9
N.S. 9 7 6 10 8 8
(Note) Proc = Procedure; Parm = Parametric; N.S. = Normal Scores
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Table 16: Frequencies in 95'/. Confidence Interval and Lower and Upper
Tails for Type I Error Rates at the Nominal a = 0.05 by
the Number of Groups in the Case of
Lognormal Distribution





















Parm 16 16 16
R Rank IS 4 13 3 14 E
N.S. 16 16 16
Parm 16 15 1 16
T Rank 1 IE 3 14 E 15 1
N.S. E 13 1 15 1 1 15
Parm 16 15 1 16
W Rank E 11 3 13 3 14 E
N.S. 1 15 15 1 E 14
Parm 16 16 16
V Rank 7 9 4 IE 7 9
N.S. 9 7 6 10 e Q
(Note) Proc = Procedure; Parm = Parametric; N.S. = Normal Scores
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Table 17: Frequencies in 95'/. Confidence Interval and Lower and Upper
Tails for Type I Error Rates at the Nominal a = 0.05 by
the Number of Groups in the Case of
Uniform Distribution



















Parm IE 4 13 3 14 S
R Rank 11 5 14 E 16
N.S. 15 1 16 16
Parm 13 3 15 1 15 1
T Rank 13 3 15 1 1 15
N.S. 16 16 1 15
Parm 14 E 15 1 16
W Rank IE 4 16 16
N.S. 16 16 1 15
Parm 4 IE 7 9 5 11
V Rank 4 IE 6 10 4 IE
N.S. 6 10 6 10 5 11
(Note) Proc = Procedure; Parm = Parametric; N.S. = Normal Scores
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Table 18: Frequencies in 95'/. Confidence Interval and Lower and Upper
Tails for Type I Error Rates at the Nominal a = 0.05 by
the Number of Groups in the Case of
Cauchy Distribution





















Parm 16 16 16
R Rank 11 5 14 2 16
N.S. 15 1 16 16
Parm 16 16 16
T Rank 13 3 15 1 1 15
N.S. 16 16 1 15
Parm 16 16 16
W Rank 12 4 16 16
N.S. 16 16 1 15
Parm 16 16 16
V Rank 4 12 6 10 4 12
N.S. 6 10 6 10 5 11
(Note) Proc = Procedure; Parm = Parametric; N.S. = Normal Scores
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Table 19s Frequencies in 95*/. Confidence Interval and Lower and Upper
Tails for Type I Error Rates at the Nominal a = 0.05 by
the Number of Groups in the Case of
Exponential Distribution



















Parm 6 10 4 IE 6 10
R Rank 11 5 14 E 16
N.S. 15 1 16 16
Parm 7 9 5 11 9 7
T Rank 13 3 15 1 1 15
N.S. 16 16 1 15
Parm 6 10 5 11 9 7
W Rank IE 4 16 16
N.S. 16 16 1 15
Parm 10 6 11 5 11 5
V Rank 4 IE 6 10 4 IE
N.S. 6 10 6 10 5 11
(Note) Proc = Procedure! Parm = Parametric! N.S. = Normal Scores
Table 20: Frequencies in 95*/. Confidence Interval and Lower and Upper
Tails for Type I Error Rates at the Nominal a = 0.05 by
Equal Group Size in the Case of
Normal Distribution


























Parm 12 1 11 1 11 12
R Rank 6 6 11 1 11 1 11 1
N.S. 12 12 12 12
Parm 11 1 12 12 12
T Rank 7 5 12 1 10 1 12
N.S. 10 2 12 2 10 1 11
Parm 1 10 1 1 11 12 12
W Rank 6 6 11 1 1 10 1 1 11
N.S. 1 10 1 12 1 11 1 11
Parm 12 6 6 3 9 1 11
V Rank 11 1 4 8 2 10 1 11
N.S. 12 7 5 3 9 1 11
(Note) Proc = Procedure; Parm = Parametric; N.S. = Normal Scores
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Table El: Frequencies in 95*/. Confidence Interval and Lower and Upper
Tails for Type I Error Rates at the Nominal a = 0.05 by
Equal Group Size in the Case of
Lognormal Distribution
























V w /* u p p  •
Cl Tail
Parm IE IE IS IE
R Rank 6 6 • 11 1 11 1 11 1
N.S. IE IE IE IE
Parm IE IS IE 11 1
T Rank 7 5 IS 1 10 1 IE
N.S. 10 E IE E 10 1 11
Parm IE IE IE 11 1
W Rank 6 6 11 1 1 10 1 1 11
N.S. 1 10 1 IS 1 11 1 11
Parm IE IE IE IE
V Rank 11 1 4 8 E 10 1 11
N.S. IE 7 5 3 9 1 11
(Note) Proc = Procedure; Parm = Parametric; N.S. = Normal Scores
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Table EE: Frequencies in 95*/. Confidence Interval and Lower and Upper
Tails for Type I Error Rates at the Nominal a = 0.05 by
Equal Group Size in the Case of
Uniform Distribution
























Parm 6 6 10 E 11 1 IE
R Rank 7 5 IE 10 E IE
N.S. IE IE 11 1 IE
Parm 8 4 11 1 IE IE
T Rank 8 4 1 11 IE IE
N.S. IE 1 11 IS IE
Parm 9 3 IE IE IE
W Rank 10 E 11 1 11 1 IE
N.S. IE 1 11 IE IE
Parm 11 1 4 8 1 11 IE
V Rank 10 E 3 9 1 11 IE
N.S. IE 4 8 1 11 IE
(Note) Proc = Procedure; Parm = Parametric; N.S. = Normal Scores
Table 23: Frequencies in 95*/. Confidence Interval and Lower and Upper
Tails for Type I Error Rates at the Nominal a = 0.05 by
Equal Group Size in the Case of
Cauchy Distribution




















7d/t Up |J ■
Cl Tail
Parm 12 12 12 12
R Rank 7 5 12 10 2 12
N.S. 12 12 11 1 12
Parm 12 12 12 12
T Rank 8 k 1 11 12 12
N.S. 12 1 11 12 12
Parm 12 12 12 12
W Rank 10 2 11 1 11 1 12
N.S. 12 1 11 12 12
Parm 12 12 12 12
V Rank 10 2 3 9 1 11 12
N.S. 12 k 8 1 11 12
(Note) Proc = Procedure; Parm = Parametric; N.S. = Normal Scores
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Table 2**: Frequencies in 95*/. Confidence Interval and Lower and Upper
Tails for Type I Error Rates at the Nominal a = 0.05 by
Equal Group Size in the Case of
Exponential Distribution




























Parm 7 5 5 7 2 10 2 10
R Rank 7 5 12 10 2 12
N.S. 12 12 11 1 12
Parm 8 b 7 5 b 8 2 10
T Rank 8 b 1 11 12 12
N.S. 12 1 11 12 12
Parm 8 b 6 6 b 8 2 10
W Rank 10 2 11 1 11 1 12
N.S. 12 1 11 12 12
Parm 12 12 5 7 3 9
V Rank 10 2 3 9 1 11 12
N.S. 12 b 8 1 11 12
(Note) Proc = Procedure; Parm = Parametric; N.S = Normal Scores
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5.S Power Comparisons
The power study was performed on a limited basis for p = 3, 
k = 4? Ns = 10 and SO for a concentrated noncentrality structure 
defined by adding a location factor to the mean of group 1 only.
Since five levels of location factor were used? power curves can be 
easily constructed. The null cases are also included in the graphs. 
First of all? the power comparisons among the four MANOVA tests are 
performed by distributionj procedure? and group size (see Figures 
1-5). The results are fairly consistent across the distributions and 
procedures. That is? for any combination of distribution? procedure 
and group size? the power curves of the four MANOVA tests are not very 
different. In most cases? the power ranking of the four MANOVA tests 
is R? T? W? V (from most powerful to least powerful). This power 
ordering coincides with the results from previous studies such as 
Schatzoff (1966).
The power curves for the comparisons among the three procedures 
are given in Figures 6-15. Each figure consists of four graphs? each 
of which has three power curves for the parametric? rank and normal 
score procedures for a particular MANOVA test. The four graphs are 
parallel to each other as seen in Figures 1-5. The power curves for 
the normal distribution are shown in Figures 6-7. For the normal 
distribution? the three procedures are comparable? having almost the 
same power for both Ns = 10 and Ns = EO. In the case of the lognormal 
distribution (see Figures 8-9)? the power of the parametric procedure
Ik
is inferior to that of the nonparametric procedures. The two 
nonparametric procedures have very similar power when the location 
factor is smaller. For higher values of the location factor, the 
power ordering in the lognormal case, from most powerful to least 
powerful, is rank, normal scores, parametric for all four MANOVA 
tests. For the uniform distribution case (see Figures 10-11), the 
three procedures tend to be ranked normal scores, parametric, rank, 
from most to least powerful. Their power differences are not serious 
and even the rank procedure holds substantial power along the 
increasing levels of location factor. For the Cauchy distribution 
(see Figures 12-13), the power advantage of the nonparametric 
procedures over the parametric one is very similar to that for the 
lognormal distribution. There seems to be a substantial difference in 
power between the rank and normal score procedures. Thus, the rank 
procedure exhibits the most desirable behavior in terms of power among 
the three. For the exponential case (see Figures 1A-15), the 
parametric procedure shows comparatively better performance than for 
the lognormal and Cauchy. However, the nonparametric procedures are 
obviously more powerful than the parametric one. The power ordering 
between the rank and normal score procedures depends on the group size
and the level of location factor.
In summary, a similar conclusion to that of the Type I error
study can be applied to the power comparisons; namely, that the
nonparametric procedures are comparable to the parametric in the case 
of normal data and preferable in the case of nonnormal data. The
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overall evaluation favors the rank procedure in terms of power> 
followed closely by the normal scores procedure.
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Figure 1: Power Curves of Four MANOVA Tests by Procedures at the
Nominal a = 0.05 in the Case of
Normal Distribution:
Ns = 1 0  Ns = 20
P a ra m e tr icP a ra m e tr ic
r
Rank Rank
N orm al S c o re s N orm ol S c o re s
Urol of Location Factor for Croup 1L*»*l of Location Factor for Croup >
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Figure 2: Power Curves of Four MANOVA Tests by Procedures at the
Nominal a = 0.05 in the Case of
Lognormal Distribution:
Ns =1 0  Ns = 20
P o ro m e tric
Rank Ronk
N orm al S c o re s N orm ol S c o re s
o.oo o.oo
7B
Figure 3: Power Curves of Four MANOVA Tests by Procedures at the
Nominal a = 0.05 in the Case of
Uniform Distribution:
Ns = 1 0  Ns = SO
P o ro m e tric P a ra m e tr ic
RonkRank
N orm al S c o re s N orm al S c o re s
U'Laval o/ Location Factor (or Croup I
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Figure 4: Power Curves of Four MANOVA Tests by Procedures at the
Nominal a = 0.05 in the Case of
Cauchy Distribution:
Ns = 1 0  Ns = EO




N orm al S c o re s N orm al S c o re s
Laval of Location Factor for Croup 1Laval of Location Factor for Croup >
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Figure 5: Power Curves of Four MANOVA Tests by Procedures at the
Nominal a = 0.05 in the Case of
Exponential Distribution:
Ns = 1 0  Ns = SO
RonkR onk
N orm ol S c o re s N orm ol S c o re s
Laval oI Location Factor for Croup I Laval of location Factor for Croup I
01
Figure 6: Power Curves of Three Procedures by Four MANOVA Tests
at the Nominal a = 0.05 in the Case of
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Figure 7: Power Curves of Three Procedures by Four MANOVA Tests
at the Nominal a = 0.05 in the Case of
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Loval of Location Factor for Croup I
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Figure 8: Power Curves of Three Procedures by Four MANOVA Tests
at the Nominal a = 0.05 in the Case of
Lognormal Distribution: Ns = 10
0.00 0.15 0.30 0.45 0.60 0.75
Level of Location Factor for Croup I
0 .1 5  0 .3 0  0 .4 5  0 .6 0  0 .7 5
Laval of Location Factor for Croup t
Parametric N • Noraal Score
Figure 9: Power Curves of Three Procedures by Four MANDVA Tests
at the Nominal a = 0.05 in the Case of
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Figure 10: Power Curves of Three Procedures by Four MANOVA Tests
at the Nominal a = 0.05 in the Case of
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Figure 11: Power Curves of Three Procedures by Four MANOVA Tests
at the Nominal a = 0.05 in the Case of
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Figure IE: Power Curves of Three Procedures by Four MANOVA Tests
at the Nominal a = 0.05 in the Case of
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Figure 13: Power Curves of Three Procedures by Four MANOVA Tests
at the Nominal ot = 0.05 in the Case of
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Figure 14: Power Curves of Three Procedures by Four MANOVA Tests
at the Nominal a = 0.05 in the Case of
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Figure 15: Power Curves of Three Procedures by Four MANOVA Tests
at the Nominal a = 0.05 in the Case of
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CHAPTER 6 
DISCUSSION
6.1 Rank or Normal Scores?
Recent challenges to the problems of nonnormality and 
heterogeneity in statistical data have been oriented toward the 
investigation of parametric and nonparametric hybrids. Strictly 
speakings these hybrids are neither nonparametric nor parametric 
because they involve both the nonparametric transform procedure and 
the regular parametric test procedure. (As Conover and Iman (1976) 
indicated) "the rank transform procedure is not a nonparametric 
procedure (p. 1367)." In this study) the terminology ’nonparametric’ 
is temporarily used since the hybrids deviate from the proper area of 
parametric procedures. We recommend that the term ’aparametric’ be 
used instead in the future.) Several studies have been performed in 
this area; for examples Conover and Iman (1976) for ANOVAs Nath and 
Duran (1983) and Zwick (1983) for Hotelling’s T2 tests Nath and Duran 
(1981s 198^) for Student’s t test. The mainstream of parametric and 
nonparametric hybrid research seems to emphasize the rank transform 
rather than normal scores) the latter being more complicated in the 
transformation procedure. In additions the advantage of normal scores 
over the ranks is not substantial. (Among the above studies) only 
Zwick (1983) considered normal scores as well as ranks.) The results
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of the present study are consistent with those of the previous 
studies. That is, for nonnormal data» the nonparametric procedures 
are superior to or at least comparable with the well-known parametric 
tests in control of Type I error rate and power. Even for normal 
dataj they compete well with the parametric procedure. Furthermore} 
the nonparametric procedures are rather robust and consistent across 
the considered distributions and the four MANOVA test criteria. 
Consequently) the use of the rank transform can be recommended when 
the data do not meet the [multivariate] normality assumption. It 
should be noted that the rank procedure is somewhat liberal for the 
tests R) T and N) but usually more powerful than the normal scores 
procedure except in the uniform distribution case. If the test V5 
recommended by Olson <1973s 197^) and Ceurvorst (19B0) in parametric 
MANOVA) is selected) the rank procedure is the best one in terms of 
Type I error control (but with slightly lower power) when compared 
with the other MANOVA tests. However> it is difficult to recommend a 
MANOVA test based on the rank procedure without reservation since the 
present study did not consider the diffuse noncentrality and the 
variance-covariance structures.
6.S Limitations and Suggestions for Further Research
This study was performed on a very limited basis as pointed out 
above. First) since all of the variates were assumed to be 
independent of each other> the consequences of heterogeneity were not 
examined. Second) contaminated or mixed normal distributions could
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have been investigated in terms of multivariate skewness or kurtosis. 
Third, the experimental design in this study included only cases of 
equal group sizes. Fourth, in the power study, diffuse noncentrality 
structures were not considered. The above problems are suggested as 
futher research topics to address the implications of the use of the 
rank or normal score transforms in MANOVA. Another problem would be 
to consider variates from different parent populations; for example, 
first variate from normal parent population, second from exponential, 
third from uniform, and so on. Business researchers frequently 
encounter mixed-variate structures. Thus, the present study is 
nothing but a beginning; there is still a large body of further 
research to be done on the rank or normal score transform in terms of 
violations of the conventional multivariate assumptions.
6 .3  E p ilo g u e
An empirical result should be supported by a theoretical 
development. In this sense, the rank and normal score procedures for 
MANOVA in the multigroup or multisample case may wander a long journey 
between empirical and theoretical poles. Without a complicated 
theoretical explanation, it is intuitive that the normal scores 
procedure could give desirable results. However, it is still 
questionable whether using independent normal scores by variates can 
be justified as an orthodox tranformation procedure for the original 
data. A more stringent question can be submitted to the rank 
transform procedure because the ranked data are nothing but an ideal
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sample from a particular discrete uniform distribution. In addition) 
a transformation procedure for a given set of data can accomplish a 
qualitative change as well as a quantitative one. Nevertheless) the 
idea that a 5*/. (or 1*/.) error is acceptable in statistics might provide 
a room where this research could live.
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APPENDIX
RAW DATA
The raw data from the Monte Carlo simulation are presented in 
Tables A and B as frequencies with which the appropriate critical 
values were exceeded in 1000 replications (i.e., MCSS) of the 
experiments. Table A gives the results from the Type I error 
investigation and Table B covers the power study.
The first three columns of Tables A and B, headed by p, k and Ns, 
contain the number of variates, the number of groups and the equal 
group size, respectively, as defined in Chapter 2. The fourth column, 
DIST, indicates the parent distribution, where 
N = normal distribution,
L = lognormal distribution,
U = uniform distribution,
C = Cauchy distribution,
E = exponential distribution.
The column headed by PROC contains the procedures that were compared:
P = parametric procedure,
R = rank transform procedure,
N = normal scores procedure.
The random number generators are indicated in the column headed by RNG 
as follows:
B = BURAND (Burford 1973, 1984),
D = DRAND (Law and Kelton 1982, p. 227),
G = RANF (Oakenful1 1979),
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U = UNIF <Bratley> Fox and Schrage 1983> p. 199),
N = RANDOM (Wichmann and Hill 1982).
The column headed by DELTA in Table B contains the levels of the
location factor that were added to the sample values from group 1 in
order to form the concentrated noncentrality structures.
In Table A» the rows corresponding to DIST = N and PROC = R or N
represent the rank or normal scores procedure for the normal and
lognormal distributions. Similarly) those for DIST = U and PROC = R
or N show the rank or normal scores procedure for the cases of
uniforms Cauchy and exponential distributions.
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Table A.l: Raw Data from the Simulation for Type I Error Study
Number of Rejections of Ho (MCSS = 1000) 
a = o.lO a = 0.05 a = 0.01
V R T




e 3 5 N p B
£ 3 5 L p B
E 3 5 N R B
E 3 5 N N B
E 3 5 U P B
S 3 5 C P B
E 3 5 E P B
E 3 5 U R B
E 3 5 U N B
E 3 5 N P D
E 3 5 L P D
E 3 5 N R D
E 3 5 N N D
S 3 5 U P D
S 3 5 C P D
E 3 5 E P D
E 3 5 U R D
S 3 5 U N D
E 3 5 N P G
E 3 5 L P G
E 3 5 N R G
E 3 5 N N G
E 3 5 U P G
S 3 5 C P G
E 3 5 E P G
S 3 5 U R G
E 3 5 U N G
S 3 5 N P U
E 3 5 L P U
E 3 5 N R U
E 3 5 N N U
E 3 5 U P U
E 3 5 C P U
E 3 5 E P U
E 3 5 U R U
S 3 5 U N U
S 3 5 N P W
s 3 5 L P W
s 3 5 N R W
E 3 5 N N W
E 3 5 U P W
E 3 5 C P W
E 3 5 E P W
E 3 5 U R W

























































































































































































Table A.2: Raw Data from the Simulation for Type I Error Study 





N a = 0.10 a = 0.05 a = 0.01
b U b
T c R T W V R T W V R T u V
2 3 10 N p B 100 94 96 92 47 49 48 45 9 9 9 6
2 3 10 L p B 81 79 80 76 32 40 42 34 5 4 4 2
2 3 10 N R B 100 101 104 101 56 54 55 51 13 10 10 9
2 3 10 N N B 96 103 104 99 58 60 63 56 12 13 11 9
2 3 10 u P B 100 102 101 97 45 45 46 45 11 12 12 7
2 3 10 c P B 3B 42 40 39 13 9 10 B 2 2 2 1
2 3 10 E P B 77 80 79 79 48 43 39 36 8 9 10 10
2 3 10 u R B 103 98 94 89 44 4B 48 41 10 13 13 7
2 3 10 u N B 97 100 96 90 52 46 46 38 9 10 12 8
2 3 10 N P D 110 107 103 9B 49 48 48 46 B 5 7 5
2 3 10 L P D 84 84 83 79 35 38 39 37 5 3 4 3
2 3 10 N R D 104 104 103 95 57 55 55 50 6 6 7 7
2 3 10 N N D 105 97 96 93 53 57 57 51 5 7 7 5
2 3 10 U P D 106 104 102 101 56 58 56 49 10 9 8 6
2 3 10 C P D **5 44 45 42 17 13 12 12 1 1 0 0
2 3 10 E P D 84 77 77 77 50 51 52 44 5 6 7 4
2 3 10 U R D 106 109 107 96 53 55 55 49 10 10 7 6
2 3 10 U N D 102 106 106 98 45 4B 50 45 12 10 9 7
2 3 10 N P G 113 108 105 100 55 53 55 50 14 13 12 10
2 3 10 L P G 70 70 69 69 29 35 31 29 7 8 8 6
2 3 10 N R G 115 114 112 102 54 50 51 49 15 16 15 15
2 3 10 N N G 113 108 103 98 45 51 49 41 13 15 14 12
2 3 10 U P G 99 93 95 89 57 60 59 57 14 12 12 10
2 3 10 C P G <♦3 47 48 46 17 14 15 15 1 1 1 1
2 3 10 E P G 91 86 86 82 44 47 46 43 13 11 11 10
2 3 10 U R G 104 107 104 96 59 59 60 53 15 15 15 9
2 3 10 U N G 103 107 108 103 62 57 54 50 13 15 13 9
2 3 10 N P U 91 98 96 98 47 50 47 48 B 8 10 8
2 3 10 L P U 73 83 82 79 34 37 34 31 4 3 3 2
2 3 10 N R U 102 107 105 104 47 53 57 51 13 13 14 9
2 3 10 N N U 98 107 111 110 45 51 52 49 13 11 12 8
2 3 10 U P U 116 112 108 106 55 58 57 52 12 9 9 3
2 3 10 C P U 50 52 53 55 22 22 23 20 5 3 3 2
2 3 10 E P U 88 100 103 94 43 43 43 40 12 10 10 6
2 3 10 U R U 110 108 107 105 56 53 56 49 12 11 11 7
2 3 10 U N U 101 103 102 99 57 55 52 46 10 10 11 9
2 3 10 N P W 103 96 96 91 57 54 54 43 14 15 13 11
2 3 10 L P W 85 81 81 77 42 46 42 37 7 6 5 1
2 3 10 N R W 103 101 101 98 60 57 53 48 11 13 14 11
2 3 10 N N W 9B 95 93 93 56 54 54 47 14 13 13 9
2 3 10 U P W 98 99 103 100 47 53 54 49 6 5 5 3
2 3 10 C P W 46 48 48 47 15 15 15 10 0 0 0 0
2 3 10 E P U 70 84 81 78 31 35 33 26 5 6 6 6
2 3 10 U R U 97 98 9B 89 45 46 48 42 6 5 7 3
2 3 10 U N W 99 96 94 88 50 49 46 40 4 2 3 3
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Table A.3: Raw Data




E 3 so N P B 90
2 3 eo L P B 69
2 3 EO N R B 93
2 3 EO N N B 84
2 3 so U P B 98
2 3 EO C P B 59
2 3 EO E P B 103
2 3 SO U R B 94
2 3 EO U N B 97
2 3 20 N P D 10E
2 3 20 L P D 85
2 3 20 N R D 99
2 3 20 N N D 94
2 3 20 U P D 103
2 3 20 C P D 44
2 3 20 E P D 97
2 3 20 U R D 100
2 3 SO U N D 97
2 3 EO N P G 103
2 3 EO L P G 90
2 3 EO N R G 106
2 3 EO N N G 110
2 3 EO U P G 99
2 3 SO C P G 44
2 3 20 E P G 90
2 3 20 U R G 105
2 3 20 U N G 105
2 3 20 N P U 88
2 3 SO L P U 81
2 3 EO N R U 86
2 3 EO N N U 85
2 3 EO U P U 1E9
2 3 20 C P U 45
2 3 20 E P U 98
2 3 20 U R U 1S7
2 3 20 U N U 1E4
2 3 20 N P W 99
2 3 SO L P W 80
2 3 EO N R W 10E
2 3 SO N N W 98
2 3 EO U P W 103
2 3 EO C P W 46
2 3 EO E P W 93
2 3 SO U R W 101
2 3 EO U N W 100
from the Simulation
Number of Rejections 
a = 0.10 a =
T W V R T
88 89 89 38 39
71 69 67 E8 33
94 93 95 37 41
81 81 81 33 4E
98 98 97 59 51
55 57 57 17 19
104 106 108 60 54
101 101 99 61 55
10E 10E 103 60 56
106 105 105 53 5E
8E 83 BE . 37 40
100 100 97 56 60
106 105 104 55 57
104 103 98 49 46
43 44 43 14 16
96 96 94 4E 43
103 10E 95 54 51
103 100 99 56 53
104 104 103 59 56
90 89 87 39 40
100 101 101 54 5B
110 111 108 65 56
10E 103 101 53 55
47 45 45 15 17
91 9E 87 40 38
99 9B 97 55 53
104 103 101 57 51
100 100 9B 4E 43
84 8E 80 40 37
95 97 98 45 43
96 96 93 44 45
130 131 1E7 67 68
55 55 56 EE EE
104 106 107 55 58
134 131 131 7E 7E
1EB 1E9 1S9 66 67
96 96 93 45 4E
81 BE 81 36 3E
108 107 105 50 5E
97 97 94 47 49
104 105 104 49 50
44 4E 41 18 17
99 100 100 5E 47
107 106 103 50 45
101 96 94 44 47
for Type I Error Study
of Ho (MCSS = 1000)
0.05 a = 0.01
W V R T U V
41 40 10 10 10 10
3E 39 7 7 7 5
41 39 11 10 10 9
43 41 10 10 10 10
49 49 14 IE 13 11
EO 17 1 1 1 0
51 48 7 7 7 7
53 50 15 IE IE IE
57 53 15 15 15 13
51 48 13 13 13 IE
39 38 6 6 6 6
59 56 IE 14 15 14
5B 55 13 IE IE IE
45 40 10 9 9 6
18 18 1 E E E
4E 41 10 IE IE 10
50 47 11 8 7 6
51 48 8 10 9 8
53 5E 11 13 13 9
39 39 5 4 4 4
5B 57 13 11 IE 10
54 53 IS 13 14 10
54 51 15 14 14 13
17 16 3 S 3 3
3B 37 11 13 13 10
53 51 14 11 11 10
50 51 IE 11 IE 10
44 43 3 3 3 E
36 33 1 1 1 1
44 41 4 4 4 4
46 4E 4 4 4 3
67 64 19 13 13 10
EE El E E E E
60 58 10 9 10 9
72 68 IE 8 8 7
66 65 14 13 13 7
44 43 9 10 10 8
31 30 10 11 8 7
51 51 10 11 11 9
50 46 10 13 13 8
48 47 : IE IE IE 10
16 16 1 E E E
47 47 9 10 10 9
44 44 IE 14 14 11
4B 45 13 IE 14 11
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Table A.4: Raw Data from the Simulation for Type I Error Study









Number of Rejections 
a = 0.10 a =
of Ho I 
0.05
MCSS = 1000) 
a = 0.01
b u u
T c R T W V R T W V R T U V
E 3 <♦0 N p 6 100 103 10E 10E 59 55 55 54 10 IE 13 13
E 3 40 L p B 93 97 95 94 45 41 41 40 9 9 9. 9
E 3 40 N R B 98 99 100 99 49 50 48 47 13 14 14 14
E 3 40 N N B 10S 105 104 106 55 55 55 56 11 13 13 IE
E 3 40 U P B 106 106 103 103 53 53 5E 50 13 16 16 16
E 3 40 C P B 46 56 57 56 17 16 15 15 E 3 3 3
E 3 40 E P B 115 1EE 1E3 1EE 58 50 53 50 11 10 10 9
E 3 40 U R B 108 105 105 105 5E 5E 5E 5E 14 16 16 16
E 3 40 U N B 109 105 106 106 57 57 56 56 14 14 15 15
E 3 40 N P D 85 93 93 93 39 4E 41 4E 9 7 8 7
E 3 40 L P D 73 81 ■ 80 80 E9 37 38 38 8 7 7 7
S 3 40 N R D 87 88 BB 88 39 41 40 39 9 10 11 10
E 3 40 N N D 93 93 91 9E 40 47 47 46 9 10 10 9
E 3 40 U P D 100 97 97 96 44 48 50 50 14 13 13 13
S 3 40 C P D 55 55 55 55 El 18 17 16 0 0 0 0
S 3 40 E P D 10S 99 99 98 51 50 51 49 9 6 6 5
E 3 40 U R D 10E 101 99 99 45 50 51 51 15 13 14 14
E 3 40 U N D 96 101 10S 101 48 48 47 47 10 8 9 8
E 3 40 N P G 90 89 87 B7 39 40 40 37 6 3 3 3
E 3 40 L P G 90 95 95 93 45 38 38 36 4 5 5 5
S 3 40 N R G 81 79 80 79 47 4E 4E 4E 9 6 6 6
E 3 40 N N G 87 89 89 88 43 35 35 34 8 7 7 7
E 3 40 U P G 105 104 104 105 46 41 48 41 11 IE IE IE
E 3 40 C P G 43 36 36 37 17 11 10 10 0 1 1 1
E 3 40 E P G 89 87 87 87 43 45 45 45 10 10 11 10
S 3 40 U R G 107 107 107 106 48 43 4E 40 11 11 11 11
E 3 40 U N G 10E 98 98 99 4E 45 45 46 11 13 IE IS
S 3 40 N P U 94 89 89 89 44 51 51 49 10 11 11 11
E 3 40 L P U 89 8E B3 83 38 36 35 35 7 8 8 7
E 3 40 N R U 91 93 93 91 44 41 43 4E 9 11 11 11
E 3 40 N N U 98 100 98 97 48 54 5E 49 8 11 11 10
E 3 40 U P U 113 107 108 106 49 54 54 53 13 10 10 10
E 3 40 C P U 54 53 53 51 EO 17 19 19 1 1 1 1
E 3 40 E P U 109 113 110 109 53 5E 5E 51 10 11 11 11
E 3 40 U R U 108 103 105 104 50 54 54 51 13 9 9 9
E 3 40 U N U 105 109 110 110 56 58 57 56 IE 9 9 9
E 3 40 N P W 93 94 93 93 45 51 51 49 IS 11 11 10
E 3 40 L P W 8E 83 83 BE 30 30 31 30 6 4 4 4
E 3 40 N R W BB 90 90 89 46 46 45 43 IE 11 11 11
E 3 40 N N W 91 89 88 88 47 47 49 49 11 11 10 10
E 3 40 U P W 9E 105 105 10E 51 48 47 47 IE 14 14 13
E 3 40 C P W 4E 49 49 49 E4 EE EE S3 1 E E E
S 3 40 E P W 119 115 115 116 66 6E 6E 61 11 15 15 14
E 3 40 U R W 104 107 106 105 51 50 5E 53 IS IE 13 IE
E 3 40 U N W 109 107 108 106 58 55 55 53 15 15 15 14
1E0
Table A.5: Raw Data from the Simulation for Type I Error Study
p k Ns D P R Number of Rejections of Ho (MCSS = 1000)
I R N a = 0.10
S D G -------------
T C R T W V
£ 4 5 N P B 93 96 90 78
E 4 5 L P B 67 67 65 60
E 4 5 N R B 106 107 106 9E
E 4 5 N N B 9b 93 9E 83
E 4 5 U P B 114 114 1 IS 95
E 5 C P B 4E 44 45 44
E 4 5 E P B 86 91 87 79
£ 4 5 U R B 111 114 117 110
E 4 5 U N B 100 11E 116 107
S 4 5 N P D 91 94 91 7E
E 4 5 L P D 70 66 64 53
E 4 5 N R D 104 101 98 8E
E 4 5 N N D 98 100 98 79
E 4 5 U P D 107 107 101 90
E 4 5 C P D 46 48 48 46
S 4 5 E P D B1 89 91 79
E 4 5 U R D 104 105 103 95
E 4 5 U N D 89 95 93 88
E 4 5 N P G 106 111 113 100
E 4 5 L P G 79 87 87 BE
E 4 5 N R G 117 1E3 119 1 IS
S 5 N N G 116 1E1 113 106
E 4 5 U P G 104 104 99 90
E 4 5 C P G 47 35 33 31
E 4 5 E P G 83 83 81 70
E 4 5 U R G 107 10S 95 87
E 4 5 U N G 94 96 97 84
E 4 5 N P U 96 97 91 7B
E 5 L P U 75 70 67 58
E 4 5 N R U 104 101 99 80
E 4 5 N N U 99 96 93 79
E 4 5 U P U 106 109 109 99
E 4 5 C P U 39 40 37 3E
E 4 5 E P U 73 80 BE 77
E 4 5 U R U 108 105 101 96
S 4 5 U N U 89 90 97 87
E 4 5 N P W 103 101 91 86
S 4 5 L P W 68 71 71 66
E 4 5 N R U 106 10E 105 93
E 4 5 N N Ul 94 99 100 96
E 4 5 U P w 84 95 87 80
S 4 5 C P w 39 35 35 E9
E b 5 E P w 65 69 73 67
E b 5 U R w 90 93 93 86
E b 5 U N w 90 94 90 83
a = 0.05 a = 0.01
R T W V R T U V
45 46 49 36 8 5 5 3
30 E4 E4 19 5 6 6 4
59 58 57 41 13 11 7 4
49 47 41 31 6 4 6 4
56 53 55 48 19 17 13 6
IE 9 9 6 0 0 0 0
33 41 46 38 8 5 5 4
54 56 60 49 14 IE 11 6
56 56 51 41 11 8 8 5
45 39 38 31 10 9 6 3
33 E9 E9 EE 6 5 5 E
53 49 4B 4E 10 6 6 6
46 47 48 36 7 7 6 E
56 55 58 46 14 10 9 6
E5 E5 E4 18 3 3 E 0
4E 37 39 30 10 9 8 4
54 55 6E 45 14 11 10 4
48 53 46 38 IE 10 8 3
56 56 61 48 9 9 9 6
36 37 37 35 10 7 7 3
56 61 61 47 11 13 14 9
53 56 63 47 7 8 10 7
46 55 51 37 10 10 11 7
17 14 IE 8 E 1 1 1
41 41 43 3E 10 9 7 5
51 51 5S 44 11 13 15 7
48 53 51 4E 10 10 13 7
46 43 43 35 3 4 6 6
E7 E8 3E E3 7 8 6 4
55 47 45 40 8 8 5 4
44 49 49 41 8 6 4 4
5E 5E 51 45 14 15 17 11
17 14 15 11 1 E 3 E
35 38 39 30 4 5 7 5
46 51 47 39 13 15 17 11
4E 39 43 36 IS 15 IE 7
47 48 49 41 7 8 10 8
33 E8 E9 El 4 6 7 6
53 57 56 46 6 10 IE 10
49 49 50 39 4 7 9 9
40 46 44 38 13 13 14 11
SO 16 13 8 0 1 1 0
E7 E8 E9 E7 9 7 7 E
47 49 54 47 7 8 9 6
39 45 44 40 4 6 6 6
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Table A.6: Raw Data from the Simulation for Type I Error Study









Number of Rejections 
a = 0.10 a =
of Ho 1 
0.05
(MCSS = 1000) 
a = 0.01
b U b
T c R T W V R T W V R T W V
e 4 10 N p B 98 98 97 92 45 50 48 47 9 8 9 7
s 4 10 L p B 73 86 85 83 33 36 3B 37 6 7 8 7
2 4 10 N R B 100 99 97 91 47 55 57 57 11 11 12 7
2 4 10 N N B 96 103 103 96 48 54 59 54 12 B 9 7
2 4 10 U P B 99 106 104 104 44 44 47 43 7 6 6 5
2 4 10 C P B 43 51 53 4B 14 13 12 10 1 1 1 1
2 10 E P B 81 83 82 80 43 39 39 34 7 7 8 7
2 4 10 U R B 106 108 107 101 48 49 47 41 9 7 6 6
2 4 10 U N B 105 108 106 98 51 46 48 44 6 6 7 6
2 10 N P D 102 98 93 90 51 50 52 45 13 11 11 8
2 4 10 L P D 76 83 81 76 34 30 28 27 5 4 4 3
2 A 10 N R D 99 90 90 . 85 54 53 54 51 17 17 17 12
2 4 10 N N D 95 93 95 95 58 51 50 49 15 15 14 13
2 A 10 U P D 93 90 89 89 53 43 42 40 10 12 13 12
2 4 10 C P D 44 42 43 42 14 15 18 18 3 2 2 1
2 4 10 E P D 83 89 87 86 36 35 34 33 10 10 11 8
2 4 10 U R D 89 90 95 91 54 47 47 42 11 14 13 12
2 4 10 U N D 88 82 83 82 44 45 44 40 10 11 11 8
2 4 10 N P G 96 90 90 78 40 36 35 35 7 7 8 5
2 4 10 L P G 66 73 72 73 34 35 35 28 6 7 7 3
2 4 10 N R G 95 89 87 85 44 43 42 39 9 11 12 9
2 10 N N G 91 98 96 85 41 39 41 39 5 7 6 5
2 10 U P G 93 91 83 78 46 40 36 38 10 11 13 12
2 4 10 C P G 50 50 45 43 IB 15 16 13 2 1 1 1
2 10 E P G 81 89 85 83 36 41 43 38 8 7 7 4
2 4 10 U R G 95 96 96 93 45 43 42 39 11 11 13 7
2 4 10 U N G 88 98 94 90 47 45 43 43 13 10 9 8
2 4 10 N P U 106 107 109 105 54 51 49 46 8 9 10 8
2 4 10 L P U 91 89 87 81 43 36 34 32 6 6 7 7
2 A 10 N R U 107 108 107 102 . 58 62 61 59 9 12 12 10
2 4 10 N N U 108 106 105 102 56 53 55 55 10 11 11 10
2 4 10 U P U 98 103 105 94 52 4B 48 41 13 14 14 10
2 4 10 C P U 50 43 40 40 12 13 16 16 2 0 0 0
2 4 10 E P U 91 85 82 7B 36 40 39 35 12 12 10 7
2 4 10 U R U 94 101 101 97 58 52 50 45 15 13 11 10
2 4 10 U N U 103 100 97 92 54 51 50 46 12 11 10 9
2 4 10 N P W 87 94 94 91 40 46 49 48 11 9 9 7
2 4 10 L P W 64 68 72 69 28 33 34 26 5 4 4 3
2 4 10 N R W 93 105 105 105 47 46 49 45 11 10 11 10
2 4 10 N N W 87 97 96 95 45 47 51 48 14 12 11 8
2 4 10 U P w 96 93 92 90 52 51 53 50 13 14 13 15
2 4 10 C P w 57 57 55 55 22 24 26 24 2 3 3 1
2 4 10 E P w 93 108 108 106 52 51 51 45 8 9 7 8
2 4 10 U R w 93 96 97 92 52 53 52 49 11 11 13 12
2 4 10 U N w 92 93 94 89 49 52 52 53 10 9 10 10
1E2
Table A.7: Raw Data from the Simulation for Type I Error Study
Number of Rejections of Ho (MCSS = 1000) 
a = 0.10 a = 0.05 a = 0.01
V R T




2 4 20 N P B
2 4 20 L P B
2 4 20 N R B
2 4 20 N N B
2 4 20 U P B
2 4 20 C P B
2 4 20 E P B
2 4 20 U R B
2 4 20 U N B
2 20 N P D
2 4 20 L P D
2 4 20 N R D
2 4 20 N N D
2 4 20 U P D
2 20 C P D
2 20 E P D
2 4 20 U R D
2 4 20 U N D
2 4 20 N P G
2 4 20 L P G
2 4 20 N R G
2 20 N N G
2 4 20 U P G
2 4 20 C P G
2 4 20 E P G
2 4 20 U R G
2 4 20 U N G
2 4 20 N P U
2 4 20 L P U
2 4 20 N R U
2 4 20 N N U
2 4 20 U P U
2 4 20 C P U
2 4 20 E P U
2 4 20 U R U
2 4 20 U N U
2 4 20 N P W
2 4 20 L P W
2 4 20 N R W
2 4 20 N N W
2 4 20 U P W
2 4 20 C P W
2 4 20 E P W
2 4 20 U R W

























































































































































































Table A.8: Raw Data from the Simulation for Type I Error Study








Number of Rejections 
a = 0.10 Ot =
of Ho 1 
0.05
(MC5S = 1000) 
a = 0.01
b U b
T c R T W V R T U V R T W V
5 4 40 N p B 117 111 110 109 60 64 65 64 11 11 11 10
2 4 40 L p B 93 94 95 95 39 39 39 39 6 6 7 7
2 4 40 N R B 105 111 10B 108 62 60 61 60 11 B B 7
2 4 40 N N B 117 107 106 103 63 62 61 60 10 13 13 13
2 4 40 U P B 99 100 99 98 56 55 53 52 11 8 7 8
2 4 40 C P B 40 58 59 59 17 15 14 14 0 0 2 2
2 4 40 E P B 101 103 102 101 52 50 50 50 11 9 9 9
2 4 40 U R B 105 97 100 97 52 51 51 51 11 10 9 9
2 4 40 U N B 106 10B 107 104 52 48 49 48 12 11 11 8
2 4 40 N P D 8B 83 84 83 39 40 39 39 7 8 8 7
2 4 40 L P D 86 81 82 81 29 40 41 41 8 8 8 8
2 4 40 N R D 88 8B BB 8B 36 39 39 39 6 7 7 7
2 4 40 N N D 85 85 86 80 37 36 36 37 7 B 8 7
2 4 40 U P D 87 82 79 79 42 41 42 43 9 8 8 8
2 4 40 C P D 37 44 47 48 16 11 12 10 0 0 0 0
2 4 40 E P D 85 88 89 89 45 42 43 44 10 6 6 6
2 4 40 U R D 87 85 85 82 40 41 42 40 9 9 9 9
2 4 40 U N D 65 89 89 89 43 43 43 43 7 7 8 7
2 4 40 N P G 97 B3 81 78 44 38 38 36 6 5 5 5
2 4 40 L P G 74 79 79 80 45 32 32 31 6 6 6 5
2 4 40 N R G 95 94 92 93 45 43 42 41 10 8 8 8
2 4 40 N N G 101 86 86 84 42 40 40 39 6 6 6 6
2 4 40 U P G 121 106 104 103 49 48 50 49 9 10 10 9
2 4 40 C P G 40 43 44 44 16 13 13 13 3 4 4 3
2 4 40 E P G 105 102 104 102 45 46 47 45 6 4 2 2
2 4 40 U R G 120 105 104 100 53 51 52 51 9 10 10 9
2 4 40 U N G 114 110 110 109 56 52 52 48 11 9 9 9
2 4 40 N P U 111 103 105 99 51 52 52 52 10 9 9 9
2 4 40 L P U 98 105 104 102 54 52 51 49 9 11 11 11
2 4 40 N R U 105 98 97 96 50 52 52 51 12 10 10 10
2 4 40 N N U 110 108 106 104 50 50 50 49 11 9 9 9
2 4 40 U P U 96 107 106 108 49 53 53 52 12 11 11 9
2 4 40 C P U 51 52 52 53 21 16 16 16 2 2 1 1
2 4 40 E P U 109 105 105 103 52 47 45 43 7 5 5 5
2 4 40 U R U 97 109 110 108 51 51 52 50 13 10 10 9
2 4 40 U N U 110 105 106 106 62 54 52 52 12 8 9 9
2 4 40 N P W 106 99 98 96 54 48 4B 47 16 13 13 13
2 4 40 L P W B5 B2 83 81 36 38 38 37 11 7 7 6
2 4 40 N R W 102 106 106 105 57 49 49 47 15 14 14 14
2 4 40 N N W 101 97 97 96 50 49 49 48 16 13 13 13
2 4 40 U P W 98 104 104 105 62 60 59 59 12 11 12 11
2 4 40 C P W 53 49 51 49 16 IB 19 20 0 1 1 1
2 4 40 E P W 115 115 114 114 56 66 66 62 11 11 12 12
2 4 40 U R w 97 107 107 106 58 56 58 58 12 12 13 11
2 4 40 U N w 103 101 100 101 54 51 52 53 16 16 15 15
124
Table A.9: Raw Data from the Simulation for Type I Error Study








Number of Rejections 
a = 0.10 a =
of Ho I 
0.05
MCSS = 1000) 
a = 0.01
b U to
T c R T W V R T W V R T W V
e 5 5 N p 6 109 109 105 95 61 54 54 42 16 16 13 10
e 5 5 L p B 73 79 80 75 40 43 42 36 10 11 9 5
2 5 5 N R B 113 116 109 94 65 66 61 51 IB 17 18 7
e 5 5 N N B 109 112 107 93 63 59 62 46 15 14 14 10
2 5 5 U P B 109 106 105 93 58 56 53 39 12 12 13 11
2 5 5 C P B 50 49 47 41 26 IB 17 14 3 2 3 1
2 5 5 E P B 86 86 82 75 44 44 42 37 17 12 11 6
2 5 5 U R B 107 107 105 96 52 49 45 39 12 13 13 13
2 5 5 U N B 98 105 105 90 53 44 43 38 9 10 13 9
2 5 5 N P D 79 91 86 81 37 33 34 26 3 3 5 3
2 5 5 L P D 75 79 78 72 28 29 34 29 3 3 6 6
2 5 5 N R D 75 82 83 76 39 35 38 32 6 6 5 3
2 5 5 N N D 81 8B 87 79 40 36 37 27 5 6 4 2
2 5 5 U P D 90 93 93 92 46 47 46 42 13 14 13 9
2 5 5 C P D 37 36 35 35 17 14 13 14 1 1 1 1
2 5 5 E P D 99 104 101 94 57 50 52 46 13 11 10 5
2 5 5 U R D 96 9B 94 97 54 48 53 47 13 12 13 8
2 5 5 U N D 102 105 100 90 43 43 46 40 7 8 11 5
2 5 5 N P G 108 104 106 101 53 65 64 47 9 10 13 9
2 5 5 L P 6 82 84 B5 7B 44 45 44 39 10 10 12 6
2 5 5 N R G 112 113 111 99 57 60 60 48 13 10 12 10
2 5 5 N N G 118 113 109 96 61 64 65 51 7 8 9 8
2 5 5 U P G 93 104 106 9B 52 58 62 51 12 14 13 10
2 5 5 C P G 52 50 54 52 19 17 20 17 3 3 1 0
2 5 5 E P G 92 86 86 84 52 45 45 40 12 10 8 6
2 5 5 U R G 99 107 109 102 47 56 61 51 13 12 11 9
2 5 5 U N G 100 10B 106 99 51 56 66 56 11 12 16 9
2 5 5 N P U 100 105 100 87 55 52 47 35 11 7 8 5
2 5 5 L P U 81 78 80 65 36 33 33 24 4 4 4 3
2 5 5 N R U 103 107 100 89 53 50 52 40 13 13 11 5
2 5 5 N N U 102 102 98 86 49 47 46 40 15 9 10 5
2 5 5 U P U 116 123 116 104 60 67 67 62 17 14 11 5
2 5 5 C P U 48 38 37 35 17 18 16 10 3 3 3 2
2 5 5 E P U 88 94 93 78 41 38 40 41 10 11 11 8
2 5 5 U R U 117 125 113 102 62 62 60 57 14 10 11 8
2 5 5 U N U 110 116 107 96 51 52 57 50 9 8 10 8
2 5 5 N P W 92 92 89 79 41 38 3B 28 9 9 8 8
2 5 5 L P W 59 63 65 55 27 27 28 19 5 4 5 4
2 5 5 N R W 90 93 90 79 47 44 39 34 8 10 10 10
2 5 5 N N W 91 94 89 70 42 39 38 31 8 8 10 10
2 5 5 U P W 90 91 96 81 46 43 41 30 3 2 2 4
2 5 5 C P W 37 34 32 30 9 12 12 11 3 2 1 1
2 5 5 E P W 79 74 72 67 33 36 34 26 5 5 7 5
2 5 5 U R W 88 95 94 79 44 45 39 35 2 2 2 2
2 5 5 U N W 75 BO 82 74 32 37 38 27 2 2 2 2
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Table A.10: Raw Data from the Simulation for Type I Error Study







Number of Rejections of Ho (MCSS 




T c R T U V R T W V R T W V
2 5 10 N p B 105 110 109 109 54 53 50 47 13 13 14 13
2 5 10 L p B 77 73 74 72 35 36 35 .27 4 3 3 4
2 5 10 N R B 102 97 97 96 48 54 53 50 15 13 13 12
2 5 10 N N B 100 100 103 102 • 56 50 50 50 13 13 15 11
2 5 10 U P B 97 99 9B 96 42 46 46 46 9 11 12 9,
2 5 10 C P B 35 37 39 37 11 10 12 11 2 0 0 0
2 5 10 E P B 95 85 89 85 37 33 35 31 11 10 9 8
2 5 10 U R B 92 97 96 94 42 47 49 49 9 13 12 11
2 5 10 U N B 92 90 B8 86 44 48 47 45 9 9 9 10
2 5 10 N P D 95 99 97 98 46 51 53 47 8 7 7 5
2 5 10 L P D 75 78 76 70 31 26 26 25 4 5 5 4
2 5 10 N R D 103 102 98 94 52 51 48 44 12 10 10 6
2 5 10 N N D 96 102 105 100 49 54 47 43 10 8 9 6
2 5 10 U P D 113 10B 106 99 62 63 58 55 12 9 12 11
2 5 10 C P D 51 51 51 50 17 15 15 14 1 1 1 1
2 5 10 E P D BB 98 96 93 41 40 42 41 6 4 6 6
2 5 10 U R D 116 117 106 100 59 57 56 55 11 10 14 12
2 5 10 U N D 110 104 99 93 50 50 50 49 8 8 11 9
2 5 10 N P 6 B9 87 85 81 40 41 42 40 7 5 4 3
2 5 10 L P G 66 74 71 66 31 31 31 31 10 7 6 6
2 5 10 N R G 92 92 89 80 38 46 45 44 6 3 4 4
2 5 10 N N G 81 87 83 81 41 42 42 38 7 4 5 4
2 5 10 U P G 106 104 102 97 60 52 51 45 14 .13 13 10
2 5 10 C P G 44 54 54 52 23 19 IB IB 5 2 2 2
2 5 10 E P G 96 92 90 86 47 43 41 34 8 5 5 4
2 5 10 U R G 104 96 97 95 61 53 53 47 12 13 14 10
2 5 10 U N G 108 97 97 91 59 50 50 46 11 11 13 11
2 5 10 N P U 110 106 107 102 61 61 60 50 8 12 13 10
2 5 10 L P U 77 76 72 67 33 32 32 32 7 7 8 6
2 5 10 N R U 113 117 115 110 59 56 57 55 13 9 9 8
2 5 10 N N U 113 113 107 104 58 62 63 61 9 10 13 11
2 5 10 U P U 118 120 126 124 66 67 65 58 10 13 15 13
2 5 10 C P U 49 49 50 51 17 16 14 15 1 1 1 1
2 5 10 E P U 100 104 101 100 49 51 51 43 9 8 9 B
2 5 10 U R U 113 118 121 119 64 62 57 51 10 13 14 13
2 5 10 U N U 10B 113 115 112 53 50 51 49 11 9 10 B
2 5 10 N P W 111 102 102 99 57 60 57 56 9 5 7 7
2 5 10 L P W 81 69 68 63 31 36 38 33 6 6 6 4
2 5 10 N R W 122 109 106 103 66 64 59 57 13 12 13 12
2 5 10 N N W 115 103 102 97 61 62 61 56 14 14 13 11
2 5 10 U P W 101 107 109 101 51 53 54 51 16 15 IB 14
2 5 10 C P W 51 43 40 36 15 14 14 12 1 0 0 1
2 5 10 E P W 92 104 102 99 56 46 45 47 12 8 9 8
2 5 10 U R W 101 107 104 98 48 56 59 57 15 15 16 16
2 5 10 U N W 90 98 97 97 46 46 45 46 11 10 12 9
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Table A.ll: Raw Data from the Simulation for Type 1 Error Study





N a = 0.10 a = 0.05 a = 0.01
b U b
T c R T W V R T U V R T U V
a 5 20 N p B 97 99 96 97 55 47 48 46 8 11 10 10
a 5 20 L p B 73 78 77 78 33 36 35 36 5 4 4 4
a 5 20 N R B 103 100 95 93 46 45 45 45 9 10 9 9
a 5 20 N N B 98 107 107 105 52 50 50 44 7 11 11 10
a 5 20 U P B 85 90 91 92 44 41 42 42 7 8 8 7
a 5 20 C P B 39 32 35 35 17 11 10 9 0 1 1 1
a 5 20 E P B 82 84 84 82 38 37 37 35 6 6 9 8
e 5 20 U R B 84 88 89 89 44 41 41 39 B 8 8 7
a 5 20 U N B 85 85 85 80 36 36 37 37 8 8 9 8
a 5 20 N P D 106 113 112 110 54 5B 58 58 13 14 14 13
a 5 20 L P D 102 103 101 100 58 52 53 52 8 12 12 11
a 5 20 N R D 106 105 107 105 43 44 47 47 13 14 14 14
a 5 20 N N D 103 110 112 no 54 60 61 62 11 13 13 12
a 5 20 U P D 112 115 113 111 61 57 58 57 13 11 11 10
a 5 20 C P D 55 51 52 54 23 22 20 19 0 0 0 0
a 5 20 E P D 99 99 99 95 50 42 44 42 11 8 8 7
a 5 20 U R D 103 106 104 102 54 58 5B 55 11 10 10 10
a 5 20 U N D 116 121 121 118 57 60 59 56 8 9 10 9
a 5 20 N P G 112 104 105 103 59 54 55 56 17 17 18 14
a 5 20 L P G 102 88 91 91 ‘ 47 50 49 49 8 6 6 4
a 5 20 N R G 115 109 110 106 60 51 51 54 8 10 10 11
a 5 20 N N G 117 103 100 98 59 57 57 54 13 14 13 13
a 5 20 U P G 97 104 104 101 51 49 48 46 10 11 11 11
a 5 20 C P G 40 34 34 33 14 15 14 13 1 2 2 2
a 5 20 E P G 83 88 86 84 38 36 3B 37 B 4 5 4
a 5 20 U R G 96 102 103 101 53 55 54 54 9 11 12 11
a 5 20 U N G B7 92 96 95 49 44 45 44 11 9 9 9
a 5 20 N P U 94 88 90 89 46 43 43 42 9 9 9 9
a 5 20 L P U 85 87 B5 83 45 42 40 38 6 9 11 11
a 5 20 N R U 88 85 84 83 46 50 51 51 9 12 11 9
a 5 20 N N U 98 85 85 84 43 44 42 41 11 10 12 12
a 5 20 U P U 94 93 89 86 39 46 49 45 10 9 9 9
a 5 20 C P U 44 41 41 41 11 14 15 15 0 0 0 0
a 5 20 E P U 89 83 81 80 37 39 37 36 7 5 3 3
a 5 20 U R U 106 93 92 93 42 48 47 47 9 9 9 9
a 5 20 U N U 96 94 94 93 46 46 48 47 9 7 8 7
a 5 20 N P W 104 108 110 106 57 60 61 59 11 14 15 15
a 5 20 L P W 74 78 79 76 34 36 37 34 11 5 5 5
a 5 20 N R W 100 101 99 98 54 54 55 50 10 8 8 8
a 5 20 N N W 100 97 98 98 54 58 59 54 10 11 13 13
a 5 20 U P W 107 111 110 109 48 62 64 60 11 13 13 13
a 5 20 C P U 42 38 37 37 12 13 13 12 3 3 2 2
a 5 20 E P W 95 104 106 105 57 59 59 56 15 10 12 12
a 5 20 U R W 108 115 114 108 53 58 58 5B 10 12 12 12
a 5 20 U N W 106 104 107 105 51 54 58 54 10 12 12 12
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Table A.12: Raw Data from the Simulation for Type 1 Error Study
Number of Rejections of Ho (MC5S = 1000) 
a = 0.10 a = 0.05 - a = 0.01
V R T




2 5 40 N P B
2 5 40 L P B
2 5 40 N R B
2 5 40 N N B
2 5 40 U P B
2 5 40 C P B
2 5 40 E P B
2 5 40 U R B
2 5 40 U N B
2 5 40 N P D
2 5 40 L P D
2 5 40 N R D
2 5 40 N N b
2 5 40 U P D
2 5 40 C P D
2 5 40 E P D
2 5 40 U R D
2 5 40 U N D
2 5 40 N P 6
2 5 40 L P G
2 5 40 N R G
2 5 40 N N G
2 5 40 U P G
2 5 40 C P G
2 5 40 E P G
2 5 40 U R G
2 5 40 U N G
2 5 40 N P U
2 5 40 L P U
2 5 40 N R U
2 5 40 N N U
2 5 40 U P U
2 5 40 C P U
2 5 40 E P U
2 5 40 U R U
2 5 40 U N U
2 5 40 N P W
2 5 40 L P W
2 5 40 N R W
2 5 40 N N W
2 5 40 U P W
2 5 40 C P W
2 5 40 E P W
2 5 40 U R W

























































































































































































Table A . 13: Raw Data from the Simulation for Type I Error Study 









































3 3 5 L p B 69 71 72 60 26 29 26 17 6 5 5 3
3 3 5 N R B 117 120 n o 93 58 63 63 42 12 13 12 6
3 3 5 N N B 111 113 108 85 59 57 58 43 10 11 10 4
3 3 5 U P B 152 110 102 86 62 5B SB 43 19 17 16 4
3 3 5 C P B 53 57 57 40 25 23 16 12 2 2 1 0
3 3 5 E P B 101 99 93 82 50 49 45 32 12 14 14 5
3 3 5 U R B 114 119 107 91 64 65 64 46 21 18 16 3
3 3 5 u N B 114 117 109 8B 60 61 57 41 17 15 14 4
3 3 5 N P D 112 110 110 88 54 55 56 34 13 11 11 8
3 3 5 L P D 62 67 59 51 29 27 30 24 7 8 9 6
3 3 5 N R D 113 120 115 96 69 67 63 46 14 19 19 10
3 3 5 N N D 105 112 113 B4 65 61 60 39 13 14 16 8
3 3 5 U P D 101 107 103 78 56 53 48 25 9 10 7 4
3 3 5 C P D *♦8 41 40 27 23 19 17 10 6 3 2 0
3 3 5 E P D 85 81 72 63 41 43 36 23 7 6 5 1
3 3 5 U R D 98 101 98 70 48 47 47 28 10 8 6 3
3 3 5 U N D 90 96 92 72 46 47 44 30 7 8 7 3
3 3 5 N P G 81 94 94 82 39 41 44 33 10 9 11 7
3 3 5 L P G 70 72 67 57 26 22 24 22 2 2 4 2
3 3 5 N R G 106 108 109 93 46 52 56 37 14 11 11 5
3 3 5 N N G 89 99 100 B4 43 46 49 35 9 9 10 5
3 3 5 U P G 95 92 89 75 58 57 53 34 15 15 12 5
3 3 5 C P G 46 43 40 31 16 15 17 11 4 3 2 0
3 3 5 E P G 79 88 84 63 35 36 34 27 8 7 6 4
3 3 5 U R G 100 104 97 84 51 53 52 38 12 11 14 10
3 3 5 U N G 97 103 99 81 45 47 44 32 8 8 12 6
3 3 5 N P U 105 110 101 85 53 58 53 39 12 13 13 7
3 3 5 L P U 66 70 67 58 26 28 31 25 9 9 8 3
3 3 5 N R U 105 110 109 93 57 62 60 42 15 16 16 6
3 3 5 N N U 97 97 95 83 53 56 51 36 13 14 10 6
3 3 5 U P U 111 116 107 85 61 58 58 44 18 19 15 6
3 3 5 C P U 47 46 43 40 17 18 18 11 5 5 4 1
3 3 5 E P U 88 92 92 78 45 46 46 31 9 8 7 3
3 3 5 U R U 108 115 119 100 61 60 54 35 9 10 10 6
3 3 5 U N U 104 112 109 89 54 55 50 28 8 6 6 5
3 3 5 N P W 95 9B 102 92 51 50 54 38 7 7 11 6
3 3 5 L P W 69 75 72 68 34 37 38 31 10 8 9 3
3 3 5 N R W 101 110 115 94 59 57 60 43 17 14 14 6
3 3 5 N N W 92 107 103 91 56 55 56 39 10 10 9 6
3 3 5 U P W 101 109 10B 91 61 64 60 31 12 11 11 6
3 3 5 C P W 47 46 44 35 19 IB 18 13 3 3 2 0
3 3 5 E P W 77 82 75 68 37 36 39 23 10 9 8 2
3 3 5 U R W 106 108 107 B3 61 59 58 34 13 12 12 5
3 3 5 U N W 101 106 106 79 59 58 54 33 9 9 9 3
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Table A.14: Raw Data from the Simulation for Type I Error Study








Number of Rejections 
a = 0.10 a =
of Ho 1 
0.05
IMCSS = 1000) 
a = 0.01
b (J b
T c R T W V R T U V R T U V
3 3 10 N p B 91 88 88 73 41 41 40 36 9 6 6 4
3 3 10 L p B 75 70 70 61 33 34 33 87 7 6 6 3
3 3 10 N R B 94 97 98 B9 50 48 38 35 10 9 10 7
3 3 10 N N B 98 95 90 84 43 44 41 34 5 7 6 5
3 3 10 U P B 95 98 96 91 60 59 58 49 IB 16 15 10
3 3 10 C P B 48 46 46 44 88 19 18 16 4 3 4 8
3 3 10 E P B 95 101 94 89 58 48 49 40 7 18 11 10
3 3 10 U R B 101 101 98 90 59 59 60 49 17 17 15 9
3 3 10 U N B 99 104 100 96 5B 54 50 43 14 17 17 11
3 3 10 N P D 108 108 107 101 48 48 45 37 7 8 10 6
3 3 10 L P D 69 74 78 69 84 86 88 88 8 3 8 8
3 3 10 N R D 97 108 101 97 50 47 44 38 18 13 13 7
3 3 10 N N D 108 104 101 93 58 49 46 39 7 10 9 4
3 3 10 U P D 184 117 117 110 68 59 58 49 11 11 10 6
3 3 10 C P D 51 55 55 51 83 81 19 14 4 8 1 1
3 3 10 E P D 98 94 98 89 44 40 43 38 11 9 10 6
3 3 10 U R D 183 118 116 109 63 64 61 49 18 10 18 7
3 3 10 U N D 116 111 111 118 58 67 67 50 9 8 8 8
3 3 10 N P G BB 91 BB 83 34 40 41 37 5 9 8 7
3 3 10 L P G 71 67 68 59 88 89 85 86 6 5 5 5
3 3 10 N R G B1 89 90 86 45 38 43 37 9 9 9 8
3 3 10 N N G 89 86 91 88 38 39 39 39 6 6 6 4
3 3 10 U P G 83 98 93 79 39 44 47 48 14 14 13 6
3 3 10 C P G 47 43 41 35 18 11 18 10 1 1 1 0
3 3 10 E P G BO 80 85 85 39 41 40 38 5 5 6 4
3 3 10 U R G 84 94 91 84 43 43 44 48 10 13 10 8
3 3 10 U N G BB 89 85 79 40 44 48 40 8 7 9 6
3 3 10 N P U 96 108 100 91 48 50 50 45 11 10 9 8
3 3 10 L P U 69 74 71 68 89 33 35 31 6 3 3 1
3 3 10 N R U 98 104 108 96 56 56 57 53 11 11 15 8
3 3 10 N N U BB 97 103 94 51 51 53 51 13 14 13 9
3 3 10 U P U 117 118 114 105 57 53 58 45 13 10 9 7
3 3 10 C P U 41 46 46 48 13 10 11 18 0 0 1 1
3 3 10 E P U 89 108 103 98 58 47 49 48 9 8 11 10
3 3 10 U R U 98 103 101 95 51 51 56 54 13 10 10 6
3 3 10 U N U 107 100 96 98 44 4B 49 46 9 8 7 5
3 3 10 N P W 96 95 97 91 48 45 41 36 10 14 13 10
3 3 10 L P W 85 77 75 78 35 35 33 30 4 6 8 6
3 3 10 N R W 107 104 101 98 55 51 50 41 14 13 11 11
3 3 10 N N W 97 9B 97 98 48 46 45 34 11 13 15 18
3 3 10 U P W 97 106 105 100 51 59 60 56 14 18 13 11
3 3 10 C P W 41 40 44 40 10 11 14 13 8 1 1 1
3 3 10 E P W B7 90 98 84 4B 46 46 40 9 18 10 9
3 3 10 U R W 108 110 110 105 63 61 63 59 13 11 15 18
3 3 10 U N W 105 105 108 104 56 59 57 51 11 10 13 10
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Table A.15: Raw Data from the Simulation for Type I Error Study




3 3 20 N p B
3 3 20 L p B
3 3 20 N R B
3 3 20 N N B
3 3 20 U P B
3 3 20 C P B
3 3 20 E P B
3 3 20 U R B
3 3 20 U N B
3 3 20 N P D
3 3 20 L P D
3 3 20 N R D
3 3 20 N N D
3 3 20 U P D
3 3 20 C P D
3 3 20 E P D
3 3 20 U R D
3 3 20 U N D
3 3 20 N P G
3 3 20 L P G
3 3 20 N R G
3 3 20 N N G
3 3 20 U P G
3 3 20 C P G
3 3 20 E P G
3 3 20 U R G
3 3 20 U N G
3 3 20 N P U
3 3 20 L P U
3 3 20 N R U
3 3 20 N N U
3 3 20 U P U
3 3 20 C P U
3 3 20 E P U
3 3 20 U R U
3 3 20 U N U
3 3 20 N P W
3 3 20 L P w
3 3 20 N R w
3 3 20 N N w
3 3 20 U P w
3 3 20 C P w
3 3 20 E P u
3 3 20 U R w
3 3 20 U N w
Number o
































































































































































































Table A.16: Raw Data from the Simulation for Type I Error Study







a = 0.10 a = 0.05 a = 0.01
T C R T W V R T W V R T W V
3 3 AO N P G 109 110 110 112 5A A6 A6 A3 A 5 5 5
3 3 AO L P B 97 8A 83 83 32 .32 33 3A 8 10 10 9
3 3 AO N R G 106 98 99 100 50 52 52 A8 10 10 10 8
3 3 AO N N B 10A 10A 10A 103 5A A5 A5 AA 8 7 7 6
3 3 AO U P B 102 100 101 99 50 A9 A9 A9 12 13 15 15
3 3 AO C P B A1 A1 A2 A2 12 1A 1A 1A 1 1 2 1
3 3 AO E P B 102 101 96 96 A9 A8 50 50 11 6 6 6
3 3 AO U R B 106 9A 96 93 A6 52 51 50 10 1A 1A 1A
3 3 AO U N B 10A 98 99 97 56 59 56 5A 12 10 11 11
3 3 AO N P D 11A 113 111 111 5A 53 52 51 1A 12 11 10
3 3 AO L P D 91 88 89 88 38 A 1 AO A1 7 7 7 7
3 3 AO N R D 112 109 107 109 55 5A 53 52 1A 16 15 1A
3 3 AO N N D 115 115 115 112 59 57 56 56 15 10 10 10
3 3 AO U P D 97 95 96 9A 51 53 5A 55 17 13 13 13
3 3 AO C P D 37 A5 A5 A5 12 11 12 12 0 1 1 1
3 3 AO E P D 96 99 100 100 53 AA AA A3 12 10 10 9
3 3 AO U R D 9A 92 92 92 50 A9 52 52 16 16 16 15
3 3 AO U N D 97 89 88 86 A5 5A 5A 55 15 16 16 16
3 3 AO N P G 90 9A 9A 93 AA A5 A5 AA 8 9 10 11
3 3 AO L P G 79 BA 81 80 37 39 39 38 A 3 3 2
3 3 AO N R G 90 90 90 91 50 A7 AA A2 8 7 7 6
3 3 AO N N G 93 9A 95 9A A3 AA A5 AA 9 9 9 8
3 3 AO U P G 98 10A 103 100 A6 50 50 51 9 7 7 8
3 3 AO C P G A3 A7 A7 A5 17 IB IB IB 2 1 3 3
3 3 AO E P G 102 106 105 103 52 52 51 50 B 9 7 7
3 3 AO U R G 103 97 9B 95 A6 50 52 A9 11 8 8 8
3 3 AO U N G 106 102 100 98 AB 55 53 51 10 9 10 9
3 3 AO N P U 92 92 9A 93 A8 50 A9 A6 10 8 8 7
3 3 AO L P U 86 90 90 92 A9 A3 A5 AA 7 8 9 8
3 3 AO N R U 97 97 97 96 AO A2 A2 AO 10 8 8 7
3 3 AO N N U 92 91 90 89 A7 A5 A7 A5 9 9 9 9
3 3 AO U P U 90 92 93 90 A5 A7 A7 A7 8 8 8 8
3 3 AO C P U 39 AA A5 A3 11 15 16 16 0 0 0 0
3 3 AO E P U 89 87 87 85 A2 A1 A3 A1 6 9 9 9
3 3 AO U R U 86 89 92 92 A6 A8 AB A5 6 8 8 7
3 3 AO U N U 98 9A 9A 93 37 A2 A3 39 7 9 8 8
3 3 AO N P W 96 90 91 90 A7 A1 AO 39 8 5 5 5
3 3 AO L P W 7A 75 7A 73 31 27 28 30 6 A A A
3 3 AO N R W 96 9A 93 93 A9 A6 A8 A6 8 6 6 6
3 3 AO N N W 103 93 93 91 A9 A6 A8 A8 7 5 5 5
3 3 AO U P W 100 102 102 101 AB 37 38 37 11 12 12 11
3 3 AO C P W AA A3 A3 A2 1A 1A 13 13 0 0 0 0
3 3 AO E P W 91 92 90 88 A3 A 1 A2 A2 9 7 8 8
3 3 AO U R W 99 99 96 96 A9 AO A1 A1 12 13 13 12
3 3 AO U N W 92 99 99 98 A7 A2 AO A1 12 11 11 8
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Table A.17: Raw Data from the Simulation for Type I Error Study







a = 0.10 a = 0.05 a = 0.01
U
T c R T W V R T W V R T W V
3 4 5 N p B 96 91 85 63 45 42 39 28 10 11 10 3
3 4 5 L p B lb 6B 56 43 27 29 2B 16 6 3 1 0
3 4 5 N R B 104 101 95 77 49 47 47 33 10 8 10 3
3 b 5 N N B 104 94 88 67 42 41 35 29 9 10 10 3
3 b 5 U P B ISO 117 114 94 62 58 54 37 15 16 15 4
3 b 5 C P B 47 52 48 37 19 20 IB 11 4 3 2 1
3 b 5 E P B 96 96 95 77 54 51 52 35 17 16 14 1
3 b 5 U R B 1SS 116 118 96 73 71 67 42 14 15 18 8
3 b 5 U N B 115 10B 110 91 65 61 56 37 15 15 16 7
3 b 5 N P D 109 110 114 96 63 62 62 46 14 15 14 2
3 b 5 L P D 76 84 80 62 41 40 40 25 8 8 6 1
3 b 5 N R D 137 137 132 10B 67 75 73 53 16 21 20 7
3 b 5 N N D 119 126 123 95 66 69 65 53 15 15 21 5
3 b 5 U P D 87 91 85 70 51 49 44 31 15 13 13 8
3 b 5 C P D 50 45 41 37 20 18 IB 9 2 1 0 0
3 b 5 E P D 75 73 69 58 41 41 36 23 11 9 9 4
3 b 5 U R D 100 95 90 74 49 48 49 39 15 12 13 6
3 b 5 U N D 103 101 96 81 50 44 48 36 13 12 13 6
3 b 5 N P G SB 92 90 71 40 37 38 27 9 5 6 3
3 b 5 L P G 62 77 79 61 31 27 22 15 9 8 6 3
3 b 5 N R G 10S 100 94 70 44 50 4B 33 8 10 9 2
3 b 5 N N G 95 95 90 69 41 46 47 33 9 10 10 2
3 b 5 U P G 116 115 111 95 70 66 61 41 20 22 23 11
3 b 5 C P G 37 40 40 30 18 16 16 12 0 0 1 1
3 b 5 E P G 94 101 96 78 58 53 51 32 14 12 14 6
3 b 5 U R G 106 115 112 89 69 66 60 46 19 19 21 11
3 b 5 U N G 105 104 104 85 62 63 64 42 17 14 17 B
3 b 5 N P U 10S 97 94 78 49 48 46 30 9 8 7 3
3 b 5 L P U 68 70 75 56 34 33 24 14 6 5 2 1
3 b 5 N R U 101 109 100 76 42 45 45 32 6 7 12 5
3 b 5 N N U 99 96 99 7B 42 41 44 32 7 8 8 1
3 b 5 U P U 10S 109 98 85 53 60 60 41 16 14 15 6
3 b 5 C P U 31 39 34 25 13 11 12 5 2 1 2 0
3 b 5 E P U 78 92 95 75 43 39 45 32 9 9 10 2
3 b 5 U R U 114 115 107 87 54 56 51 39 14 11 12 5
3 b 5 U N U 114 107 101 84 49 52 51 34 B 3 10 4
3 b 5 N P W 86 83 89 72 45 49 45 27 9 9 10 6
3 b 5 L P W 73 75 72 61 26 28 29 24 8 6 8 2
3 b 5 N R W 100 107 102 80 50 54 49 32 12 12 13 8
3 b 5 N N W 88 105 98 75 48 48 45 29 9 9 12 5
3 b 5 U P w 89 97 95 83 50 47 47 32 14 14 15 7
3 b 5 C P w 42 42 41 25 21 15 12 5 3 2 2 2
3 b 5 E P w B4 83 80 63 45 43 38 27 8 11 11 3
3 b 5 U R w 98 96 89 73 46 50 47 29 10 10 12 6
3 b 5 U N w B8 90 85 70 43 41 41 25 6 6 B 4
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Table A.18: Raw Data from the Simulation for Type I Error Study








Number of Rejections 
a = 0.10 a =
of Ho i 
0.05
IMCSS = 1000) 
a = 0.01
a U b
T c R T U V R T W V R T W V
3 4 10 N p B 87 99 99 89. 43 46 53 45 18 11 10 5
3 4 10 L p B 68 69 67 66 31 88 87 81 7 8 B 6
3 4 10 N R B 98 100 101 95 47 49 51 46 14 11 10 6
3 4 10 N N B 96 95 93 90 43 53 58 48 10 7 7 6
3 4 10 U P B 111 103 101 B9 58 53 49 38 9 9 18 8
3 4 10 C P B 48 48 48 36 17 15 15 11 4 3 3 1
3 4 10 E P B 101 107 9B 86 51 44 46 35 8 7 9 6
3 4 10 U R B 111 111 108 101 59 55 54 41 10 9 9 7
3 4 10 u N B 105 103 108 95 58 48 45 38 8 6 6 6
3 4 10 N P D 98 103 100 98 38 51 50 44 7 7 6 4
3 4 10 L P D 71 71 71 66 34 86 84 81 5 5 7 3
3 4 10 N R D 108 107 106 98 53 58 55 48 8 6 8 4
3 ’4 10 N N D 98 106 103 100 45 53 54 46 7 7 7 6
3 4 10 U P D 103 n o 107 101 48 68 58 58 9 8 15 11
3 4 10 C P D 48 46 53 46 19 18 19 18 0 1 1 1
3 4 10 E P D 85 111 10B 101 53 54 54 49 11 18 13 11
3 4 10 U R D 96 105 100 98 48 58 57 49 9 11 13 18
3 4 10 U N D B6 101 101 97 47 61 64 53 18 B 9 8
3 4 10 N P G 98 98 91 79 48 46 46 41 18 6 7 3
3 4 10 L P G 70 74 67 57 39 30 89 88 4 5 5 3
3 4 10 N R G 86 87 90 87 47 55 55 50 15 B 11 7
3 4 10 N N G 84 89 98 88 45 45 50 44 11 11 9 3
3 4 10 U P G 104 95 95 84 53 51 50 40 18 10 13 7
3 4 10 C P G 38 33 36 38 11 14 14 18 0 1 1 1
3 4 10 E P G 84 89 B6 7B 49 39 41 37 11 7 9 5
3 4 10 U R G 101 88 89 85 53 49 47 41 9 18 13 8
3 4 10 U N G 98 90 90 88 50 48 48 40 9 10 11 8
3 4 10 N P U 96 96 88 BB 50 53 50 45 8 9 8 5
3 4 10 L P U 75 71 70 65 36 38 40 34 6 8 8 4
3 4 10 N R U 99 108 101 96 51 58 58 47 11 9 10 7
3 4 10 N N U 91 100 95 87 53 48 50 45 7 7 8 5
3 4 10 U P U 108 99 108 98 54 44 48 33 11 8 7 4
3 4 10 C P U 48 48 46 46 16 16 16 13 1 1 1 0
3 4 10 E P U 98 86 84 75 40 34 34 30 8 7 4 8
3 t♦ 10 U R U 9B 100 99 89 49 40 39 38 13 8 9 5
3 4 10 U N U 9B 94 99 86 48 40 41 35 9 B 18 4
3 4 10 N P W 105 116 114 111 60 55 54 47 14 11 18 9
2 4 10 L P W 74 81 78 69 87 38 33 31 7 5 6 4
3 4 10 N R W 180 118 117 110 65 60 59 48 18 18 14 6
3 4 10 N N W 101 111 111 105 59 65 67 49 13 11 11 8
3 4 10 U P W 185 117 115 107 61 54 55 43 13 6 8 8
3 4 10 C P W 35 40 39 35 18 13 15 IS 1 1 1 0
3 4 10 E P W 95 93 93 88 48 41 41 33 1 1 1 1
3 4 10 U R W 180 181 115 103 67 55 49 37 13 10 11 6
3 4 10 U N w 110 104 106 94 64 51 51 48 11 7 7 5
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Table A.19: Raw Data from the Simulation for Type I Error Study





N a = 0.10 a = 0.05 a = 0.01
b U b
T c R T U V R T W V R T M V
3 4 eo N p B 99 10B 104 100 47 44 45 43 8 8 9 8
3 4 30 L p B 89 86 86 79 38 41 43 41 7 5 5 5
3 4 30 N R B 103 105 103 98 51 46 44 43 9 9 9 8
3 4 30 N N B 95 105 103 103 49 46 43 40 6 9 10 10
3 4 30 U P B 103 90 93 89 51 53 55 53 18 15 15 13
3 4 30 C P B 41 41 43 43 19 18 18 17 3 0 0 0
3 4 30 E P B 91 97 97 93 49 47 47 38 10 9 9 8
3 4 30 U R B 105 93 90 90 50 50 54 53 15 17 17 14
3 4 30 U N B 97 93 95 93 53 53 54 51 13 13 13 13
3 4 30 N P D 113 115 114 109 60 63 61 57 13 8 8 6
3 4 30 L P D 9B 91 87 85 43 43 44 39 13 8 10 8
3 4 30 N R D 118 131 118 111 66 57 60 54 13 10 8 7
3 4 30 N N D 114 113 110 105 63 61 60 57 13 10 9 8
3 4 30 U P D 103 96 96 93 43 51 50 49 13 10 11 11
3 4 30 C P D 43 46 44 43 IB 31 33 33 3 3 3 1
3 4 30 E P D 93 99 9B 95 50 49 46 43 9 13 14 13
3 4 30 U R D 97 101 99 97 47 53 53 47 13 10 10 10
3 4 30 U N D 99 95 95 94 48 55 53 50 10 10 13 10
3 4 30 N P G 77 87 86 83 37 37 39 38 4 4 4 4
3 4 30 L P G 79 73 73 70 33 38 37 36 4 3 3 3
3 4 30 N R G 79 83 79 77 43 38 3B 36 5 7 7 4
3 4 30 N N G 84 B4 B3 80 43 39 40 37 3 7 7 6
3 4 30 U P G 94 98 99 91 47 46 46 45 11 9 9 B
3 4 30 C P G 48 44 43 44 16 14 14 13 1 1 0 0
3 4 30 E P G B4 87 87 85 36 35 37 36 5 9 9 5
3 4 30 U R G 95 90 91 88 47 4B 46 46 11 9 10 9
3 4 30 U N G 103 103 96 91 53 45 43 41 8 8 B 7
3 4 30 N P U 110 106 106 104 5B 55 56 51 13 IS 13 9
3 4 30 L P U 83 80 84 85 37 33 33 33 11 11 13 9
3 4 30 N R U 103 111 113 111 59 60 59 53 15 13 13 10
3 4 30 N N U 108 105 104 99 59 53 58 51 10 13 13 11
3 4 30 U P U 103 108 106 103 63 59 59 53 10 7 7 6
3 4 30 C P U 40 44 47 43 16 30 33 31 1 0 0 0
3 4 30 E P U 111 111 110 104 55 53 53 47 15 9 9 5
3 4 30 U R U 105 104 105 104 60 64 66 56 10 10 13 8
3 4 30 U N U 107 103 105 103 59 56 5B 54 14 10 10 9
3 4 30 N P W 101 101 99 96 48 47 45 43 11 11 11 10
3 4 30 L P W B4 B7 85 80 36 35 38 38 9 8 7 7
3 4 30 N R W 97 100 100 98 63 59 57 53 15 14 15 13
3 4 30 N N W 95 98 100 94 53 49 51 49 11 11 13 10
3 4 30 U P W 99 97 95 93 44 49 48 43 13 13 13 11
3 4 30 C P W 46 50 49 49 30 19 31 33 3 3 3 3
3 4 30 E P W 100 101 103 100 46 53 53 51 13 16 15 14
3 4 30 U R W 93 93 93 90 45 53 53 46 15 11 13 10
3 4 30 U N W 96 101 99 96 41 54 53 51 13 13 14 11
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Table A.SO: Raw Data from the Simulation for Type I Error Study
p k Ns D P R Number of Rejections of Ho (MCSS = 1000)
I R N
r
a = 0.10 a = 0.05 a = 0.01
3 U b
T C R T W V R T W V R T U V
3 4 40 N P B 100 100 99 95 53 49 49 48 13 18 18 18
3 4 40 L P B 78 71 71 69 33 34 37 37 8 7 7 7
3 4 40 N R B 108 108 101 99 53 51 58 4B 13 8 9 9
3 4 <♦0 N N B 103 103 104 101 53 53 53 58 15 13 13 18
3 4 <♦0 U P B 90 103 104 108 58 46 44 43 10 13 18 18
3 4 40 C P B 43 50 50 49 15 9 9 9 1 1 1 1
3 4 40 E P B 94 100 108 101 43 48 47 46 7 9 9 8
3 4 40 U R B 93 98 98 97 51 48 47 46 9 18 18 18
3 4 40 U N B 93 100 100 101 46 45 46 46 9 18 18 11
3 4 40 N P D 118 106 106 104 59 44 46 48 11 18 18 18
3 4 40 L P D 91 98 94 91 39 43 43 43 B 11 10 10
3 4 40 N R D 111 109 110 109 64 58 53 51 18 7 8 6
3 4 40 N N D 180 111 109 108 59 50 50 47 10 13 13 18
3 4 40 U P D 98 94 93 91 47 48 46 43 18 8 8 8
3 4 40 C P D 31 34 34 34 9 18 18 18 1 8 8 8
3 4 40 E P D 83 86 86 84 39 35 35 31 8 7 7 7
3 4 40 U R D 98 98 91 90 48 49 47 43 11 8 9 8
3 4 40 U N D 94 85 86 86 46 41 41 41 11 13 18 11
3 4 40 N P G 104 107 105 108 53 55 54 58 13 8 7 5
3 4 40 L P G 99 96 96 94 45 44 45 44 8 8 8 7
3 4 40 N R G 104 98 97 96 49 54 55 55 14 18 13 13
3 4 40 N N G 101 105 103 103 53 59 59 57 18 6 7 6
3 4 40 U P G 114 107 108 106 59 51 58 49 15 15 15 13
3 4 40 C P G 38 48 48 43 10 18 18 11 1 1 1 0
3 4 40 E P G 79 86 88 B5 43 40 48 48 11 10 10 9
3 4 40 U R G 116 107 103 101 55 50 53 53 14 13 13 13
3 4 40 U N G 99 109 110 107 58 48 49 49 15 18 11 9
3 4 40 N P U 91 91 98 89 48 48 48 45 10 18 18 9
3 4 40 L P U 94 91 91 90 43 41 41 3B 8 5 5 5
3 4 40 N R U 98 98 96 98 48 46 46 44 16 11 11 10
3 4 40 N N U 91 85 84 B3 46 45 45 44 11 10 9 9
3 4 40 U P U 95 94 95 98 50 41 48 41 6 6 5 5
3 4 40 C P U 53 55 53 58 13 17 17 17 1 1 1 1
3 4 40 E P U 85 90 BB B7 39 47 45 45 8 5 6 5
3 4 40 U R U 93 98 95 91 48 38 39 39 7 4 5 4
3 4 40 U N U 89 97 98 94 45 37 38 35 6 6 6 5
3 4 40 N P W 105 107 108 107 54 47 45 45 5 8 8 8
3 4 40 L P W 94 98 94 95 44 58 58 58 8 9 10 9
3 4 40 N R W 108 104 108 101 48 49 49 47 6 9 10 10
3 4 40 N N U 99 95 96 93 51 49 49 45 6 10 9 8
3 4 40 U P W 100 103 100 99 51 57 57 57 10 11 11 11
3 4 40 C P W 43 37 37 37 10 18 18 18 8 0 0 0
3 4 40 E P W 87 108 100 97 47 54 54 50 8 11 11 11
3 4 40 U R W 103 108 104 108 49 55 59 57 18 16 15 13
3 4 40 U N W 96 104 104 108 51 65 64 68 11 14 14 14
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Table A.31: Raw Data from the Simulation for Type I Error Study
Number of Rejections of Ho (MCSS = 1000) 
a = 0.10 a = 0.05 a = o.Ol
V R T




3 5 5 N P B
3 5 5 L P B
3 5 5 N R B
3 5 5 N N B
3 5 5 U P B
3 5 5 C P B
3 5 5 E P B
3 5 5 U R B
3 5 5 U N B
3 5 5 N P D
3 5 5 L P D
3 5 5 N R D
3 5 5 N N D
3 5 5 U P D
3 5 5 C P D
3 5 5 E P D
3 5 5 U R D
3 5 5 U N D
3 5 5 N P G
3 5 5 L P G
3 5 5 N R G
3 5 5 N N G
3 5 5 U P G
3 5 5 C P G
3 5 5 E P G
3 5 5 U R G
3 5 5 U N G
3 5 5 N P U
3 5 5 L P U
3 5 5 N R U
3 5 5 N N U
3 5 5 U P U
3 5 5 C P U
3 5 5 E P U
3 5 5 U R U
3 5 5 U N U
3 5 5 N P W
3 5 5 L P W
3 5 5 N R W
3 5 5 N N W
3 5 5 U P W
3 5 5 C P W
3 5 5 E P W
3 5 5 U R W
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Table A.52: Raw Data from the Simulation for Type I Error Study
Number of Rejections of Ho (MCSS = 1000) 
a = 0.10 a = 0.05 a = 0.01




3 5 10 N P B
3 5 10 L P B
3 5 10 N R B
3 5 10 N N B
3 5 10 U P B
3 5 10 C P B
3 5 10 E P B
3 5 10 U R B
3 5 10 U N B
3 5 10 N P D
3 5 10 L P D
3 5 10 N R D
3 5 10 N N D
3 5 10 U P D
3 5 10 C P D
3 5 10 E P D
3 5 10 U R D
3 5 10 U N D
3 5 10 N P G
3 5 10 L P G
3 5 10 N R G
3 5 10 N N G
3 5 10 U P G
3 5 10 C P G
3 5 10 E P G
3 5 10 U R G
3 5 10 U N G
3 5 10 N P U
3 5 10 L P U
3 5 10 N R U
3 5 10 N N U
3 5 10 U P U
3 5 10 C P U
3 5 10 E P U
3 5 10 U R U
3 5 10 U N U
3 5 10 N P W
3 5 10 L P W
3 5 10 N R W
3 5 10 N N W
3 5 10 U P W
3 5 10 C P W
3 5 10 E P W
3 5 10 U R W


























































































































































































Table A.83: Raw Data from the Simulation for Type I Error Study
Number of Rejections of Ho (MCSS = 1000) 
ot = 0.10 a = 0.05 a = 0.01




3 5 20 N P B
3 5 20 L P B
3 5 20 N R B
3 5 20 N N B
3 5 20 U P B
3 5 20 C P B
3 5 20 E P B
3 5 20 U R B
3 5 20 U N B
3 5 20 N P D
3 5 20 L P D
3 5 20 N R D
3 5 20 N N D
3 5 20 U P D
3 5 20 C P D
3 5 20 E P D
3 5 20 U R D
3 5 20 U N D
3 5 20 N P G
3 5 20 L P G
3 5 20 N R G
3 5 20 N N G
3 5 20 U P G
3 5 20 C P G
3 5 20 E P G
3 5 20 U R G
3 5 20 U N G
3 5 20 N P U
3 5 20 L P U
3 5 20 N R U
3 5 20 N N U
3 5 20 U P U
3 5 20 C P U
3 5 20 E P U
3 5 20 U R U
3 5 20 U N U
3 5 20 N P W
3 5 20 L P W
3 5 20 N R W
3 5 20 N N W
3 5 20 U P W
3 5 20 C P W
3 5 20 E P W
3 5 20 U R W


























































































































































































Table A.2**: Raw Data from the Simulation for Type I Error Study





N a = 0.10 a = 0.05 a = 0.01
b U b
T c R T W V R T W V R T W V
3 5 <♦0 N p B 97 102 101 99 45 54 55 52 14 7 10 9
3 5 40 L p B 80 92 91 89 37 36 35 34 10 7 6 6
3 5 40 N R B 94 106 106 107 61 56 58 56 13 10 10 9
3 5 40 N N B 102 101 102 99 47 51 53 51 12 11 11 9
3 5 40 U P B 100 97 96 97 43 44 44 44 9 8 8 8
3 5 40 C P B 40 36 36 37 13 10 10 10 1 1 1 1
3 5 40 E P B 96 101 101 98 48 46 46 43 8 11 11 11
3 5 40 U R B 96 93 95 95 46 43 43 40 8 9 9 9
3 5 40 U N B 95 92 89 8B 45 43 41 39 4 7 7 7
3 5 40 N P D 90 94 92 93 48 46 46 44 12 10 10 9
3 5 40 L P D 81 88 B9 85 45 34 34 34 8 11 11 11
3 5 40 N R D 97 96 97 94 49 55 53 52 10 10 11 11
3 5 40 N N D 95 91 93 92 49 4B 48 46 11 10 9 9
3 5 40 U P D 99 107 108 106 58 52 52 49 11 5 5 5
3 5 40 C P D 45 41 41 38 16 14 14 14 3 3 4 2
3 5 40 E P D 82 94 92 92 47 44 42 39 5 6 6 6
3 5 40 U R D 92 104 108 107 59 51 51 48 11 4 6 5
3 5 40 U N D 91 90 90 89 44 41 41 39 9 7 7 6
3 5 40 N P G 92 90 91 90 46 51 49 4B 12 14 15 12
3 5 40 L P G 87 92 93 92 35 37 3B 37 9 8 8 8
3 5 40 N R G 91 102 102 103 48 53 52 50 16 11 12 12
3 5 40 N N G 87 93 96 94 45 46 46 42 15 11 11 11
3 5 40 U P G 97 87 88 87 45 51 52 53 9 9 12 8
3 5 40 C P G 38 26 26 26 15 13 13 12 3 1 1 1
3 5 40 E P G 93 98 99 101 53 50 49 46 6 5 5 5
3 5 40 U R G 97 89 90 88 41 52 52 52 9 9 9 7
3 5 40 U N G 105 101 101 101 47 52 53 51 7 11 11 11
3 5 40 N P U 89 82 83 82 46 44 45 45 10 7 9 9
3 5 40 L P U 78 7B 77 76 37 38 37 35 6 6 6 5
3 5 40 N R U 84 92 93 92 45 45 45 44 7 4 4 4
3 5 40 N N U 86 83 84 83 45 44 43 41 9 7 7 7
3 5 40 U P U 97 112 113 110 50 49 49 48 5 8 8 8
3 5 40 C P U 46 44 43 44 17 19 18 18 0 1 2 1
3 5 40 E P U 97 97 99 99 44 54 55 55 9 9 10 10
3 5 40 U R U 97 117 117 115 48 52 50 49 6 10 10 10
3 5 40 U N U 93 111 111 111 56 57 57 56 B 9 9 9
3 5 40 N P W 108 103 105 102 56 57 59 54 14 12 13 11
3 5 40 L P W 83 81 81 82 49 42 43 42 3 5 6 6
3 5 40 N R W 109 114 115 114 58 53 52 52 12 8 10 8
3 5 40 N N W 113 107 107 105 58 53 54 52 13 7 8 8
3 5 40 U P W 111 106 106 105 54 59 59 58 4 9 10 10
3 5 40 C P W 38 43 43 41 12 13 13 14 1 1 1 1
3 5 40 E P W 107 107 104 103 56 55 56 56 7 10 10 10
3 5 40 U R W 110 106 107 108 54 64 63 62 6 10 11 11
3 5 40 U N W 108 108 109 106 49 65 65 62 5 12 12 11
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Table A.E5: Raw Data from the Simulation for Type I Error Study







a = 0.10 a = 0.05 a = 0.01
T C R T W V R T W V R T w V
4 3 5 N P B BE 83 76 6B 40 44 48 36 B 7 13 6
4 3 5 L P B 63 66 73 61 33 36 35 31 6 6 8 5
4 3 5 N R B 80 85 90 71 40 40 43 38 13 13 10 5
4 3 5 N N B 86 85 84 69 43 46 43 30 9 10 13 5
4 3 5 U P B 113 130 108 93 63 69 65 43 11 13 13 5
4 3 5 C P B 49 50 46 3B 30 16 14 8 3 3 3 1
4 3 5 E P B 77 77 76 66 36 36 36 31 7 6 7 3
4 3 5 U R B 101 1 IS 113 94 64 63 64 45 7 7 10 6
4 3 5 U N B 101 111 113 85 61 58 58 46 8 7 11 7
4 3 5 N P D 98 101 103 80 53 51 50 38 9 8 9 4
4 3 5 L P D 79 84 83 68 36 36 36 SB 8 B 10 3
4 3 5 N R D 109 lie 131 93 58 55 54 41 13 13 11 5
4 3 5 N N D 108 114 113 93 51 49 54 43 6 5 7 4
4 3 5 U P D 119 ISO 118 90 65 66 60 44 14 13 15 7
4 3 5 C P D 46 50 48 46 15 33 31 19 3 1 3 3
4 3 5 E P D 93 96 86 81 46 47 44 34 5 7 10 6
4 3 5 U R D 114 131 133 98 66 67 63 47 13 11 10 7
4 3 5 U N D 111 117 133 91 63 63 63 44 7 7 6 6
4 3 5 N P G 115 116 113 86 53 53 49 39 10 9 10 6
4 3 5 L P G 89 90 84 63 40 41 35 31 7 5 5 3
4 3 5 N R G 143 138 136 86 66 63 60 44 16 16 16 9
4 3 5 N N G 1E5 131 130 91 57 57 60 43 9 8 11 7
4 3 5 U P G 117 115 116 95 63 65 60 41 9 11 10 7
4 3 5 C P G 53 51 50 38 36 35 IB 14 4 4 5 0
4 3 5 E P G 78 81 81 66 39 38 43 38 9 9 7 3
4 3 5 U R G 115 115 113 91 57 63 68 45 10 10 11 6
4 3 5 U N G 115 115 107 88 60 58 59 46 9 9 8 3
4 3 5 N P U 108 111 100 87 50 53 58 41 11 13 16 11
4 3 5 L P U 71 7B 69 63 33 36 36 37 5 6 4 3
4 3 5 N R U 1E6 1S7 116 90 64 64 66 47 9 10 16 15
4 3 5 N N U 116 119 105 86 50 59 59 44 8 9 13 14
4 3 5 U P U 106 107 107 79 56 55 53 39 8 9 13 5
4 3 5 C P U 41 41 40 34 16 15 17 11 3 3 3 1
4 3 5 E P U 84 80 73 57 34 33 34 31 8 8 6 5
4 3 5 U R U 107 107 99 78 49 48 44 33 7 8 9 5
4 3 5 U N U 95 91 93 73 41 41 37 31 6 6 6 3
4 3 5 N P W 87 96 90 80 50 47 49 33 9 10 13 6
4 3 5 L P W 83 80 76 53 34 36 36 31 10 7 7 4
4 3 5 N R W 9B 103 98 85 59 58 55 41 14 13 13 6
4 3 5 N N W 94 98 97 79 54 50 53 40 13 13 13 5
4 3 5 U P W 96 104 97 80 50 53 45 31 13 10 10 8
4 3 5 C P W 59 58 55 47 35 37 34 31 5 3 4 3
4 3 5 E P W 79 85 90 BO 40 39 43 30 11 10 9 3
4 3 5 U R W 111 116 110 93 63 58 53 43 11 11 13 5
4 3 5 U N W 110 115 103 83 53 53 54 43 10 10 13 5
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Table A.S6: Raw Data from the Simulation for Type I Error Study





a = 0.10 a = 0.05 a = 0.01
b U b
T c R T w V R T W V R T W V
4 3 10 N p B 1E1 115 116 105 49 45 45 40 12 9 8 4
4 3 10 L p B 87 82 76 69 34 32 34 34 6 5 4 3
4 3 10 N R B 113 119 117 103 48 44 45 39 11 11 13 4
4 3 10 N N B 121 111 114 104 48 45 46 42 11 9 9 5
4 3 10 U P B 105 110 105 94 49 50 52 51 14 6 6 5
4 3 10 C P B 44 42 43 41 17 16 15 13 1 1 2 0
4 3 10 E P B 80 B7 84 82 39 33 39 34 8 7 4 2
4 3 10 U R B 100 110 109 102 51 51 51 47 9 5 5 3
4 3 10 U N B 94 99 102 98 47 43 46 42 7 6 3 1
4 3 10 N P D 89 90 88 81 48 47 45 3B 8 8 9 6
4 3 10 L P D 71 75 77 72 25 25 28 24 2 2 2 1
4 3 10 N R D 100 97 99 B5 53 45 44 39 8 7 8 6
4 3 10 N N D 88 89 88 B8 44 45 46 40 7 6 8 5
4 3 10 U P D 119 114 111 106 67 60 64 57 20 18 19 16
4 3 10 C P D 44 35 39 43 15 16 14 10 1 1 3 3
4 3 10 E P D 104 108 105 97 57 52 51 45 13 13 13 10
4 3 10 U R D 111 113 115 10B 61 66 61 57 20 IB 18 15
4 3 10 U N D 110 109 107 95 61 55 56 51 18 16 IB 13
4 3 10 N P G 100 91 90 84 49 48 48 42 8 8 7 6
4 3 10 L P G 63 71 63 58 24 31 29 29 3 4 5 5
4 3 10 N R G 99 100 95 87 52 52 49 39 11 10 11 7
4 3 10 N N G 101 100 9B 87 51 49 47 37 12 9 10 6
4 3 10 U P G 99 100 99 94 57 58 57 52 12 15 16 11
4 3 10 C P G 59 51 51 45 21 21 20 16 3 3 5 4
4 3 10 E P G 80 91 90 89 37 43 45 40 3 2 7 6
4 3 10 U R G 96 100 102 96 57 56 58 48 11 13 15 9
4 3 10 U N G 99 102 98 89 53 60 60 54 11 15 14 9
4 3 10 N P U 101 103 101 90 48 47 46 40 9 5 4 4
4 3 10 L P U 66 70 71 63 24 22 25 21 5 2 2 1
4 3 10 N R U 112 118 112 104 56 56 58 48 11 8 9 4
4 3 10 N N U 108 108 106 103 49 57 53 43 7 5 4 1
4 3 10 U P U 114 104 104 93 61 58 54 46 16 13 13 10
4 3 10 C P U 44 46 47 44 12 11 11 11 1 1 0 0
4 3 10 E P U 97 99 94 84 50 52 45 40 6 5 7 3
4 3 10 U R U 114 100 94 85 55 53 47 43 14 14 16 11
4 3 10 U N U 112 110 104 91 57 48 51 44 13 11 11 10
4 3 10 N P W 102 121 117 111 51 52 56 49 10 8 11 7
4 3 10 L P W 75 86 90 B3 33 38 39 36 2 3 4 5
4 3 10 N R W 107 121 123 118 60 64 66 56 14 12 13 9
4 3 10 N N W 111 121 120 108 56 59 61 54 10 10 10 11
4 3 10 U P W 102 107 103 97 53 53 49 45 11 10 10 5
4 3 10 C P W 41 46 46 48 17 12 11 11 1 1 1 0
4 3 10 E P W 93 106 107 101 46 43 48 44 11 8 8 7
4 3 10 U R W 104 105 101 94 54 51 53 46 13 13 12 9
4 3 10 U N W 103 102 105 96 56 54 56 51 14 12 11 7
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Table A.27: Raw Data from the Simulation for Type I Error Study
Number of Rejections of Ho (MCSS = 1000) 
a = 0.10 a = 0.05 a = 0.01




4 3 SO N P B
4 3 SO L P B
4 3 SO N R B
4 3 SO N N B
4 3 SO U P B
4 3 SO c P B
4 3 SO E P B
4 3 SO u R B
4 3 SO u N B
4 3 SO N P D
4 3 SO L P D
4 3 SO N R D
4 3 SO N N D
4 3 SO U P D
4 3 SO C P D
4 3 so E P D
4 3 so U R D
4 3 so U N D
4 3 so N P G
4 3 so L P G
4 3 so N R G
4 3 so N N G
4 3 so U P 6
4 3 so C P G
4 3 so E P G
4 3 so U R G
4 3 so U N G
4 3 so N P U
4 3 so L P U
4 3 so N R U
4 3 so N N U
4 3 so U P U
4 3 so C P U
4 3 so E P U
4 3 so U R U
4 3 so U N U
4 3 so N P W
4 3 so L P W
4 3 so N R W
4 3 so N N W
4 3 so U P W
4 3 so C P W
4 3 so E P W
4 3 so U R W


























































































































































































Table A.28: Raw Data from the Simulation for Type I Error Study





a = 0.10 a = 0.05 a = 0.01
b U b
T c R T u V R T W V R T W V
4 3 itO N p B 109 105 106 101 42 47 49 47 8 8 8 8
4 3 itO L p B 87. 84 86 83 44 40 36 35 9 7 7 6
4 3 itO N R B 107 113 111 110 52 53 53 52 10 10 9 10
4 3 itO N N B 109 102 101 99 39 46 48 46 8 7 B 7
4 3 itO U P B 95 99 99 99 53 53 52 51 11 .12 12 10
4 3 itO C P B 42 41 41 40 15 13 13 14 0 1 1 1
4 3 itO E P B B8 86 87 87 44 45 46 45 4 8 8 7
4 3 itO U R B 94 104 103 102 53 52 52 51 10 9 9 9
4 3 itO U N B 90 96 96 93 51 52 51 49 11 9 9 8
4 3 itO N P D 90 92 90 89 41 49 4B 45 10 12 12 11
4 3 itO L P D 80 78 76 74 32 39 39 37 1 2 2 2
4 3 itO N R D 96 87 B3 82 40 47 48 46 9 10 11 10
4 3 itO N N D 90 96 98 95 45 49 50 48 13 14 13 13
4 3 itO U P D 97 87 85 83 48 46 45 45 12 10 10 8
4 3 itO C P D 28 31 32 33 8 4 4 4 1 0 0 0
4 3 AO E P D 84 72 72 70 34 36 34 33 3 3 3 3
A 3 itO U R D 100 87 87 86 49 46 47 46 12 8 8 8
4 3 itO U N D B3 87 85 85 43 38 38 37 11 8 8 7
4 3 itO N P G 95 95 95 96 46 49 48 47 9 8 7 7
4 3 itO L P G 69 76 74 74 3B 40 39 39 7 6 6 6
4 3 itO N R G 94 106 106 106 49 52 52 53 11 B B 8
4 3 itO N N G 88 95 96 94 46 52 51 51 9 9 9 9
4 3 itO U P G 99 9B 96 93 51 48 48 48 6 7 7 8
4 3 itO C P G 40 50 50 ' 51 22 13 13 12 1 0 0 0
4 3 itO E P G 79 B6 83 82 38 34 34 34 5 6 6 6
4 3 itO U R G 100 99 98 97 49 48 49 4B 7 7 7 7
4 3 itO U N G 99 103 100 101 49 50 53 52 6 9 11 6
4 3 itO N P U 99 106 105 106 50 52 51 49 5 9 9 8
3 itO L P U 85 94 95 94 34 42 43 42 4 5 5 5
3 itO N R U 109 109 105 105 61 52 52 51 10 10 10 8
4 3 itO N N U 98 10B 107 109 53 48 47 44 5 8 B 8
3 itO U P U 112 121 120 117 65 57 53 51 17 15 14 10
4 3 itO C P U 40 41 37 37 14 14 15 '16 3 2 2 2
4 3 itO E P U 110 113 114 113 65 58 57 56 16 11 12 12
it 3 i|0 U R U 119 120 122 118 66 60 58 54 15 15 15 13
3 itO U N U 131 124 124 121 61 59 58 56 18 15 15 15
4 3 itO N P W 100 99 95 94 48 46 46 43 11 10 11 10
4 3 itO L P W 89 86 85 84 39 33 32 31 9 7 7 6
it 3 itO N R W 111 105 102 101 52 46 46 42 15 9 9 9
it 3 itO N N W 104 102 101 95 47 46 45 44 12 11 11 12
it 3 itO U P W 92 104 101 101 54 54 53 51 12 9 9 7
it 3 40 C P W 40 45 43 42 14 10 9 10 0 1 1 1
it 3 40 E P W 81 88 B9 88 45 43 44 43 9 8 9 8
it 3 40 U R W 97 103 103 104 50 52 52 50 11 9 9 7
it 3 40 U N W 99 94 94 94 49 54 52 51 11 8 8 7
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Table A.E9: Raw Data from the Simulation for Type I Error Study
Number of Rejections of Ho (MCSS = 1000) 
a = 0.10 a = 0.05 a = 0.01




4 k 5 N P B
4 k 5 L P B
4 k 5 N R B
4 k 5 N N B
4 k 5 U P B
4 k 5 C P B
i* k 5 E P B
4 k 5 U R B
4 k 5 U N B
4 k 5 N P D
4 k 5 L P D
4 k 5 N R D
k k 5 N N D
k k 5 U P D
k k 5 C P D
k k 5 E P D
k k 5 U R D
k k 5 U N D
k k 5 N P 6
k k 5 L P G
k k 5 N R G
k k 5 N N G
k k 5 U P G
k k 5 C P G
k k 5 E P G
k k 5 U R G
k k 5 U N G
k k 5 N P U
k k 5 L P U
k k 5 N R U
k k 5 N N U
k k 5 U P U
k k 5 C P U
k k 5 E P U
k k 5 U R U
k k 5 U N U
k k 5 N P W
k k 5 L P w
k k 5 N R w
k k 5 N N w
k k 5 U P w
k k 5 C P w
k k 5 E P w
k k 5 U R u


























































































































































































Table A.30: Raw Data from the Simulation for Type I Error Study
Number of Rejections of Ho (MCSS = 1000) 
a = 0.10 a = 0.05 a = 0.01
V R T




4 4 10 N P B
4 4 10 L P B
4 4 10 N R B
4 4 10 N N B
4 4 10 U P B
4 4 10 C P B
4 4 10 E P B
4 4 10 U R B
4 4 10 U N B
4 4 10 N P D
4 4 10 L P D
4 4 10 N R D
4 4 10 N N D
4 4 10 U P D
4 4 10 C P D
4 4 10 E P D
4 4 10 U R D
4 4 10 U N D
4 4 10 N P G
4 4 10 L P G
4 4 10 N R G
4 4 10 N N G
4 4 10 U P G
4 4 10 C P G
4 4 10 E P G
4 4 10 U R G
4 4 10 U N G
4 4 10 N P U
4 4 10 L P U
4 4 10 N R U
4 4 10 N N U
4 4 10 U P U
4 4 10 C P U
4 4 10 E P U
4 4 10 U R U
4 4 10 U N U
4 4 10 N P W
4 4 10 L P W
4 4 10 N R W
4 4 10 N N W
4 4 10 U P W
4 4 10 C P W
4 4 10 E P W
4 4 10 U R W

























































































































































































Table A.31: Raw Data from the Simulation for Type I Error Study







a = 0.10 a = 0.05 a = 0.01
T C R T W V R T U V R T w V
4 4 20 N P B 10B 101 101 98 59 57 53 51 7 9 9 9
4 4 20 L P B 83 81 79 77 37 35 36 35 8 B 8 5
4 4 20 N R B 112 100 98 94 46 44 45 44 7 12 12 10
4 4 20 N N B 114 97 95 93 54 52 54 47 5 9 9 7
4 4 20 U P B BB 89 86 80 44 42 41 40 8 6 6 7
4 4 20 C P B 37 44 46 43 18 16 16 14 3 2 2 1
4 4 20 E P B B8 86 85 81 43 41 41 41 4 5 5 4
4 4 20 U R B BB 85 B7 B5 41 44 45 41 8 6 8 8
4 4 20 U N B 86 87 86 B6 38 43 42 39 6 7 8 8
4 4 20 N P D 95 97 94 94 54 48 48 43 12 9 10 7
4 4 20 L P D 85 90 90 87 42 38 40 35 8 8 9 7
4 4 20 N R D 9B 97 94 89 58 59 58 51 11 8 8 6
4 4 20 N N D 94 92 91 88 55 54 52 44 11 7 8 7
4 4 20 U P D 86 94 93 89 45 52 54 52 11 11 15 12
4 4 20 C P D 49 48 48 47 13 12 15 16 2 1 1 1
4 4 20 E P D 86 86 88 87 45 48 47 45 5 B 10 8
4 4 20 U R D 85 94 97 95 44 54 54 52 11 11 13 12
4 4 20 U N D 90 86 8B 84 45 53 51 49 8 10 11 10
4 4 20 N P G 90 83 85 81 47 41 42 43 15 13 13 11
4 4 20 L P G 70 69 70 64 36 35 34 31 9 6 7 6
4 4 20 N R G 9B 89 89 84 41 44 44 41 14 14 14 12
4 4 20 N N G 87 83 83 80 44 42 41 39 12 14 14 9
4 4 20 U P G 108 102 100 93 49 61 61 56 8 11 13 11
4 4 20 C P G 54 58 57 54 20 19 17 17 1 0 0 0
4 4 20 E P G 97 111 108 102 50 51 57 53 9 6 5 4
4 4 20 U R G 103 105 104 97 52 54 53 51 6 9 9 8
4 4 20 U N G 109 10B 106 99 59 61 60 58 9 9 9 9
4 4 20 N P U 107 120 117 112 51 55 55 51 9 10 11 10
4 4 20 L P U 75 83 B8 87 33 33 33 31 9 10 10 10
4 4 20 N R U 109 106 107 103 55 56 61 55 12 15 16 14
4 4 20 N N U 104 112 112 107 50 58 62 55 9 10 11 11
4 4 20 U P U 112 99 100 101 49 49 45 44 9 13 13 11
4 4 20 C P U 40 30 34 32 9 10 11 11 2 1 1 0
4 4 20 E P U 102 92 92 88 52 38 40 37 9 10 10 8
4 4 20 U R U 109 101 101 98 50 45 44 41 8 11 11 8
4 4 20 U N U 101 88 87 84 53 49 49 41 8 10 11 9
4 4 20 N P W 102 110 110 109 53 60 60 55 8 7 7 6
4 4 20 L P W 82 88 86 82 38 36 37 36 8 9 10 8
4 4 20 N R W 97 109 107 107 54 63 63 58 7 6 10 7
4 4 20 N N U 101 110 108 106 57 63 62 55 8 6 7 6
4 4 20 U P W 98 108 112 109 48 48 4B 47 12 9 8 6
4 4 20 C P W 51 45 45 42 14 17 19 16 5 1 2 2
4 4 20 E P W 91 94 92 86 44 45 45 44 9 11 11 9
4 4 20 U R W 103 108 107 104 51 52 52 47 11 8 7 8
4 4 20 u N W 98 103 102 101 54 52 54 49 13 15 14 1 Or
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Table A.32: Raw Data from the Simulation for Type I Error Study
Number of Rejections of Ho (MCSS = 1000) 
a = 0.10 ot = 0.05 a = 0.01




4 4 40 N P B
4 4 40 L P B
4 4 40 N R B
4 4 40 N N B
4 4 40 U P B
4 4 40 C P B
4 4 40 E P B
4 4 40 U R B
4 4 40 U N B
4 4 40 N P D
4 4 40 L P D
4 4 40 N R D
4 4 40 N N D
4 4 40 U P D
4 4 40 C P D
4 4 40 E P D
4 4 40 U R D
4 4 40 U N D
4 4 40 N P G
4 4 40 L P G
4 4 40 N R G
4 4 40 N N G
4 4 40 U P G
4 4 40 C 01 G
4 4 40 E P G
4 4 40 U R G
4 4 40 U N G
4 4 40 N P U
4 4 40 L P U
4 4 40 N R U
4 4 40 N N U
4 4 40 U P U
4 4 40 C P U
4 4 40 E P U
4 4 40 U R U
4 4 40 U N U
4 4 40 N P W
4 4 40 L P W
4 4 40 N R W
4 4 40 N N W
4 4 40 U P w
4 4 40 C P w
4 4 40 E P w
4 4 40 U R w


























































































































































































Table A.33: Raw Data from the Simulation for Type I Error Study







o = 0.10 a = 0.05 a = 0.01
a U b
T c R T U V R T W V R T W V
4 5 5 N p B 94 89 90 77 45 51 49 35 15 9 6 5
4 5 5 L p B 76 80 74 57 46 40 37 55 IS 9 15 3
4 5 5 N R B 106 104 95 81 55 49 50 35 10 IS 16 6
4 5 5 N N B 93 93 91 76 46 53 55 38 11 10 15 3
4 5 5 U P B 90 96 100 81 40 51 48 33 IS 7 7 1
4 5 5 C P B 51 40 3B 56 SO 10 9 6 1 1 0 0
4 5 5 E P B 90 89 85 69 44 43 41 57 11 9 6 3
4 5 5 U R B 86 89 93 7B 35 49 49 37 11 B 8 3
4 5 5 U N B 85 93 89 77 37 46 48 35 8 7 7 3
4 5 5 N P D 84 86 87 65 48 45 37 58 7 7 11 4
4 5 5 L P D 77 74 69 50 37 33 56 16 7 4 3 1
4 5 5 N R D 99 95 90 68 46 43 40 35 3 5 11 3
4 5 5 N N D 87 89 84 73 40 39 41 31 4 4 8 3
4 5 5 U P D 110 115 101 83 59 58 61 37 8 11 15 7
4 5 5 C P D 44 53 48 38 19 51 53 17 3 5 3 1
4 5 5 E P D . 99 86 B7 69 44 45 43 58 B 8 13 4
4 5 5 U R D 115 107 103 83 64 58 60 40 9 10 13 9
4 5 5 U N D 103 109 107 86 59 54 55 40 6 8 15 8
4 5 5 N P G 93 105' 90 74 61 55 57 34 16 10 IS 5
4 5 5 L P G 80 74 67 51 35 31 31 19 3 4 6 5
4 5 5 N R G 109 110 103 76 64 53 55 3B 16 15 15 4
4 5 5 N N G 115 10B 94 75 60 55 55 45 13 13 IS 1
4 5 5 U P G 103 113 106 86 59 56 58 40 10 10 15 5
4 5 5 C P G 49 48 44 30 15 15 16 9 5 5 3 0
4 5 5 E P G 93 94 85 63 4B 44 45 31 8 8 10 4
4 5 5 U R G 103 113 107 B4 50 5B 60 45 15 15 14 9
4 5 5 U N G 105 110 103 79 50 49 54 38 9 9 16 7
4 5 5 N P U 87 93 87 75 40 40 44 35 10 9 15 4
4 5 5 L P U 69 78 79 60 36 31 34 57 7 6 8 5
4 5 5 N R U 108 105 95 79 47 46 49 34 9 15 11 7
4 5 5 N N U 95 95 89 75 45 41 43 31 7 10 10 4
4 5 5 U P U 91 90 90 73 49 49 46 33 IS 13 15 9
4 5 5 C P U 47 44 44 30 19 16 14 4 3 1 1 0
4 5 5 E P U 7B 81 77 67 41 38 41 30 IS 10 10 4
4 5 5 U R U 95 93 95 77 51 55 55 37 16 17 16 8
4 5 5 U N U 93 101 95 80 45 45 43 38 11 IS 13 6
4 5 5 N P W 98 113 111 85 55 57 58 41 11 9 15 5
4 5 5 L P W 75 79 78 63 35 37 39 56 10 9 11 4
4 5 5 N R W 115 151 117 93 68 65 65 49 14 14 15 5
4 5 5 N N W 103 111 113 86 59 60 63 45 15 10 11 5
4 5 5 U P W 95 103 105 85 45 43 47 31 10 7 IS 5
4 5 5 C P W 53 40 41 31 55 51 19 7 8 3 5 0
4 5 5 E P W 76 81 79 63 35 34 34 56 8 7 11 1
4 5 5 U R W 113 107 105 73 50 51 49 34 10 8 15 4
4 5 5 U N W 109 101 99 81 43 46 48 34 10 9 10 1
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Table A.34: Raw Data from the Simulation for Type I Error Study







a = 0.10 a = 0.05 a = 0.01
b U b
T c R T W V R T W V R T W V
4 5 10 N p B 97 107 103 90 50 48 44 40 10 6 6 3
4 5 10 L p B 73 81 83 73 35 39 36 30 7 4 6 5
4 5 10 N R B 115 114 106 99 59 48 47 32 7 4 B 4
4 5 10 N N B 105 105 100 89 53 51 49 39 8 5 4 3
4 5 10 U P B 09 95 93 86 41 43 46 42 8 9 8 6
4 5 10 C P B 41 35 36 34 13 11 10 8 1 1 1 0
4 5 10 E P B 70 73 72 63 31 38 39 33 4 2 4 3
4 5 10 U R B 95 99 94 86 45 45 48 41 B 10 9 8
4 5 10 U N B 95 91 90 B5 41 45 47 44 8 8 9 8
4 5 10 N P D 97 103 99 90 56 50 51 46 4 6 6 5
4 5 10 L P D 85 95 89 82 45 36 37 34 1 4 4 4
4 5 10 N R D 96 99 99 95 4B 47 45 40 7 6 5 5
4 5 10 N N D 90 99 99 89 47 48 51 47 4 6 7 5
4 5 10 U P D 104 109 108 102 46 50 56 50 12 11 13 9
4 5 10 C P D 40 35 35 30 12 7 5 7 2 0 1 1
4 5 10 E P D 83 87 86 77 47 ' 50 52 48 10 10 11 9
4 5 10 U R D 108 111 114 99 40 54 55 48 13 12 15 10
4 5 10 U N D 101 104 103 102 51 54 59 51 15 15 13 9
4 5 10 N P 6 114 115 116 103 50 60 63 53 9 4 8 8
4 5 10 L P G 82 79 79 75 33 38 39 33 6 6 6 3
4 5 10 N R G 125 120 117 108 63 60 61 48 11 7 9 5
4 5 10 N N G 119 114 109 99 50 54 58 51 9 5 7 4
4 5 10 U P G 104 100 108 99 51 51 54 49 10 9 10 B
4 5' 10 C P G 51 41 36 32 14 14 15 12 3 1 1 1
4 5 10 E P G 84 77 78 71 39 47 47 40 10 9 7 5
4 5 10 U R G 105 108 105 94 53 48 51 43 10 10 12 10
4 5 10 U N G 104 100 98 93 46 47 49 43 12 9 10 8
4 5 10 N P U 89 93 100 92 41 45 45 34 7 5 6 5
4 5 10 L P U 57 66 66 59 29 20 22 20 4 3 5 5
4 5 10 N R U 94 100 101 92 42 44 45 34 10 8 9 6
4 5 10 N N U 96 95 100 90 40 38 38 32 6 5 6 6
4 5 10 U P U 113 109 106 100 59 60 59 51 9 11 11 8
4 5 10 C P U 35 36 33 30 14 9 10 11 3 1 1 1
4 5 10 E P U 94 96 93 81 45 46 46 42 12 10 12 7
4 5 10 U R U 120 113 106 97 60 61 62 50 12 12 11 9
4 5 10 U N U 124 120 113 97 62 52 59 50 10 11 10 7
4 5 10 N P W 95 93 90 81 50 47 48 38 8 5 6 3
4 5 10 L P W 81 84 81 76 34 35 31 21 5 2 3 3
4 5 10 N R W 106 106 108 94 52 55 55 43 12 8 7 6
4 5 10 N N W 102 93 88 84 47 49 52 43 10 8 7 5
4 5 10 U P W 84 87 85 74 42 46 45 41 8 9 10 5
4 5 10 C P W 30 24 30 29 10 9 8 6 1 1 0 0
4 5 10 E P W 88 91 B7 73 48 43 40 31 7 8 7 4
4 5 10 U R w B2 91 90 81 39 47 50 38 11 7 10 7
4 5 10 U N w 78 82 81 72 30 36 38 32 7 4 8 3
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Table A.35: Raw Data from the Simulation for Type I Error Study







a = 0.10 a = 0.05 a = 0.01
b U b
T c R T W V R T W V R T u V
4 5 SO N p B 81 9B 97 95 54 50 49 44 6 10 9 9
4 5 SO L p B 74 77 78 75 32 39 41 37 9 9 10 7
4 5 SO N R B 86 107 104 99 53 57 54 55 6 9 11 8
4 5 SO N N B 87 104 104 97 50 54 53 49 9 10 11 8
4 5 SO u P B 97 90 88 84 56 48 48 45 9 9 9 7
4 5 SO c P B 38 36 37 36 19 14 15 12 S 2 3 S
4 5 SO E P B 9B 84 86 79 51 39 40 39 6 6 7 6
4 5 SO u R B 101 86 85 B3 56 51 49 46 11 9 11 9
4 5 SO u N B 91 9S 94 90 51 53 55 54 13 9 11 8
4 5 SO N P 0 98 99 98 92 50 48 48 44 9 10 9 8
4 5 so L P D 79 85 84 80 31 32 34 32 7 1 3 2
4 5 so N R D 97 98 97 91 52 45 46 40 11 10 10 10
4 5 so N N D 97 95 91 87 51 44 44 41 11 9 10 9
4 5 so U P D 1S1 118 118 111 57 63 68 58 10 9 10 8
4 5 so C P D 45 50 50 48 20 17 18 16 1 1 1 1
4 5 so E P D 100 100 104 98 59 57 60 53 12 12 15 11
4 5 so U R D 115 1S6 1S4 119 60 62 63 5B 13 10 12 9
4 5 so U N D 113 1SS 1SS 115 61 61 63 59 13 11 13 8
4 5 so N P 6 117 1SS 1S1 118 52 55 54 51 B 7 8 6
4 5 so L P G 87 97 98 93 49 46 47 46 10 10 11 9
4 5 so N R G 105 119 119 114 64 53 53 50 6 6 8 4
4 5 so N N G 116 1S3 124 119 60 52 56 51 11 6 4 4
4 5 so U P G 85 95 91 87 46 45 45 42 13 11 10 7
4 5 so C P G 45 46 48 45 13 19 18 IB 1 1 2 2
A 5 so E P G 90 90 88 BS 46 47 46 43 8 12 12 10
5 so U R G 85 91 9S 88 46 43 43 40 13 8 9 7
4 5 so U N G 97 95 92 87 48 47 44 40 10 8 8 8
4 5 so N P U 97 93 93 B7 47 50 50 47 15 12 13 IS
4 5 so L P U 80 87 B3 BS 43 43 44 43 IS 8 9 9
A 5 so N R U 111 104 101 98 55 58 60 54 14 13 14 10
4 5 so N N U 95 90 90 88 50 54 53 52 14 13 13 10
4 5 so U P U 109 108 110 103 58 57 56 52 14 11 9 9
4 5 so C P U 36 39 42 41 IB 21 21 19 1 0 0 0
4 5 so E P U 100 106 105 94 45 46 46 45 13 B 8 6
4 5 so U R U n o 101 101 100 51 54 55 49 15 10 9 9
4 5 so U N U U S 103 103 100 44 47 48 45 11 9 9 6
4 5 so N P W 100 101 103 97 55 48 49 43 11 11 11 11
4 5 so L P W 84 85 81 77 43 35 37 34 5 9 9 7
A 5 so N R W 104 106 104 97 50 48 47 46 9 9 11 10
4 5 so N N W 97 101 103 99 51 52 50 48 11 8 13 10
4 5 so U P W 115 ISO 119 111 66 58 57 57 IE 12 11 10
A 5 so C P w 48 48 48 44 SI 15 17 14 1 1 5 2
4 5 so E P w 100 10S 101 94 51 52 51 49 7 6 8 6
4 5 so U R w 119 118 116 111 65 64 64 62 13 10 10 9
4 5 so U N Ul 106 116 113 114 52 60 60 56 13 10 9 9
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Table A.36: Raw Data from the Simulation for Type I Error Study
Number of Rejections of Ho (MCSS = 1000) 
a = 0.10 a = 0.05 a = 0.01




4 5 b 0 N P G
4 5 bO L P B
4 5 b 0 N R B
4 5 40 N N B
4 5 40 U P B
4 5 40 C P B
4 5 40 E P B
4 5 40 U R B
4 5 40 U N B
b 5 40 N P D
b 5 40 L P D
b 5 40 N R D
b 5 40 N N D
b 5 40 U P D
b 5 40 C P D
b 5 40 E P D
b 5 40 U R D
b 5 40 U N D
b 5 40 N P G
b 5 40 L P G
b 5 40 N R G
b 5 40 N N G
b 5 40 U P G
b 5 40 C P G
b 5 40 E P G
b 5 40 U R G
b 5 40 U N G
b 5 40 N P U
b 5 40 L P U
b 5 40 N R U
b 5 40 N N U
b 5 40 U P U
b 5 40 C P U
b 5 40 E P U
b 5 40 U R U
b 5 40 U N U
b 5 40 N P W
b 5 40 L P W
b 5 40 N R W
b 5 40 N N W
b 5 40 U P W
b 5 40 C P W
b 5 40 E P W
b 5 40 U R W


























































































































































































Table A.37: Raw Data from the Simulation for Type I Error Study
Number of Rejections of Ho (MCSS = 1000) 
a = 0.10 a = 0.05 a = 0.01




5 3 5 N P B
5 3 5 L P B
5 3 5 N R B
5 3 5 N N B
5 3 5 U P B
5 3 5 C P B
5 3 5 E P B
5 3 5 U R B
5 3 5 U N B
5 3 5 N P D
5 3 5 L P D
5 3 5 N R D
5 3 5 N N D
5 3 5 U P D
5 3 5 C P D
5 3 5 E P D
5 3 5 U R D
5 3 5 U N D
5 3 5 N P 6
5 3 5 L P G
5 3 5 N R G
5 3 5 N N G
5 3 5 U P G
5 3 5 C P G
5 3 5 E P G
5 3 5 U R G
5 3 5 U N G
5 3 5 N P U
5 3 5 L P U
5 3 5 N R U
5 3 5 N N U
5 3 5 U P U
5 3 5 C P U
5 3 5 E P U
5 3 5 U R U
5 3 5 U N U
5 3 5 N P W
5 3 5 L P W
5 3 5 N R W
5 3 5 N N W
5 3 5 U P W
5 3 5 C P W
5 3 5 E P w
5 3 5 U R w


























































































































































































Table A.38: Raw Data from the Simulation for Type I Error Study
p k Ns D P R Number of Rejections of Ho (MCSS = 1000)
I R
n
N a = 0.10 a = 0.05 a = 0.01
b U b
T c R T W V R T kl V R T U V
5 3 10 N p B 90 99 98 87 47 46 41 36 11 9 B B
5 3 10 L p B 73 73 76 66 28 30 31 26 6 3 3 2
5 3 10 N R B 100 99 96 85 52 51 49 41 10 8 10 9
5 3 10 N N B 93 89 90 84 51 55 44 39 6 9 7 6
5 3 10 U P B 110 112 114 106 65 69 60 54 16 14 14 7
5 3 10 C P B 46 46 40 39 12 16 20 16 2 2 1 0
5 3 10 E P B 93 95 100 93 45 46 43 37 12 11 11 7
5 3 10 U R B 122 119 118 107 64 65 61 56 19 16 15 10
5 3 10 u N B 117 113 115 110 61 65 65 54 19 15 12 10
5 3 10 N P D 91 99 98 94 48 4B 49 38 10 9 8 7
5 3 10 L P D 71 77 80 66 37 36 30 28 5 5 4 4
5 3 10 N R D 107 108 103 98 51 55 50 42 16 14 12 7
5 3 10 N N D 106 104 102 94 51 49 50 49 13 9 8 5
5 3 10 U P D 107 110 107 103 58 53 49 50 11 11 10 9
5 3 10 C P D 4 2 49 48 46 17 12 10 B 0 0 0 0
5 3 10 E P D 96 103 99 94 49 48 56 43 14 9 9 6
5 3 10 U R D 115 117 114 108 55 58 55 44 12 12 13 B
5 3 10 U N D 107 108 108 98 59 52 54 47 9 10 12 8
5 3 10 N P G 79 84 82 75 44 37 38 35 10 11 10 8
5 3 10 L P G 79 7B 77 68 31 30 2B 31 5 4 2 0
5 3 10 N R G 85 91 93 88 45 42 41 35 9 10 11 10
5 3 10 N N G 82 88 91 82 46 44 43 35 7 8 10 7
5 3 10 U P G 102 92 94 83 40 38 42 39 7 8 8 7
5 3 10 C P G 31 41 42 42 11 10 10 12 1 0 1 1
5 3 10 E P G 79 83 82 77 38 40 41 32 5 6 6 7
5 3 10 U R G 98 89 8B 79 36 44 45 34 5 4- 6 9
5 3 10 U N G 96 92 94 86 35 36 39 31 4 3 8 8
5 3 10 N P U 90 80 75 74 47 46 46 35 10 8 8 6
5 3 10 L P U 57 56 52 55 25 22 24 21 5 3 2 0
5 3 10 N R U 102 96 89 78 52 46 49 43 11 9 11 7
5 3 10 N N U 91 81 77 65 44 43 44 37 11 9 11 7
5 3 10 U P U 109 103 103 101 49 56 60 48 11 6 6 5
5 3 10 C P U 38 3B 39 38 10 10 11 10 0 0 2 1
5 3 10 E P U 82 86 89 83 37 40 37 29 4 3 4 3
5 3 10 U R U 103 94 99 97 45 51 53 45 12 6 6 6
5 3 10 U N U 100 111 106 95 45 47 48 43 7 7 9 5
5 3 10 N P kl 107 96 90 84 51 50 51 45 18 16 15 11
5 3 10 L P kl 67 69 71 70 33 25 26 19 7 6 7 5
5 3 10 N R W 112 111 101 93 58 52 50 42 17 16 17 9
5 3 10 N N W 100 94 91 83 51 50 51 46 16 14 14 9
5 3 10 U P W 102 100 97 BB 47 51 49 46 8 9 12 9
5 3 10 C P W 51 42 46 43 11 13 13 12 3 3 3 3
5 3 10 E P kl 78 85 87 B1 3B 42 43 37 6 5 6 5
5 3 10 U R W 101 96 92 84 47 45 50 43 7 8 9 8
5 3 10 U N kl 92 97 98 86 39 41 44 41 6 8 9 10
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Table A.39: Raw Data from the Simulation for Type I Error Study
p k Ns D P R Number of Rejections of Ho (MCSS = 1000)
I R N a = 0.10
S o b  ----------
T c R T U V
5 3 20 N p B 87 93 93 90
5 3 20 L p B 72 79 80 79
5 3 20 N R B 86 BB 85 81
5 3 20 N N B 89 8B 87 88
5 3 20 U P B 101 108 109 100
5 3 20 C P B 43 40 41 38
5 3 20 E P B 87 B6 82 80
5 3 20 U R B 96 94 99 96
5 3 20 U N B 99 99 94 B7
5 3 20 N P D 96 86 86 78
5 3 20 L P D 62 64 64 63
5 3 20 N R D 97 87 8B 87
5 3 20 N N D 90 90 B7 B3
5 3 20 U P D 108 111 112 10B
5 3 20 C P D 39 42 43 43
5 3 20 E P D 97 99 100 97
5 3 20 U R D 106 110 107 105
5 3 20 U N D 107 109 108 103
5 3 clO N P G 102 104 102 101
5 3 20 L P G 76 B2 87 84
5 3 20 N R G 105 111 104 99
5 3 20 N N G 102 107 107 103
5 3 20 U P G 93 113 112 10B
5 3 20 C P G 53 51 51 49
5 3 20 E P G 95 98 97 95
5 3 20 U R G 92 115 115 112
5 3 20 U N G 90 99 99 99
5 3 20 N P U 95 93 96 95
5 3 20 L P U 81 85 84 80
5 3 20 N R U 92 96 96 90
5 3 20 N N U 96 92 94 90
5 3 20 U P U 116 119 113 107
5 3 20 C P U 46 41 40 39
5 3 20 E P U 106 109 111 111
5 3 20 U R U 119 124 124 116
5 3 20 U N U 111 113 113 104
5 3 20 N P W 110 108 104 93
5 3 20 L P W BB 90 B9 88
5 3 20 N R W 108 10B 106 104
5 3 20 N N W 101 103 108 104
5 3 20 U P w 105 101 99 97
5 3 20 C P w 39 41 40 38
5 3 20 E P w 98 98 99 90
5 3 20 U R w 104 102 100 92
5 3 20 U N w 100 100 99 94
a = 0.05 a = 0.01
R T W V R T W V
45 44 44 46 10 13 13 10
31 33 33 31 5 2 2 1
49 51 50 48 11 11 9 8
45 43 46 45 10 12 11 8
51 4B 48 46 9 8 7 7
17 9 8 7 1 0 0 0
36 40 40 39 6 8 9 9
52 49 47 47 10 9 9 9
44 45 47 43 9 9 10 8
45 40 39 31 7 6 5 4
30 28 26 25 . 4 1 2 2
47 34 33 28 7 5 5 4
52 36 37 34 6 5 5 4
60 62 62 60 15 16 16 13
16 13 15 15 0 2 2 2
54 51 49 44 10 12 14 12
60 60 61 60 10 14 14 12
61 64 64 60 14 14 14 13
49 53 53 48 10 9 10 11
32 27 27 26 5 3 4 4
44 41 42 43 13 10 10 10
47 47 50 46 12 11 11 9
51 53 54 48 14 14 15 14
17 14 13 14 1 2 2 2
45 51 51 51 6 6 6 5
51 51 53 50 16 13 13 12
51 50 50 46 15 13 12 11
50 46 45 43 13 13 15 13
34 34 35 31 5 7 8 7
50 47 47 45 15 14 13 12
47 50 49 48 12 13 13 12
58 54 54 56 14 9 11 9
8 7 7 7 1 0 0 0
54 56 58 55 7 6 6 5
64 57 57 53 12 9 9 9
70 63 62 56 9 12 13 11
49 41 40 40 5 5 8 7
39 41 39 39 5 2 2 1
51 44 43 40 5 6 8 7
46 42 44 41 5 5 4 4
55 55 51 49 7 8 8 7
15 16 16 15 2 1 1 1
43 44 42 40 5 5 6 5
54 51 51 48 7 8 9 8
53 48 47 46 11 7 6 5
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Table A.40: Raw Data from the Simulation for Type I Error Study







a = 0.10 a = 0.05 a = 0.01
b u b
T c R T kJ V R T kl V R T kl V
5 3 40 N p B 91 95 95 95 50 54 55 58 13 11 11 10
5 3 40 L p B 91 9B 99 99 40 43 48 41 4 3 3 3
5 3 40 N R B 99 101 99 96 48 50 50 46 10 8 9 B
5 3 40 N N B 9E 95 97 97 51 53 50 58 13 9 9 9
5 3 40 U P B 90 85 86 84 41 40 40 39 B 9 9 9
5 3 40 C P B 41 58 53 51 17 15 14 14 8 1 1 1
5 3 40 E P B 89 80 88 88 48 38 37 37 8 9 9 9
5 3 40 U R B 91 88 81 80 40 48 44 44 7 9 9 8
5 3 40 U N B 98 83 83 B8 48 44 45 43 7 6 9 8
5 3 40 N P D 111 98 100 100 49 51 50 50 8 8 7 8
5 3 40 L P D 98 100 97 97 40 45 45 44 4 4 4 4
5 3 40 N R D 107 104 108 100 54 55 54 55 10 9 9 9
5 3 40 N N D 106 105 104 103 47 58 53 51 9 9 9 8
5 3 40 U P D 84 98 94 94 45 51 50 47 10 18 18 11
5 3 40 C P D 45 38 37 39 14 15 15 14 1 1 1 1
5 3 40 E P 0 96 97 97 94 47 58 55 56 IS 11 11 11
5 3 40 U R D B7 96 97 98 41 48 48 48 10 13 13 18
5 3 40 U N D 80 100 100 99 45 47 46 47 18 9 11 IS
5 3 40 N P G 81 83 83 80 3B 39 41 39 4 4 4 5
5 3 40 L P G 74 87 89 88 89 38 33 33 3 1 1 8
5 3 40 N R G B5 94 98 93 41 38 38 40 5 7 8 7
5 3 40 N N G 86 88 86 86 36 36 38 37 4 5 5 5
5 3 40 U P G 97 108 109 10B 57 50 58 51 13 18 13 18
5 3 40 C P G 46 51 58 53 80 18 80 80 3 4 3 8
5 3 40 E P G 80 99 98 96 48 45 46 45 13 10 10 9
5 3 40 U R G 105 110 118 106 59 51 51 51 15 9 11 11
5 3 40 U N G 99 115 115 113 60 54 57 56 17 15 14 13
5 3 40 N P U 111 114 118 110 67 68 68 68 14 16 16 16
5 3 40 L P U B8 93 98 90 48 40 39 37 11 10 11 11
5 3 40 N R U 116 106 106 108 65 56 56 54 11 13 15 13
5 3 40 N N U 119 180 118 114 66 61 5B 57 11 15 16 16
5 3 40 U P U 101 101 100 100 44 58 58 51 11 9 8 7
5' 3 40 C P U 43 36 37 36 9 13 15 14 1 0 0 0
5 3 40 E P U 99 108 107 105 46 45 46 43 9 9 9 7
5 3 40 U R U 106 101 101 100 43 53 54 51 11 9 10 10
5 3 40 U N U 108 101 108 100 41 49 49 51 9 6 7 7
5 3 40 N P kl 114 186 188 188 69 55 55 53 9 8 10 9
5 3 40 L P kl 111 106 108 101 5B 54 55 50 7 5 5 5
5 3 40 N R kl 180 113 114 118 57 55 54 54 18 10 11 11
5 3 40 N N U 117 181 183' 188 63 55 54 53 11 18 IS 10
5 3 40 U P W 111 107 105 99 58 55 58 53 11 11 11 11
5 3 40 C P kl 57 54 56 56 19 16 17 18 0 8 8 1
5 3 40 E P kl 93 100 99 101 53 53 58 58 18 9 9 8
5 3 40 U R kl 110 103 104 103 58 53 54 53 9 8 8 8
5 3 40 U N kl 106 98 98 97 51 51 58 50 6 8 9 8
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Table A.41: Raw Data from the Simulation for Type I Error Study





N a = 0.10 a = 0.05 a = 0.01
b U b
T c R T W V R T U V R T W V
5 4 5 N p B l i e 118 118 87 60 63 59 36 12 11 11 3
5 4 5 L p B 79 79 82 66 42 36 28 17 9 8 10 1
5 4 5 N R B 125 127 116 84 60 56 53 38 12 9 9 4
5 4 5 N N B 124 126 119 91 56 52 51 35 13 9 6 2
5 4 5 U P B 128 123 119 87 67 65 63 42 15 13 15 8
5 4 5 C P B 54 51 46 33 26 23 22 12 6 4 4 1
5 4 5 E P B 100 106 98 72 61 58 51 33 14 15 14 7
5 4 5 U R B 127 131 120 81 65 63 59 35 14 15 13 8
5 4 5 U N B 120 124 115 89 64 59 52 33 15 13 14 8
5 4 5 N P D 116 99 100 80 52 50 49 31 17 13 12 5
5 4 5 L P D 80 67 67 42 33 30 24 14 5 3 3 1
5 4 5 N R D 104 102 102 79 57 - 58 51 32 IB 16 12 4
5 4 5 N N D 106 107 104 83 50 49 51 33 15 11 11 2
5 4 5 U P D 99 95 89 76 54 54 53 27 13 11 12 9
5 4 5 C P D 49 46 43 36 22 19 17 4 3 2 2 1
5 4 5 E P D 83 95 81 57 42 38 34 24 8 6 4 2
5 4 5 U R D 9B 97 96 77 56 50 50 30 13 10 10 7
5 4 5 U N D 92 92 90 73 50 50 43 30 12 11 9 8
5 4 5 N P G 106 107 94 75 51 50 54 36 11 9 9 4
5 4 5 L P 6 75 77 70 61 30 2B 33 20 7 7 4 2
5 4 5 N R G 118 123 109 81 65 57 59 3B 11 10 8 3
5 4 5 N N G 110 114 104 BO 53 57 54 41 14 13 9 3
5 4 5 U P G 114 116 111 88 65 61 63 41 14 13 16 9
5 4 5 C P G 66 68 54 35 29 29 25 13 5 6 2 1
5 4 5 E P G 100 102 92 70 48 52 44 32 9 9 10 6
5 4 5 U R G 119 113 116 85 59 59 57 37 11 13 15 9
5 4 5 U N G 117 113 106 90 52 54 52 40 11 12 16 7
5 4 5 N P U 117 119 108 91 54 60 67 43 12 10 11 7
5 4 5 L P U 91 91 89 66 49 49 46 25 16 12 12 3
5 4 5 N R U 117 126 131 107 69 71 72 59 16 13 19 5
5 4 5 N N U 112 115 122 101 64 65 61 43 11 12 15 6
5 4 5 U P U 101 99 93 81 50 54 53 34 9 9 10 5
5 4 5 C P U 55 48 44 36 28 24 20 8 6 5 4 0
5 4 5 E P U 77 82 87 67 35 41 42 25 8 7 8 4
5 4 5 U R U 110 106 97 74 54 51 46 29 10 9 9 5
5 4 5 U N U 102 109 106 70 42 40 39 22 B 5 8 5
5 4 5 N P W 120 122 113 94 59 60 64 41 10 8 11 5
5 4 5 L P W 90 91 B4 63 53 52 43 27 18 15 14 3
5 4 5 N R W 115 120 124 95 53 59 65 45 10 7 10 6
5 4 5 N N W 112 119 117 96 51 66 66 46 11 8 9 2
5 4 5 U P W 102 106 107 82 50 53 60 37 12 9 10 3
5 4 5 C P W 55 52 49 41 19 21 21 13 3 3 1 0
5 4 5 E P W 100 105 110 84 49 48 52 36 16 11 9 4
5 4 5 U R W 106 115 110 88 49 55 57 40 13 11 8 4
5 4 5 U N W 105 109 99 B6 51 43 50 34 10 9 7 5
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Table A.42; Raw Data from the Simulation for Type I Error Study





O = 0.10 a = 0.05 a = 0.01
5 U b
T c R T kl V R T W V R T W V
5 4 10 N p B 95 96 91 83 55 45 43 38 9 7 9 8
5 4 10 L p B 80 75 67 65 37 55 SB 55 7 5 4 3
5 4 10 N R B 109 101 95 84 55 45 43 33 IS 8 10 8
5 it 10 N N B 93 91 87 76 51 45 45 35 10 9 11 7
5 it 10 u P B 115 109 103 94 54 50 47 41 IS 16 18 11
5 it 10 c P B it 3 40 39 3B 11 9 10 9 5 1 5 0
5 it 10 E P B 98 91 91 85 40 48 47 40 15 8 10 7
5 it 10 u R B m 104 104 96 57 53 53 46 10 16 17 14
5 it 10 u N B 103 109 103 99 55 51 49 43 8 13 15 IS
5 it 10 N P D 111 115 110 105 61 60 59 56 11 7 8 8
5 it 10 L P D 85 81 81 74 39 43 43 40 6 6 9 4
5 it 10 N R D 116 114 110 100 57 57 55 53 15 9 8 5
5 it 10 N N D 110 114 111 104 53 65 59 48 15 9 8 8
5 it 10 U P D 114 116 113 106 61 65 65 54 11 14 51 15
5 it 10 C P D 48 45 44 45 16 16 18 16 5 1 1 0
5 it 10 E P D 89 95 93 83 48 48 49 43 9 6 6 3
5 it 10 U R D 104 116 119 111 65 63 63 51 15 15 19 11
5 it 10 U N D 98 106 106 110 57 63 60 54 14 14 16 9
5 it 10 N P G 96 90 91 83 54 47 47 45 7 6 6 3
5 it 10 L P G 71 66 68 58 56 51 54 18 5 0 1 1
5 it 10 N R G 99 99 99 90 55 43 45 40 11 6 7 4
5 it 10 N N G 100 106 96 95 55 51 53 45 11 8 7 4
5 it 10 U P G 107 107 104 94 51 51 49 46 14 8 9 8
5 it 10 C P G 35 37 34 34 11 9 10 11 0 0 0 1
5 it 10 E P G 89 BO 81 78 46 43 43 35 9 6 7 5
5 it 10 U R G 107 113 10B 97 48 47 48 43 13 11 14 10
5 it 10 U N G 107 100 94 95 47 48 55 41 11 7 7 7
5 it 10 N P U 94 89 90 B3 55 43 45 38 8 7 9 7
5 it 10 L P U 56 58 56 57 33 58 31 58 6 5 7 4
5 it 10 N R U 97 104 94 83 51 46 48 41 11 11 11 7
5 4 10 N N U 98 93 85 79 48 40 37 33 9 7 B 5
5 it 10 U P U 1S4 117 118 103 57 60 59 55 13 11 14 7
5 it 10 C P U 41 46 46 44 17 16 19 17 4 3 1 0
5 it 10 E P U 86 98 98 86 46 45 47 45 IS 14 16 10
5 it 10 U R U 114 113 114 105 59 60 65 57 16 15 17 9
5 it 10 U N U 113 115 115 103 55 58 57 55 15 15 14 10
5 it 10 N P W 109 151 153 118 55 65 70 57 10 9 15 10
5 it 10 L P W 84 95 98 88 35 46 48 43 11 7 7 4
5 it 10 N R W 153 135 159 153 68 60 70 58 11 10 11 7
5 it 10 N N W 116 159 156 ISO 63 59 63 58 7 6 11 9
5 it 10 U P W 108 114 111 101 55 49 55 45 8 6 7 6
5 it 10 C P W 54 57 55 43 58 19 17 13 3 1 1 1
5 it 10 E P W 114 108 103 95 51 55 55 45 9 4 4 3
5 it 10 U R W 109 111 111 105 53 51 55 47 9 8 9 7
5 it 10 U N W 111 113 113 104 59 55 47 41 B 8 9 7
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Table A.43: Raw Data from the Simulation for Type I Error Study
p k Ns D P R Number of Rejections of Ho (MCSS = 1000)
I R N a = 0.10
s 0 G -------------
T c R T W V
5 4 SO N p B 9B 104 10S 98
5 4 SO L p B 100 9E 91 83
5 4 SO N R B 105 101 97 91
5 4 SO N N B 99 96 96 94
5 4 SO u P B BS 96 94 93
5 4 SO c P B S6 3S 33 35
5 4 SO E P B B6 90 89 83
5 4 SO u R B 85 95 94 95
5 4 SO u N B 77 90 91 90
5 4 SO N P D 106 99 103 94
5 4 SO L P D 73 70 71 68
5 4 SO N R D 111 115 111 105
5 4 SO N N D 106 10S 100 91
5 4 SO U P D 93 90 87 85
5 4 SO C P D 31 37 40 37
5 4 so E P D 84 BS 83 79
5 4 so U R D 90 94 95 88
5 it so U N D BB 93 95 89
5 it so N P G 108 109 111 109
5 it so L P G 7B B1 81 76
5 it so N R G 111 114 111 105
5 it so N N G 105 109 116 109
5 it so U P G 66 63 80 75
5 it so C P G 50 43 37 39
5 it so E P G 83 97 98 94
5 it so U R G 79 87 B6 80
5 it so U N G BB 97 96 95
5 it so N P U 94 95 93 90
5 it so L P U BE 61 78 74
5 it so N R U 96 101 105 98
5 it so N N U 95 B9 87 85
5 it so U P U 101 105 101 97
5 4 so C P U 53 51 51 49
5 4 so E P U 87 90 85 B1
5 k so U R U 100 99 99 95
5 k so U N U 104 10S 107 105
5 k so N P W 100 110 106 98
5 k so L P W 87 96 94 91
5 k so N R W 96 99 101 100
5 k so N N W 105 101 100 96
5 k so U P W 110 98 97 95
5 k so C P W 4E 4E 43 43
5 k so E P W 9S 65 87 B1
5 k so U R W 108 101 105 93
5 k so u N W 110 107 ,103 98
a = 0.05 a = 0.01
R T W V R T W V
51 45 41 36 11 13 13 13
37 41 41 40 3 5 8 7
59 49 48 43 11 14 14 13
53 48 48 39 B IS 13 13
45 49 48 49 IS 10 11 10
5 3 S S 1 1 1 1
39 41 41 36 6 7 7 7
40 47 46 45 13 IS 14 IS
40 45 46 40 9 14 14 11
47 51 51 48 5 6 6 6
35 30 59 57 3 4 5 4
58 53 54 54 8 7 10 9
48 49 55 49 5 5 7 5
45 46 48 43 8 6 8 7
9 IS 11 11 0 S S S
45 39 43 40 5 5 6 5
49 48 49 44 9 10 9 6
48 49 55 48 7 4 6 4
54 50 53 49 4 4 5 4
31 34 36 33 4 3 4 3
58 55 53 48 6 10 9 7
5E 51 53 50 7 5 6 5
36 36 37 35 10 5 8 8
15 13 IS 11 0 0 0 0
47 41 45 38 10 11 9 7
40 37 35 35 10 7 7 7
43 45 45 40 5 6 8 5
47 45 43 39 9 15 15 13
35 45 47 46 5 8 9 8
54 50 51 45 11 14 14 IS
46 38 45 40 8 13 15 13
45 46 46 44 8 9 9 9
55 SI SI SI 5 3 3 3
41 43 46 45 10 8 8 5
4S 53 55 47 10 8 9 7
45 49 50 4E 9 9 11 11
58 59 5B 54 13 13 IS IS
35 36 38 37 3 7 8 6
60 54 55 47 14 IS 15 13
54 54 56 55 10 9 11 10
61 54 53 46 10 7 8 6
13 15 14 11 0 0 0 0
40 40 41 36 6 7 7 6
61 55 51 44 IS 8 7 6
57 51 53 47 10 4 5 3
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Table A.44: Raw Data from the Simulation for Type I Error Study







a = 0.10 a = 0.05 a = 0.01
b U b
T c R T U V R T W V R T W V
5 4 kO N p B 107 104 106 108 54 54 53 49 5 9 10 9
5 4 k 0 L p B 84 97 98 101 3B 55 55 56 7 7 10 10
5 4 kO N R B 106 111 110 109 68 57 57 54 7 11 11 11
5 4 kO N N B 111 107 107 106 57 53 51 49 4 9 10 10
5 4 kO U P B 80 89 B9 88 33 37 38 38 5 5 5 5
5 4 kO C P B 48 48 40 40 17 14 15 14 0 0 0 0
5 4 kO E P B 76 88 83 79 39 48 44 44 6 5 6 6
5 4 kO U R B 88 90 89 89 34 39 40 41 5 4 5 5
5 4 kO U N B 87 98 91 B8 43 40 40 3B 3 6 7 6
5 4 kO N P D 9B 95 95 93 51 50 50 50 6 5 5 5
5 4 k 0 L P D 79 88 B3 81 38 89 30 88 4 8 3 1
5 4 40 N R D 99 105 108 100 49 57 60 58 6 9 10 10
5 4 40 N N D 96 98 99 97 48 50 51 50 6 5 5 5
5 4 40 U P D 118 118 118 109 53 58 51 51 9 18 18 11
5 4 40 C P D 47 39 38 38 13 11 11 10 1 1 1 1
5 4 40 E P D 99 99 96 96 58 51 53 48 11 10 10 9
5 4 40 U R D 107 111 118 106 58 51 58 50 11 11 18 10
5 4 40 U N D 10B 104 108 108 46 50 58 50 18 18 13 11
5 4 40 N P G 107 108 105 103 50 4B 47 45 8 8 9 9
5 4 40 L P G 98 89 86 88 53 39 39 38 8 8 8 7
5 4 40 N R G 110 115 115 115 51 53 51 50 8 5 5 5
5 4 40 N N G 108 107 107 107 49 51 51 48 9 7 7 7
5 4 40 U P G 93 108 108 99 40 43 44 48 10 8 8 7
5 4 40 C P G 46 46 46 46 19 18 18 16 0 0 0 0
5 4 40 E P G 98 89 B8 89 44 45 44 48 10 5 5 5
5 4 40 U R G 98 95 94 98 41 45 44 43 8 6 6 6
5 4 40 U N G 99 90 89 89 46 47 50 46 10 7 7 7
5 k 40 N P U 111 111 109 107 53 56 57 53 15 8 8 7
5 k 40 L P U 95 B6 83 81 51 3B 40 38 10 3 3 8
5 k 40 N R U 111 103 104 101 57 58 53 51 15 9 9 8
5 k 40 N N U 114 106 109 106 58 54 50 4B 18 8 9 8
5 k 40 U P U 118 95 93 98 68 44 44 43 11 18 11 10
5 k 40 C P U 40 51 51 48 18 10 10 10 1 1 1 1
5 k 40 E P U 105 104 106 104 58 49 49 50 18 9' 10 10
5 k 40 U R U 116 97 96 94 54 44 44 41 11 10 11 9
5 k 40 U N U 109 96 97 96 58 45 47 44 18 10 11 10
5 k 40 N P W 99 96 98 98 44 47 47 47 9 B 8 7
5 k 40 L P W B1 84 85 88 39 48 40 37 11 11 11 11
5 k 40 N R W 93 96 95 98 43 41 41 41 7 8 8 7
5 k 40 N N W 96 107 106 100 49 49 50 48 11 9 8 7
5 k 40 U P W 180 188 188 183 65 69 68 64 18 13 14 14
5 k 40 C P W 45 50 49 48 19 18 11 11 3 8 1 1
5 k 40 E P W 115 116 118 117 65 71 71 71 17 14 14 10
5 k 40 U R W 116 181 117 118 65 67 67 65 13 13 15 18
5 k 40 U N W 188 189 18B 186 68 64 64 61 10 10 10 10
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Table A.^5: Raw Data from the Simulation for Type I Error Study
Number of Rejections of Ho (MCSS = 1000) 
a = 0.10 a = 0.05 a = 0.01
V R T




5 5 5 N P B
5 5 5 L P B
5 5 5 N R B
5 5 5 N N B
5 5 5 U P B
5 5 5 C P B
5 5 5 E P B
5 5 5 U R B
5 5 5 U N B
5 5 5 N P D
5 5 5 L P D
5 5 5 N R D
5 5 5 N N D
5 5 5 U P D
5 5 5 C P D
5 5 5 E P D
5 5 5 U R D
5 5 5 U N D
5 5 5 N P 6
5 5 5 L P 6
5 5 5 N R G
5 5 5 N N G
5 5 5 U P G
5 5 5 C P G
5 5 5 E P G
5 5 5 U R G
5 5 5 U N G
5 5 5 N P U
5 5 5 L P U
5 5 5 N R U
5 5 5 N N U
5 5 5 U P U
5 5 5 C P U
5 5 5 E P U
5 5 5 U R U
5 5 5 U N U
5 5 5 N P W
5 5 5 L P W
5 5 5 N R W
5 5 5 N N W
5 5 5 U P W
5 5 5 C P W
5 5 5 E P W
5 5 5 U R W

























































































































































































Table A.46: Raw Data from the Simulation for Type I Error Study







a = 0.10 a = 0.05 a = 0.01
b U b
T c R T u V R T W V R T W V
5 5 10 N p B 109 105 108 90 56 50 51 45 18 8 10 7
5 5 10 L p B SI 87 80 75 36 34 36 38 7 4 4 1
5 5 10 N R B 1E0 113 118 100 61 53 55 46 14 10 18 6
5 5 10 N N B 107 106 103 B9 60 49 50 41 14 8 B 5
5 5 10 u P B 94 98 96 90 50 43 41 30 10 6 7 6
5 5 10 c P B 40 44 44 38 16 18 18 16 7 4 3 8
5 5 10 E P B 87 78 78 65 48 36 36 30 IS 10 10 6
5 5 10 U R B 93 96 93 B6 48 43 40 38 9 9 6 6
5 5 10 U N B 95 98 84 75 46 41 41 36 9 10 10 7
5 5 10 N P D 86 84 81 78 43 43 46 39 6 18 13 11
5 5 10 L P D B3 79 79 65 33 33 33 89 7 4 6 5
5 5 10 N R D B4 85 89 88 37 45 47 43 7 8 11 8
5 5 10 N N D 86 83 84 79 36 44 44 35 5 11 IS 8
5 5 10 U P D 98 99 101 90 56 58 57 47 14 8 10 4
5 5 10 C P D 48 40 41 37 13 9 10 7 8 0 0 0
5 5 10 E P D 81 85 83 73 46 41 43 37 10 9 8 6
5 5 10 U R D 103 106 94 87 57 49 54 45 18 6 10 5
5 5 10 U N D 100 100 95 88 55 54 54 44 9 8 11 5
5 5 10 N P G 103 103 108 98 63 45 46 36 11 13 18 8
5 5 10 L P G BO 79 74 67 48 34 35 88 7 5 6 4
5 5 10 N R G 100 110 111 9B 60 58 53 4B 15 15 14 9
5 5 10 N N G 103 104 101 91 55 50 55 40 13 11 11 8
5 5 10 U P G 87 100 93 84 51 58 51 45 9 10 10 7
5 5 10 C P G 46 31 33 30 16 9 9 5 8 0 1 0
5 5 10 E P G 94 95 99 87 48 50 48 38 9 4 5 3
5 5 10 U R G 91 105 101 96 49 49 53 46 9 8 9 6
5 5 10 U N G 98 95 96 98 48 44 44 37 11 5 7 5
5 5 10 N P U 90 89 87 74 51 50 51 47 7 8 9 7
5 5 10 L P U 80 75 69 68 37 36 37 30 7 4 6 4
5 5 10 N R U 103 99 88 84 53 50 51 39 11 7 7 8
5 5 10 N N U 97 94 91 81 58 48 49 44 11 9 11 4
5 5 10 U P U 97 93 87 80 55 48 43 33 10 9 IS 8
5 5 10 C P U 38 31 31 31 10 13 13 IS 3 0 0 0
5 5 10 E P U 81 78 71 66 30 38 38 31 9 5 6 6
5 5 10 U R U 99 89 87 78 54 48 43 38 11 10 9 8
5 5 10 U N U 103 93 89 88 45 38 40 35 10 18 10 8
5 5 10 N P W 83 95 94 83 36 38 37 33 7 4 6 3
5 5 10 L P W 71 71 76 68 89 30 30 84 3 8 3 8
5 5 10 N,R W 90 101 103 83 48 48 47 40 5 7 10 4
5 5 10 N N W 77 98 95 83 39 40 40 36 4 5 9 6
5 5 10 U P W 93 90 86 80 43 38 33 86 5 5 6 5
5 5 10 C P W 46 39 48 39 17 7 6 5 3 0 0 0
5 5 10 E P W 86 83 77 70 34 30 38 88 6 7 8 6
5 5 10 U R W 88 93 88 78 43 36 35 31 8 4 6 4
5 5 10 U N W 88 83 78 70 48 30 86 S3 8 7 7 6
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Table A.47: Raw Data from the Simulation for Type I Error Study







a = 0.10 a = 0.05 a = 0.01
b U b
T c R T w V R T W V R T u V
5 5 SO N p B 107 9B 98 90 46 41 40 38 9 7 7 6
5 5 SO L p B 6B 80 80 76 30 35 34 33 7 5 6 6
5 5 so N R B 101 103 103 91 47 40 45 41 6 7 7 5
5 5 so N N B 95 87 90 85 43 45 43 45 7 4 7 5
5 5 so u P B 107 1S4 1S3 119 66 65 70 61 SO 15 16 14
5 5 so c P B 39 34 35 3S 17 14 13 13 3 1 1 1
5 5 so E P B 104 95 94 90 57 43 45 40 13 13 14 11
5 5 so u R B 108 ISO 1S3 ISO 65 60 61 57 17 15 16 13
5 5 so u N B 1 IS 110 11S 10S 60 65 63 57 16 14 15 IS
5 5 so N P D 93 90 91 89 40 41 43 40 8 8 9 9
5 5 so L P D 66 81 BS 80 3S 34 33 33 4 4 6 4
5 5 so N R D 85 91- 90 88 39 41 44 41 9 8 9 5
5 5 so N N D 95 91 88 88 37 40 40 36 5 7 9 8
5 5 so U P D 113 107 105 95 55 43 40 36 7 7 7 7
5 5 so C P D 40 34 37 35 13 15 14 IS 1 0 0 0
5 5 so E P D 94 100 100 95 49 46 49 47 9 7 7 7
5 5 so U R D 110 101 94 88 51 39 37 38 8 8 9 8
5 5 so U N D 105 98 100 96 50 45 43 37 7 7 7 7
5 5 so N P G 96 106 104 98 54 55 55 48 11 8 11 9
5 5 so L P G 7S 81 81 80 3S 38 37 35 3 0 1 1
5 5 so N R G 94 99 99 97 51 50 48 44 10 8 7 5
5 5 so N N G 96 104 105 96 5S 45 45 43 10 8 9 8
5 5 so U P G 90 79 78 7S 48 41 41 39 8 10 9 9
5 5 so C P G 33 4S 43 41 16 10 10 9 3 0 1 1
5 5 so E P G 85 88 84 78 46 38 41 39 9 8 8 6
5 5 so U R G 90 76 74 70 45 43 4S 37 8 11 10 10
5 5 so U N G 95 94 90 88 46 44 45 45 B 7 10 10
5 5 so N P U 113 103 101 99 49 57 55 55 8 5 5 4
5 5 so L P U 74 BS 81 79 35 35 35 34 6 S 5 5
5 5 so N R U 110 95 95 90 63 59 61 57 11 11 11 9
5 5 so N N U 1 IS 106 101 100 54 57 56 55 6 8 9 8
5 5 so U P U 88 95 98 94 43 48 48 43 10 8 9 7
5 5 BO C P U 5E 48 48 45 SB 16 17 14 S 0 0 0
5 5 so E P U 90 96 95 90 44 47 50 49 6 8 9 7
5 5 so U R U 87 96 93 89 46 55 46 45 11 8 9 8
5 5 so U N U 84 95 97 96 43 45 48 4S 9 9 11 9
5 5 BO N P W 9S 84 85 81 36 38 39 35 8 8 7 6
5 5 BO L P W 70 77 7B 73 36 36 38 33 5 4 5 4
5 5 so N R W 9S 90 88 B3 43 38 3B 35 11 7 6 6
5 5 so N N w B3 81 81 78 40 37 37 33 10 8 8 7
5 5 so U P w 101 95 95 93 55 53 55 55 IS IS IS 8
5 5 so C P w 40 46 46 45 S3 15 15 13 3 1 S 1
5 5 so E P w 8S 8S 79 76 34 34 37 35 7 7 6 5
5 5 so U R w 105 101 10S 96 53 59 59 56 IS 11 11 9
5 5 so U N w 106 105 101 93 47 55 56 55 15 IS 11 7
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Table A.48: Raw Data from the Simulation for Type I Error Study
p k Ns D P R Number of Rejections of Ho (MCSS = 1000)
I R N a = 0.10 a = 0.05 a = o.Ol
S D G  ---------------- ---------------- -------------
T C R T W V R T W V R T W V
5 5 *♦0 N P B 99 96 97 95 45 42 44 43 7 6 6 4
5 5 40 L P B 96 95 96 93 44 40 42 39 7 5 7 7
5 5 *♦0 N R B 94 94 92 90 52 43 41 42 9 4 4 4
5 5 40 N N B 97 97 96 90 46 45 46 45 8 4 4 4
5 5 40 U P B 100 92 91 90 46 38 40 37 7 7 7 7
5 5 40 C P B 35 33 32 30 16 10 9 8 2 0 1 1
5 5 40 E P B 98 9B 95 91 50 46 46 44 9 6 6 6
5 5 40 U R B 100 95 92 89 45 39 39 38 6 8 8 7
5 5 40 U N B 97 97 96 90 41 47 44 45 7 9 9 8
5 5 40 N P D 115 112 111 107 57 51 52 48 6 7 8 7
5 5 40 L P D 72 92 91 90 36 41 40 39 4 4 5 5
5 5 40 N R D 113 109 111 106 54 52 53 51 B 9 10 9
5 5 40 N N D 117 113 115 109 57 46 45 43 6 9 9 8
5 5 40 U P D 102 92 94 88 50 50 48 45 10 7 8 6
5 5 40 C P D 46 43 46 46 18 14 15 15 2 1 1 1
5 5 40 E P D 100 111 112 108 47 48 49 49 9 7 9 9
5 5 40 U R D 101 93 92 91 50 49 48 47 12 7 7 7
5 5 40 U N D 97 94 95 93 51 46 48 46 13 11 11 10
5 5 40 N P G 102 86 85 85 47 44 43 40 8 7 8 8
5 5 40 L P G 78 75 73 72 34 34 37 34 3 5 4 4
5 5 40 N R G 97 83 84 81 43 44 43 40 7 10 11 10
5 5 40 N N G 103 90 90 86 44 41 42 41 8 7 8 7
5 5 40 U P G 103 92 91 90 54 40 39 37 8 7 7 7
5 5 40 C P G 3B 41 41 40 13 13 13 13 2 1 1 1
5 5 40 E P G 99 86 83 79 52 40 38 3B 10 4 4 4
5 5 40 U R G 100 92 92 91 56 42 43 40 10 7 10 8
5 5 40 U N G 109 91 91 92 53 52 49 47 8 7 B 8
5 5 40 N P U 77 82 83 82 40 43 43 42 6 6 6 6
5 5 40 L P U 77 79 80 77 40 35 35 35 7 6 7 6
5 5 40 N R U 90 97 94 92 42 43 42 40 7 7 7 7
5 5 40 N N U 74 83 82 BO 39 41 42 39 9 7 7 7
5 5 40 U P U 100 105 106 105 52 50 52 50 11 7 9 7
5 5 40 C P U 50 40 42 40 18 14 16 15 2 3 3 2
5 5 40 E P U 100 89 88 89 47 38 38 37 5 5 5 5
5 5 40 U R U 99 108 110 108 51 54 52 52 11 9 9 9
5 5 40 u N U 97 93 95 95 47 51 48 4B 13 9 9 8
5 5 40 N P W 103 95 95 94 46 44 45 43 7 7 7 5
5 5 40 L P W 83 81 81 79 38 45 45 43 7 4 4 4
5 5 40 N R W 97 104 103 101 45 51 50 49 5 8 8 8
5 5 40 N N W 97 92 90 88 46 42 41 41 6 6 5 4
5 5 40 U P W 97 95 95 93 49 52 53 51 13 10 10 10
5 5 40 C P w 36 38 37 36 12 11 11 10 1 1 1 1
5 5 40 E P w 98 90 88 85 39 41 42 42 9 10 10 10
5 5 40 U R w 94 98 96 96 46 54 55 54 13 10 10 9
5 5 40 U N w 97 98 97 95 46 56 58 57 10 7 7 7
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Table B.l: Raw Data from the Simulation for Power Comparisons
p k Ns D D P R  Number of Rejections of Ho <MCSS = 1000)







G a = 0.10 a = 0.05 a = 0.01
L
A R T W V R T W V R T w V
3 4 10 N 0.15 p G 107 118 119 115 5B 65 64 59 14 16 16 9
3 4 10 N 0.15 R B 115 156 155 115 65 65 66 56 15 14 14 8
3 4 10 N 0.15 N B 118 116 114 105 56 60 61 58 14 15 13 7
3 4 10 L 0.15 P B 79 85 87 83 37 38 40 59 10 6 7 5
3 4 10 L 0.15 R B 156 133 137 130 67 75 75 65 17 16 16 13
3 4 10 L 0.15 N B 155’131 134 155 65 67 75 65 16 IS 17 10
3 4 10 U 0.04 P B 135 157 153 116 67 66 64 51 10 11 15 9
3 4 10 U 0.04 R B 135 139 134 116 75 67 65 50 IS 15 13 10
3 4 10 U 0.04 N B 134 131 133 153 69 65 59 53 9 13 13 9
3 4 10 C 0.30 P B 55 47 46 41 50 15 18 13 5 4 3 1
3 4 10 C 0.30 R B 145 146 138 151 76 71 69 57 17 14 15 9
3 4 10 C 0.30 N B 133 130 155 115 68 65 65 48 9 9 11 9
3 4 10 E 0.10 P B 109 10B 108 97 55 47 48 40 9 10 10 7
3 4 10 E 0.10 R B 139 135 159 116 73 69 75 55 16 IS 15 13
3 4 10 E 0.10 N B 159 141 135 151 76 69 71 60 14 14 IS 15
3 4 10 N 0.15 P D 119 155 150 117 61 69 67 57 8 9 11 7
3 4 10 N 0.15 R D 159 130 135 154 66 67 70 56 10 13 16 10
3 4 10 N 0.15 N D 154 133 135 116 66 61 65 53 11 13 14 9
3 4 10 L 0.15 P D 81 83 83 80 39 35 36 35 7 6 7 6
3 4 10 L 0.15 R D 157 145 139 135 80 85 80 70 14 15 17 11
3 4 10 L 0.15 N D 136 141 13B 158 76 80 78 70 13 15 17 IS
3 4 10 U 0.04 P D 113 156 155 115 57 70 73 66 19 19 15 14
3 4 10 U 0.04 R D 115 119 118 103 60 66 70 64 SO SO 51 14
3 4 10 u 0.04 N D 110 115 116 111 59 64 66 60 IB SO 19 14
3 4 10 c 0.30 P D 46 55 55 47 50 50 51 18 5 1 1 1
3 4 10 c 0.30 R D 155 155 155 111 66 75 75 69 55 SO 51 14
3 4 10 c 0.30 N D 109 117 118 111 61 64 68 64 18 18 IB 13
3 4 10 E 0.10 P D 93 115 113 109 57 61 67 55 14 15 17 14
3 4 10 E 0.10 R D 11B 131 133 155 70 71 76 69 14 17 51 16
3 4 10 E 0.10 N D 118 137 138 135 60 70 73 68 9 16 SO 16
3 4 10 N 0.15 P G 111 115 110 105 54 56 54 45 14 11 11 5
3 4 10 N 0.15 R G 116 115 111 99 60 56 55 51 15 14 16 9
3 4 10 N 0.15 N G 105 106 105 98 50 56 53 44 11 IS 14 9
3 4 10 L 0.15 P G 63 80 80 69 41 31 31 54 4 3 3 3
3 4 10 L 0.15 R G 130 150 155 107 65 59 63 56 17 16 18 15
3 4 10 L 0.15 N G 150 154 157 117 59 65 58 48 15 14 19 15
3 4 10 U 0.04 P G 115 115 107 97 59 61 55 50 14 16 14 11
3 4 10 U 0.04 R G 113 107 106 100 59 5B 54 51 13 11 IS 11
3 4 10 u 0.04 N G 117 113 111 103 58 66 65 57 17 15 17 11
3 4 10 c 0.30 P G 35 36 41 40 13 15 14 10 1 1 1 0
3 4 10 c 0.30 R G 155 114 114 99 66 61 59 55 13 16 IB 14
3 4 10 c 0.30 N G 111 103 104 99 58 59 56 50 15 14 15 15
3 4 10 E 0.10 P G 98 100 103 94 54 44 46 38 14 14 13 7
3 4 10 E 0.10 R G 134 133 136 154 68 63 61 50 13 13 17 10
3 4 10 E 0.10 N G 144 136 133 ISO 71 68 75 60 11 13 15 11
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Table B.2: Raw Data from the Simulation for Power Comparisons



















































3 4 10 N 0.15 R U 118 116 117 109 61 64 66 57 18 13 15
3 4 10 N 0.15 N U 118 188 119 111 54 61 61 55 9 13 14
3 4 10 L 0.15 P U 77 75 76 70 41 41 39 36 5 8 9
3 4 10 L 0.15 R U 186 136 189 188 67 74 78 68 15 13 15
3 4 10 L 0.15 N U 189 135 135 188' 63 73 78 66 15 14 16
3 4 10 U 0.04 P U 113 118 119 117 57 68 68 53 18 13 14
3 4 10 U 0.04 R U 99 118 116 108 58 57 61 58 IB 14 IE
3 4 10 u 0.04 N U 113 188 1£2 118 68 60 64 55 15 9 9
3 4 10 c 0.30 P U 58 51 49 44 17 IB 19 16 8 8 8
3 4 10 c 0.30 R U 105 180 185 117 58 68 69 68 19 15 14
3 4 10 c 0.30 N U 106 111 113 107 55 57 65 56 17 11 10
3 4 10 E 0.10 P U 108 99 93 83 44 39 39 33 6 7 6
3 4 10 E 0.10 R U 188 181 180 118 64 66 66 58 18 19 13
3 4 10 E 0.10 N u 136 131 180 113 64 67 66 59 15 14 IE
3 4 10 N 0.15 P w 130 188 1£3 118 65 71 73 68 19 15 14
3 4 10 N 0.15 R w 189 140 133 188 7B 77 74 68 16 80 £0
3 4 10 N 0.15 N w 186 130 183 118 70 69 68 68 17 16 18
3 4 10 L 0.15 P w B4 79 81 78 36 39 39 37 7 8 7
3 4 10 L 0.15 R w 143 140 138 188 83 85 88 69 81 SO 81
3 4 10 L 0.15 N w 139 139 135 184 80 88 85 74 84 80 81
3 4 10 U 0.04 P w 150 148 135 186 70 65 65 58 13 11 18
3 4 10 U 0.04 R u 14£ 139 139 185 79 69 68 50 13 8 10
3 4 10 u 0.04 N Ul 141 148 145 134 75 68 64 53 10 10 18
3 4 10 c 0.30 P w 40 46 43 44 16 13 11 10 1 1 8
3 4 10 c 0.30 R w 158 145 141 186 86 75 76 64 17 11 11
3 4 10 c 0.30 N w 134 136 136 188 73 67 59 46 18 13 14
3 4 10 E 0.10 P u 10£ 108 100 88 51 50 50 38 3 8 8
3 4 10 E 0.10 R w 139 148 151 133 88 BE 76 59 13 15 15
3 4 10 E 0.10 N w 133 143 138 187 88 80 78 61 17 14 11
3 4 10 N 0.30 P B 186 186 185 173 108 180 119 103 38 33 35
3 4 10 N 0.30 R B 190 804 196 186 188 113 114 101 30 30 38
3 4 10 N 0.30 N B 800 800 191 178 117 113 115 95 89 33 35
3 4 10 L 0.30 P B 106 184 188 117 5B 65 60 51 16 13 11
3 4 10 L 0.30 R B 881 844 843 887 138 146 147 187 3B 41 44
3 4 10 L 0.30 N B 886 841 840 881 135 145 144 181 38 41 48
3 4 10 U 0.08 P B 808 801 196 176 111 107 104 BB 85 85 87
3 4 10 U 0.0B R B 190 199 196 180 110 106 105 93 84 88 88
3 4 10 u 0.08 N B 881 830 883 197 180 181 115 98 89 85 85
3 4 10 c 0.60 P B 6B 57 58 56 88 88 88 S3 6 5 3
3 4 10 c 0.60 R B 831 838 836 819 154 147 138 117 48 44 45
3 4 10 c 0.60 N B 808 806 800 179 119 116 118 91 88 89 33
3 4 10 E 0.80 P B 138 151 150 13B 77 69 71 65 14 13 17
3 4 10 E 0.80 R B 804 807 807 191 183 188 181 118 31 87 38
















































Table B.3: Raw Data from the Simulation for Power Comparisons



















of Ho * 
0.05
1MC5S = 1000) 
a = 0.01
1
A R T U V R T U V R T U
3 4 10 N 0.30 P D 178 197 190 186 115 153 ISO 101 56 35 35
3 4 10 N 0.30 R D 1B0 IBB 188 174 117 154 119 109 33 33 36
3 4 10 N 0.30 N D 185 SOI BOB 189 117 150 118 105 59 34 36
3 4 10 L 0.30 P D 104 116 111 115 51 55 54 47 11 10 11
3 4 10 L 0.30 R D 551 546 550 539 140 149 154 136 45 44 46
3 4 10 L 0.30 N D 531 555 556 539 130 155 155 141 43 45 46
3 4 10 U 0.08 P D 169 174 170 163 95 105 106 95 31 33 37
3 4 10 U 0.08 R D 164 171 171 165 93 94 91 85 31 35 37
3 4 10 u 0.08 N D 186 195 187 177 103 105 107 95 30 37 39
3 4 10 c 0.60 P D 64 64 66 60 54 57 57 54 5 5 5
3 4 10 c 0.60 R D 510 507 511 501 151 140 137 155 50 46 48
3 4 10 c 0.60 N D 171 178 1B1 170 100 110 10B 101 35 36 40
3 4 10 E 0.50 P D 114 135 138 135 75 83 88 77 50 55 55
3 4 10 E 0.50 R D 184 503 197 191 103 156 155 115 55 35 39
3 4 10 E 0.50 N D BOO 504 196 189 105 155 155 154 53 35 3B
3 4 10 N 0.30 P G 191 188 183 171 107 105 109 97 55 51 54
3 4 10 N 0.30 R G 186 IBB 189 165 105 107 104 8B 51 54 56
3 4 10 N 0.30 N G 186 IBB 190 175 98 109 99 87 S3 54 55
3 4 10 L 0.30 P G 115 115 115 105 53 46 45 36 9 5 6
3 4 10 L 0.30 R G 535 537 536 550 135 140 13B 115 56 35 36
3 4 10 L 0.30 N G 557 545 540 BBB 133 145 139 117 55 59 30
3 4 10 U 0.0B P G 175 171 168 155 95 90 B7 70 54 55 57
3 4 10 u 0.08 R G 167 160 153 144 93 89 85 73 56 54 51
3 4 10 u 0.08 N G 193 196 193 184 111 116 115 95 S3 30 33
3 4 10 c 0.60 P G 40 49 56 53 17 15 16 13 3 1 1
3 4 10 c 0.60 R G 195 195 196 179 116 117 115 95 58 35 35
3 4 10 c 0.60 N G 167 167 164 155 90 91 95 81 SB 57 30
3 4 10 E 0.50 P G 155 133 136 154 73 70 68 56 51 18 17
3 4 10 E 0.50 R G 516 515 513 BOO 117 130 158 115 35 59 56
3 4 10 E 0.50 N G 503 516 515 198 116 154 155 110 57 57 56
3 4 10 N 0.30 P U 176 188 195 177 95 104 99 85 55 58 33
3 4 10 N 0.30 R U 179 178 180 165 93 109 110 97 33 59 30
3 4 10 N 0.30 N U 170 177 17B 168 95 103 105 94 56 57 30
3 4 10 L 0.30 P U 10B 106 107 105 56 57 54 47 9 8 11
3 4 10 L 0.30 R U 551 539 537 551 155 135 133 155 33 38 3B
3 4 10 L 0.30 N U 550 538 541 519 153 156 136 117 33 38 45
3 4 10 U 0.08 P U 171 175 171 158 91 101 105 93 55 S3 55
3 4 10 U 0.08 R U 159 170 163 155 85 100 99 94 55 55 56
3 4 10 u 0.08 N U 195 197 191 17B 110 110 113 95 57 55 30
3 4 10 c 0.60 P U 65 63 61 58 51 54 53 53 4 3 3
3 4 10 c 0.60 R U SOB 551 511 191 156 118 155 110 36 41 44
3 4 10 c 0.60 N U 180 187 IBB 170 105 114 111 98 57 57 57
3 4 10 E 0.50 P U 137 158 153 111 73 67 65 53 14 9 11
3 4 10 E 0.50 R U 187 188 190 17B 107 109 108 103 37 33 31
















































Table B.4: Raw Data from the Simulation for Power Comparisons
























A R T W V R T U V R T W
3 4 10 N 0.30 p W 202 209 200 193 126 122 123 104 36 31 31
3 4 10 N 0.30 R W 197 213 203 190 120 120 117 99 41 36 33
3 4 10 N 0.30 N W 199 202 200 185 114 116 118 99 39 37 38
3 4 10 L 0.30 P W 114 111 106 94 54 56 56 45 14 11 12
3 4 10 L 0.30 R W 234 250 246 237 146 148 145 123 47 45 49
3 4 10 L 0.30 N W 231 252 249 230 141 137 136 121 45 47 46
3 4 10 U 0.08 P u 199 198 194 183 119 113 110 95 29 25 24
3 4 10 U 0.08 R w 190 200 193 175 124 111 107 91 27 23 26
3 4 10 u o.'Oa N w 202 219 216 200 127 132 128 113 28 25 30
3 4 10 c 0.60 P w 48 55 55 48 24 20 19 17 1 1 2
3 4 10 c 0.60 R w 227 234 234 217 143 137 136 117 40 38 42
3 4 10 c 0.60 N w 190 211 207 192 122 119 114 100 32 27 28
3 4 10 E 0.20 P w 136 148 152 138 69 69 66 53 11 9 11
3 4 10 E 0.20 R w 210 231 225 20B 132 133 129 111 35 28 30
3 4 10 E 0.20 N w 206 222 221 207 129 133 135 115 35 26 31
3 4 10 N 0.45 P 8 329 328 326 299 216 216 206 1B0 90 78 77
3 4 10 N 0.45 R B 326 321 318 305 210 218 219 192 81 74 73
3 4 10 N 0.45 N B 318 332 330 311 218 217 214 181 81 73 75
3 4 10 L 0.45 P B 152 172 175 170 97 9B 95 B1 27 22 22
3 4 10 L 0.45 R B 385 415 410 400 270 2B3 282 252 97 99 101
3 4 10 L 0.45 N B 362 398 401 391 246 255 249 226 84 B6 93
3 4 10 U 0.12 P B 311 308 307 284 190 196 195 173 63 57 60
3 4 10 u 0.12 R B 294 287 291 276 191 195 188 157 59 53 55
3 4 10 u 0.12 N B 372 376 366 333 234 232 230 203 81 71 71
3 4 10 c 0.90 P B 6B B5 84 80 41 33 33 28 8 7 B
3 4 10 c 0.90 R B 404 408 400 371 278 270 258 237 102 89 85
3 4 10 c 0.90 N B 335 327 324 291 218 211 205 171 67 66 64
3 4 10 E 0.30 P B 206 217 215 210 10B 122 120 106 26 26 26
3 4 10 E 0.30 R B 319 338 330 314 212 224 225 198 59 70 74
3 4 10 E 0.30 N B 312 332 32B 306 211 218 216 196 58 64 70
3 4 10 N 0.45 P D 322 341 327 307 210 219 222 201 80 73 71
3 4 10 N 0.45 R D 320 323 319 299 205 219 217 193 84 77 82
3 4 10 N 0.45 N D 329 336 329 314 212 218 221 19B B4 76 74
3 4 10 L 0.45 P D 151 166 160 153 85 8B 91 79 21 20 21
3 4 10 L 0.45 R D 394 425 417 392 273 283 279 252 97 103 104
3 4 10 L 0.45 N D 373 406 398 375 247 26B 266 241 77 84 93
3 4 10 U 0.12 P D 281 289 279 262 164 173 175 156 61 64 59
3 4 10 U 0.12 R D 264 268 261 245 157 177 179 154 51 57 54
3 4 10 u 0.12 N D 336 334 329 311 206 215 208 177 67 68 70
3 4 10 c 0.90 P D 79 80 BO 78 33 38 37 32 9 6 5
3 4 10 c 0.90 R D 362 371 373 347 238 250 245 223 102 9B 96
3 4 10 c 0.90 N D 28B 294 296 2B1 180 195 201 171 75 77 78
3 4 10 E 0.30 P D 176 188 190 182 107 115 115 10B 30 42 42
3 4 10 E 0.30 R D 319 331 330 310 200 225 220 193 68 72 83
















































Table B.5: Raw Data from the Simulation for Power Comparisons
p k Ns D D P R Number of Re
I E R N
5 L 0 G a = 0.10
T T C
A R T W V
3 4 10 N 0.45 P G 32B 343 334 305
3 4 10 N 0.45 R G 322 331 316 297
3 4 10 N 0.45 N G 320 323 312 294
3 4 10 L 0.45 P G 155 164 163 152
3 4 10 L 0.45 R G 403 425 417 390
3 k 10 L 0.45 N G 376 392 386 366
3 k 10 U 0.12 P G 283 2B9 2B7 266
3 k 10 U 0.12 R G 257 265 258 247
3 k 10 u 0.12 N G 316 318 312 297
3 k 10 c 0.90 P G 59 69 75 70
3 k 10 c 0.90 R G 34 B 329 321 303
3 k 10 c 0.90 N G 287 270 270 255
3 k 10 E 0.30 P G 200 207 210 195
3 k 10 E 0.30 R G 335 349 339 319
3 k 10 E 0.30 N G 333 344 342 328
3 k 10 N 0.45 P U 30B 324 321 297
3 k 10 N 0.45 R U 29B 313 305 284
3 k 10 N 0.45 N U 310 313 304 292
3 k 10 L 0.45 P U 137 152 149 144
3 k 10 L 0.45 R U 410 427 418 399
3 k 10 L 0.45 N U 379 405 401 381
3 k 10 U 0.12 P U 2BB 288 282 257
3 k io U 0.12 R U 268 274 268 251
3 k 10 u 0.12 N U 347 333 320 294
3 k 10 c 0.90 P U 84 83 88 91
3 k 10 c 0.90 R U 374 375 367 346
3 k 10 c 0.90 N U 295 299 294 272
3 k 10 E 0.30 P U 197 188 187 172
3 k 10 E 0.30 R U 334 352 349 318
3 k 10 E 0.30 N U 328 343 339 319
3 k 10 N 0.45 P W 332 339 336 313
3 k 10 N 0.45 R W 324 331 325 312
3 k 10 N 0.45 N w 321 328 325 305
3 k 10 L 0.45 P w 156 152 152 139
3 k 10 L 0.45 R w 415 405 403 385
3 k 10 L 0.45 N w 376 391 388 367
3 k 10 U 0.12 P w 283 2BB 286 269
3 k 10 u 0.12 R w 273 274 270 257
3 k 10 u 0.12 N w 340 335 329 312
3 k 10 c 0.90 P w 63 72 72 67
3 k 10 c 0.90 R w 374 365 360 344
3 k 10 c 0.90 N w 301 309 301 281
3 k 10 E 0.30 P w 203 218 214 201
3 k 10 E 0.30 R w 342 356 344 326
3 k 10 E 0.30 N w 317 338 334 319
jections of Ho (MCSS = 1000)
a = 0.05 a = 0.01
R T W V R T W V
213 210 205 180 72 64 63 39
211 198 200 183 70 62 60 43
207 202 203 179 74 5B 57 39
86 75 72 64 16 13 13 7
267 278 276 247 96 80 B7 58
243 265 262 235 79 69 70 53
174 173 170 154 53 48 49 38
160 155 151 131 44 47 47 36
202 217 210 179 64 6B 67 46
24 25 25 22 5 4 3 3
225 218 214 193 79 75 74 52
172 165 165 141 47 55 56 40
118 112 10B' 94 37 31 33 22
213 225 224 201 67 76 77 51
221 221 219 192 59 62 73 54
197 200 201 181 57 69 67 48
195 192 196 170 60 59 6B 44
187 187 189 169 55 66 68 46
78 88 88 75 19 20 23 13
259 280 278 242 83 96 101 74
235 257 261 230 74 81 88 72
173 167 170 150 48 59 63 50
168 162 163 139 51 53 58 4B
226 217 210 181 69 75 74 5B
34 33 33 29 6 5 6 6
24B 249 250 211 100 90 90 69
194 202 195 175 71 66 70 53
115 108 105 B4 25 23 29 12
199 202 207 181 71 70 72 46
193 199 205 186 65 63 67 44
228 225 225 201 81 76 78 48
216 214 216 184 85 B4 80 55
225 218 219 193 86 78 74 54
79 B6 79 65 27 22 23 18
264 287 290 266 105 103 108 70
249 264 269 241 83 86 88 70
186 195 190 169 64 61 63 44
172 175 176 157 59 57 61 36
221 219 215 195 78 76 77 50
34 33 33 31 2 2 2 2
257 254 249 228 101 92 90 68
201 207 206 182 68 64 68 46
107 113 118 97 28 24 28 16
229 228 232 200 66 75 B1 55
206 225 219 198 62 64 70 46
169
Table B.6: Raw Data from the Simulation for Power Comparisons


















of Ho 1 
0.05
































3 A 10 N 0.60 R B 501 A 97 A96 A7A 379 366 362 325 182 172 168
3 A 10 N 0.60 N B 520 520 517 ABA 376 368 365 329 180 16A 160
3 A 10 L 0.60 P B 223 23B 235 222 1A 1 152 153 136 52 A9 A9
3 A 10 L 0.60 R B 59B 603 597 573 A53 A78 A65 A2B 198 20A 20A
3 A 10 L 0.60 N B 5A9 561 55A 536 387 A17 A15 375 162 163 161
3 A 10 U 0.16 P B A77 A8B ABO AA8 352 3A1 326 BB9 1A2 129 131
3 A 10 U 0.16 R B AA9 AA3 A38 AOB 327 311 302 266 122 111 112
3 A 10 u 0.16 N B 5A3 5A5 5A0 500 A1A AOO 392 3A0 168 1A8 152
3 A 10 c 1.20 P B 122 116 113 101 57 59 61 50 13 10 11
3 A 10 c 1.20 R B 5BA 58A 579 559 AA7 A52 AA8 393 231 212 207
3 A 10 c 1.20 N B A 78 A 78 ABO A55 3A7 336 331 289 161 126 132
3 A 10 E 0.A0 P B 300 305 299 2B0 192 200 193 176 62 57 53
3 A 10 E 0. AO R B A93 51A 513 A88 355 370 368 332 151 156 158
3 A 10 E 0.A0 N B A63 AB5 AB3 A53 326 338 336 298 12A 131 129
3 A 10 N 0.60 P D 5A1 527 516 A8A 390 386 383 33A 171 163 159
3 A 10 N 0.60 R D 50A 507 A95 A69 376 377 36A 319 179 163 168
3 A 10 N 0.60 N D 527 520 513 A73 395 3BA 372 328 171 157 162
3 A 10 L 0.60 P D 226 228 226 210 1AA 1AB 1A6 131 A1 39 A6
3 A 10 L 0.60 R D 618 631 615 5B1 A70 A72 A67 A2B 219 227 225
3 A 10 L 0.60 N D 567 575. 563 5A0 A13 A2A A12 379 170 183 186
3 A 10 U 0.16 P D AA1 AA6 AA1 A12 318 310 30A 26B 121 113 111
3 A 10 U 0.16 R D A12 A23 A12 387 281 2BB 27A 255 108 9B 99
3 A 10 u 0.16 N D 516 517 508 A7B 379 366 361 321 15A 137 13A
3 A 10 c 1.20 P D 10B ill 116 107 53 52 53 A5 11 1A 1A
3 A 10 c 1.20 R D 572 568 558 531 A28 A2A A09 373 19A 186 188
3 A 10 c 1.20 N D A56 A59 AA6 A19 316 306 313 282 1AA 1 AO 139
3 A 10 E 0.A0 P D 299 293 285 273 175 182 178 160 57 62 67
3 A 10 E 0.A0 R D 512 517 507 A8A 365 36A 359 310 1A1 152 162
3 A 10 E 0. AO N D A92 A93 AB6 A5B 328 35A 3A6 292 122 130 136
3 A 10 N 0.60 P G 53A 539 52B A92 393 388 37B 328 171 158 157
3 A 10 N 0.60 R G 50A 510 50A A75 373 377 367 321 163 157 15A
3 A 10 N 0.60 N G 51B 530 510 A79 376 371 361 321 166 1AA 1AA
3 A 10 L 0.60 P G 217 229 232 216 132 138 132 110 36 27 28
3 A 10 L 0.60 R G 620 626 615 59A A71 AB2 A77 A35 208 208 219
3 A 10 L 0.60 N G 557 572 57A 550 A 07 A18 All 373 160 163 166
3 A 10 U 0.16 P G AAA A29 A2B 392 315 310 305 271 116 109 106
3 A 10 U 0.16 R G A03 398 39A 367 278 276 269 232 101 9A 99
3 A 10 u 0.16 N G 507 50A A91 A60 371 35A 3A2 301 1A5 13B 13A
3 A 10 c 1.20 P G 81 107 10A 96 A 1 A3 A6 A1 7 7 8
3 A 10 c 1.20 R G 5AA 528 510 ABB AOA 371 365 315 1BA 171 167
3 A 10 c 1.20 N G A31 A17 A05 377 308 293 BB9 258 116 109 110
3 A 10 E O.AO P G 303 31B 311 295 200 200 197 173 5B 59 59
3 A 10 E 0. AO R G 522 530 518 A89 363 362 359 326 1A8 151 1A9
















































Table B.7: Raw Data from the Simulation for Power Comparisons
























A R T W V R T W V R T U V
3 A 10 N 0.60 P U 522 522 502 A69 370 37A 359 321 158 150 153 110
3 A 10 N 0.60 R U A99 501 AB6 A60 358 365 362 312 1A5 1A2 135 105
3 b 10 N 0.60 N U 507 507 502 A51 36A 358 359 326 151 139 1A5 100
3 b 10 L 0.60 P U 203 219 216 203 121 132 128 123 A2 37 A1 28
3 b 10 L 0.60 R u 622 626 620 589 A61 A73 A62 A20 196 206 210 159
3 b 10 L 0.60 N u 56A 575 571 552 A07 A19 A1A 37A 152 162 16A 127
3 b 10 U 0.16 P u A5B AA6 A29 A13 323 329 315 270 130 115 117 95
3 b 10 U 0.16 R u A23 A17 A07 380 303 296 289 2A7 11A 107 107 87
3 b 10 U 0.16 N u 51A 506 501 bib 381 376 371 317 166 150 1A7 106
3 b 10 C 1.S0 P u 106 120 123 120 56 60 61 52 10 13 15 11
3 b 10 C 1.50 R u 569 56A 556 517 A36 A1A AOA 365 203 201 196 1AB
3 b 10 C 1.20 N u A56 A53 AA2 A18 326 316 311 277 1A1 135 132 105
3 b 10 E O.AO P u 296 292 292 266 188 177 175 155 61 A7 51 29
3 b 10 E O.AO R u 506 521 515 A8A 366 38A 3BA 3A0 1A2 1A5 1AA 105
3 b 10 E O.AO N u ABA A96 AB9 A61 3A5 35A 350 319 119 132 135 93
3 b 10 N 0.60 P w 532 521 50A AB2 A05 389 376 337 180 17A 170 123
3 b 10 N 0.60 R w 511 506 500 A77 385 379 363 32B 179 162 161 113
3 b 10 N 0.60 N w 516 506 500 A71 392 380 360 330 181 173 167 121
3 b 10 L 0.60 P u 215 221 218 20A 13A 135 131 111 AA 37 39 30
3 b 10 L 0.60 R u 610 627 61A 586 A59 A69 A6A A22 219 22A 227 163
3 b 10 L 0.60 N w 551 563 557 531 386 All A15 3B1 178 1B1 182 132
3 b 10 U 0.16 P w AA9 AA6 AA3 A17 316 308 302 267 13A 12B 139 97
3 b 10 U 0.16 R w A12 A2A A19 386 296 288 280 257 11A 11A 118 80
3 b 10 u 0.16 N w 506 510 A99 A73 383 376 357 317 161 156 153 113
3 b 10 c 1.20 P w 92 99 106 98 A6 A7 53 A3 10 9 9 A
3 b 10 c 1.20 R w 5A7 5A6 537 510 A13 A09 399 362 205 202 199 1A7
3 b 10 c 1.20 N w A52 A50 AA5 A25 325 312 307 272 1A5 135 135 102
3 b 10 E O.AO P w 292 313 307 291 183 197 196 165 53 51 50 32
3 b 10 E O.AO R w 505 520 519 A91 375 385 377 337 1A3 1A5 1A9 119
3 b 10 E O.AO N w A65 AB6 AB6 A66 326 3A6 3A3 308 127 129 132 96
3 b 10 N 0.75 P B 729 732 723 690 611 592 580 5A2 355 318 309 231
3 b 10 N 0.75 R B 699 706 693 666 596 572 558 509 327 307 301 236
3 b 10 N 0.75 N B 723 72A 708 bib 587 580 568 519 330 307 299 223
3 b 10 L 0.75 P B 325 337 338 325 223 226 22A 199 89 8A 8A 5A
3 b 10 L 0.75 R B 7BB 791 7B5 750 656 661 6A7 598 378 373 369 291
3 b 10 L 0.75 N B 720 739 721 686 572 578 580 527 2B0 290 291 212
3 b 10 U 0.20 P B 672 676 666 6AA 526 52A 518 A63 282 257 255 179
3 b 10 U 0.20 R B 625 619 610 588 A80 A75 A61 A2A 230 216 206 153
3 b 10 u 0.20 N B 73A 7A2 728 68A 599 589 579 518 328 300 292 197
3 b 10 c 1.50 P B 166 162 152 1A5 B9 89 87 lb 26 18 19 13
3 b 10 c 1.50 R B 755 7A7 73A 70B 6A0 63A 620 579 38A 366 360 263
3 b 10 c 1.50 N B 636 6A0 636 60A 503 500 AB9 AA2 270 2A7 2A2 170
3 b 10 E 0.50 P B A23 A39 A35 All 296 308 303 260 109 109 11A 80
3 b 10 E 0.50 R B 687 697 689 650 535 5A6 535 A9A 265 262 271 211
3 b 10 E 0.-50 N B 626 6A6 637 615 A79 A95 A82 A3B 222 218 223 162
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Table B.8: Raw Data from the Simulation for Power Comparisons
k Ns D D P R  Number of Rejections of Ho (MCSS = 1000)
I E R N
s L □ 6 a = 0.10
T T C
A R T W V
3 4 10 N 0.75 P D 753 736 7E7 694
3 it 10 N 0.75 R D 714 706 691 670
3 it 10 N 0.75 N D 733 713 699 669
3 it 10 L 0.75 P D 336 3SB 315 E97
3 it 10 L 0.75 R D 798 800 794 77S
3 it 10 L 0.75 N D 7E6 736 7E4 694
3 it 10 U o .eo P D 661 654 644 607
3 it 10 U o.eo R D 604 604 5B7 559
3 it 10 u O.EO N D 731 717 70S 663
3 it 10 c 1.50 P D 14E 154 153 143
3 it 10 c 1.50 R D 737 7S6 716 680
3 it 10 c 1.50 N D 613 617 606 580
3 it 10 E 0.50 P D 4S7 436 4E4 396
3 it 10 E 0.50 R D 697 696 6BB 665
3 it 10 E 0.50 N D 639 656 650 630
3 it 10 N 0.75 P 6 749 730 7E0 688
3 it 10 N 0.75 R G 718 713 705 67E
3 it 10 N 0.75 N G 740 719 70S 677
3 it 10 L 0.75 P G 310 318 319 30E
3 it 10 L 0.75 R G 813 8S0 BOO 777
3 it 10 L 0.75 N G 735 745 734 701
3 it 10 U O.EO P G 643 6E5 609 578
3 it 10 U O.EO R G 579 575 559 5E7
3 it 10 u O.EO N G 710 694 691 655
3 it 10 c 1.50 P G 115 135 135 133
3 M 10 c 1.50 R G 710 707 695 659
3 it 10 c 1.50 N G 587 585 577 538
3 it 10 E 0.50 P G 439 448 448 416
3 it 10 E 0.50 R G 698 713 707 669
3 it 10 E 0.50 N G 649 674 67E 639
3 it 10 N 0.75 P U 719 7E5 71E 684
3 it 10 N 0.75 R U 709 708 701 668
3 it 10 N 0.75 N U 714 7E3 709 677
3 it 10 L 0.75 P U S97 317 316 306
3 it 10 L 0.75 R U 797 807 797 765
3 it 10 L 0.75 N U 7E3 73B 7E9 695
3 it 10 U O.EO P U 646 638 6E4 595
3 it 10 U O.EO R U 583 577 565 536
3 it 10 u O.EO N U 690 697 683 650
3 it 10 c 1.50 P U 153 159 158 157
3 it 10 c 1.50 R U 7E5 718 707 670
3 it 10 c 1.50 N U 6E9 601 593 558
3 4 10 E 0.50 P U 411 415 405 387
3 it 10 E 0.50 R U 669 679 673 644
3 it 10 E 0.50 N U 637 644 634 603
a = 0.05 a = 0.01
R T W V R T W V
616 604 580 5S7 353 335 318 837
584 565 560 501 336 314 303 EE7
591 59S 574 5SS 349 3E5 3E5 EE6
813 E03 E07 184 79 79 8E 60
669 674 660 601 39S 380 378 SB9
579 584 573 518 311 307 E98 E33
510 503 493 443 E47 E35 £35 165
46E 458 449 397 Ell E03 EOS 148
583 566 549 49E E99 E7B 871 181
B1 B4 85 74 19 SO EO 14
615 611 597 535 355 3E7 383 E55
480 47E 467 410 E*»0 E3E EEB 177
314 E91 EB5 E56 113 109 11E 89
550 547 538 485 E75 E7E E71 E1E
508 508 491 443 SS4 EEB ESI 17B
6E3 608 589 540 351 331 316 E34
587 570 557 514 338 313 319 EE5
59E 586 575 5S7 343 313 319 E17
S06 E1E E13 180 7S 57 57 36
673 6B1 67E 6S1 391 3BE 373 S89
588 593 576 538 891 EB9 889 EE4
494 480 466 415 E49 E38 EEB 166
448 489 4EE 373 198 183 189 1E7
557 545 530 477 £91 E68 E58 176
68 73 78 67 11 IE IE 8
596 580 567 503 3E4 E96 E8B EOB
45E 43E 4E4 380 EE6 E06 196 146
305 311 310 S69 1E4 110 106 79
559 575 55B 509 E90 EB7 E7B SOB
510 5E6 51E 469 E40 E37 £35 169
604 591 575 514 3E3 303 S98 ES8
567 567 55E 493 310 301 E94 E13
587 5B3 57E 508 317 894 £88 E17
188 E03 197 179 73 77 77 5E
667 671 667 605 376 368 36S 877
575 59E 586 534 E87 E75 E77 E09
504 500 487 435 864 £37 E34 168
457 44E 431 394 E85 E07 803 141
566 539 536 477 310 £91 875 EOE
80 90 89 81 El EO 83 17
6S5 594 579 5S6 371 336 331 E54
480 473 460 413 S49 E43 E37 165
303 893 S85 E4S 113 106 98 61
54E 550 544 496 S96 881 E80 809
493 503 493 450 E41 E33 EE9 179
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Table B.9: Raw Data from the Simulation for Power Comparisons
Number of Rejections of Ho (MCSS = 1000) 
a = 0.10 a = 0.05 a = o.Ol
p k Ns D D P R
I E R N
S L □ 6
T T C
A
3 4 10 N 0.75 P U
3 4 10 N 0.75 R W
3 4 10 N 0.75 N W
3 k 10 L 0.75 P W
3 k 10 L 0.75 R W
3 k 10 L 0.75 N W
3 k 10 U 0.20 P W
3 k 10 U 0.20 R W
3 k 10 U 0.20 N W
3 k 10 C 1.50 P w
3 k 10 C 1.50 R w
3 k 10 C 1.50 N w
3 k 10 E 0.50 P w
3 k 10 E 0.50 R u
3 k 10 E 0.50 N w
3 k 20 N 0.15 P B
3 k 20 N 0.15 R B
3 k 20 N 0.15 N B
3 k 20 L 0.15 P B
3 k 20 L 0.15 R B
3 k 20 L 0.15 N B
3 k 20 U 0.04 P B
3 k 20 U 0.0k R B
3 k 20 u 0.0 k N B
3 k 20 c 0.30 P B
3 k 20 c 0.30 R B
3 k 20 c 0.30 N B
3 k 20 E 0.10 P B
3 k 20. E 0.10 R B
3 k 20 E 0.10 N B
3 k 20 N 0.15 P D
3 k 20 N 0.15 R D
3 k 20 N 0.15 N D
3 k 20 L 0.15 P D
3 k 20 L 0.15 R D
3 k 20 L 0.15 N D
3 k 20 U 0.04 P D
3 k 20 U 0.04 R D
3 k 20 u 0.04 N D
3 k 20 c 0.30 P D
3 k 20 c 0.30 R D
3 k 20 c 0.30 N D
3 k 20 E 0.10 P D
3 k 20 E 0.10 R D
3 k 20 E 0.10 N D
R T W V
731 728 712 688
707 707 691 663
717 708 69B 660
299 315 306 289
794 813 802 781
721 738 736 701
631 629 624 584
56B 581 557 534
685 685 667 634
133 138 142 134
739 718 703 676
620 614 611 583
414 425 417 404
699 706 693 662
654 667 649 631
157 159 161 158
144 156 154 146
149 155 155 153
95 103 103 103
169 174 175 169
175 189 190 187
142 140 140 139
142 142 140 137
170 166 168 159
46 46 46 45
158 164 164 164
141 142 144 138
120 119 118 107
160 157 153 147
165 165 164 160
157 167 165 159
162 164 164 160
157 161 159 160
114 100 101 100
198 192 191 186
199 204 200 197
138 151 150 148
144 158 154 150
173 180 181 176
47 51 52 51
163 170 170 163
144 155 152 150
123 123 122 117
153 157 158 150
179 168 166 162
R T W V
598 593 584 517
579 575 558 510
582 579 566 507
201 211 204 17B
684 672 662 608
567 566 559 522
502 500 483 431
443 433 436 390
556 537 527 4B9
71 75 78 68
598 592 5B4 529
491 478 470 416
285 305 302 266
554 552 544 493
492 505 497 441
83 80 77 71
85 87 86 77
78 82 78 71
55 51 51 46
98 103 99 93
99 115 113 105
86 83 B2 75
76 77 77 75
87 86 91 88
20 20 19 14
94 93 96 89
79 74 75 75
66 63 62 59
75 BO 84 80
86 92 90 88
91 91 89 82
92 94 95 92
B6 B3 83 83
50 50 48 46
109 123 123 116
106 118 116 111
81 78 78 69
88 80 80 72
110 106 105 97
19 22 22 22
103 102 105 100
87 90 93 86
63 64 60 55
81 85 85 81
90 98 98 95
R T U V
359 329 322 244
338 326 312 242
352 331 319 240
84 74 74 49
365 369 377 296
2B9 299 297 218
257 232 233 173
215 204 206 149
302 275 267 190
21 16 14 11
350 334 325 242
235 231 227 169
106 99 100 70
278 267 267 192
234 206 218 158
15 16 15 12
18 14 15 15
15 17 17 14
9 5 7 3
24 22 24 20
21 24 23 21
20 23 22 17
21 21 21 17
27 20 19 IB
3 1 1 1
28 24 23 21
23 20 21 19
17 10 11 11
24 25 27 25
30 31 31 2B
20 14 17 13
21 17 IB 16
21 17 18 14
13 7 7 7
31 24 25 23
29 28 33 28
17 17 21 19
15 20 21 21
26 34 34 28
1 2 2 1
30 28 29 25
23 25 26 25
12 15 14 13
19 21 20 20
21 25 27 24
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Table B.10: Raw Data
p k Ns D D P R
I E R N
S L 0 G
T T C
A
3 4 20 N 0.15 P G
3 4 20 N 0.15 R G
3 4 20 N 0.15 N G
3 4 20 L 0.15 P G
3 4 20 L 0.15 R G
3 4 20 L 0.15 N G
3 k 20 U 0.0k P G
3 k 20 U 0.0 k R G
3 k 20 u 0.0 k N G
3 k 20 c 0.30 P G
3 k 20 c 0.30 R G
3 k 20 c 0.30 N G
3 k 20 E 0.10 P G
3 k 20 E 0.10 R G
3 k 20 E 0.10 N G
3 k 20 N 0.15 P U
3 k 20 N 0.15 R U
3 k 20 N 0.15 N U
3 k 20 L 0.15 P U
3 k 20 L 0.15 R U
3 k 20 L 0.15 N U
3 k 20 U 0.0k P U
3 k 20 U 0.0 k R U
3 k 20 u 0.0 k N U
3 k 20 c 0.30 P U
3 k 20 c 0.30 R U
3 k 20 c 0.30 N U
3 k 20 E 0.10 P U
3 k 20 E 0.10 R U
3 k 20 E 0.10 N U
3 k 20 N 0.15 P W
3 k 20 N 0.15 R W
3 k 20 N 0.15 N kl
3 k 20 L 0.15 P W
3 k 20 L 0.15 R ki
3 k 20 L 0.15 N kl
3 k 20 U 0.0 k P W
3 k 20 U 0.0 k R kl
3 k 20 u 0.0 k N kl
3 k 20 c 0.30 P W
3 k 20 c 0.30 R w
3 k 20 c 0.30 N w
3 k 20 E 0.10 P w
3 k 20 E 0.10 R w
3 k 20 E 0.10 N w
from the Simulation
Number of Rejections
a = 0.10 a =
R T kl V R T
141 144 141 135 61 6B
133 135 133 130 58 60
140 142 141 134 62 66
96 85 85 83 39 31
159 161 162 159 74 90
172 176 177 175 88 94
126 135 134 126 64 66
127 132 131 123 69 67
166 153 152 147 90 86
48 47 48 47 15 15
148 153 154 147 81 81
137 131 130 128 73 81
n o 113 111 108 55 49
155 161 162 154 86 BB
170 185 186 178 100 99
149 152 150 146 B5 77
145 150 147 145 81 76
154 156 157 152 75 76
91 96 97 93 43 41
176 188 187 183 101 98
197 199 196 189 105 111
143 157 156 153 88 89
144 150 152 146 88 91
163 1B9 191 183 104 100
46 53 49 47 17 22
158 176 178 173 103 103
151 164 160 155 90 91
135 120 122 117 63 62
144 147 149 143 76 78
160 159 161 156 81 91
148 144 145 141 7B 80
146 153 151 149 80 86
142 149 149 145 B4 83
107 101 103 101 42 46
172 180 180 175 98 109
187 188 185 181 99 116
140 141 142 140 72 88
131 141 141 139 72 84
166 176 174 164 84 97
47 52 52 51 19 19
173 161 157 155 88 98
152 163 157 148 75 85
123 133 134 131 62 67
156 169 166 159 84 92
180 181 181 177 89 97
Power Comparisons
of Ho (MCSS = 1000)
0.05 a = 0.01
U V R T kl V
68 67 13 12 14 7
62 58 10 14 14 12
65 61 10 13 14 10
31 29 4 4 4 3
B9 82 15 15 IB 15
97 90 19 18 23 19
66 59 18 16 17 17
67 64 20 19 20 16
85 82 21 19 20 IB
17 17 1 2 2 2
80 75 22 21 23 21
79 71 17 17 19 16
46 46 10 11 12 12
90 82 21 25 28 25
100 93 24 25 26 20
77 72 23 17 IB 14
BO 77 23 17 IB 14
76 74 19 20 20 15
43 40 12 12 13 11
101 95 26 22 22 19
109 102 22 28 28 21
89 88 17 21 21 19
89 87 15 IB 22 21
100 97 27 34 34 29
22 22 2 0 0 0
106 97 27 33 36 30
86 81 22 29 31 28
64 58 18 12 12 10
78 73 26 23 23 20
89 87 32 24 23 22
86 84 17 20 21 17
86 BO 22 23 25 20
83 75 16 23 24 24
42 41 8 9 8 8
113 107 29 29 26 26
115 10B 24 24 26 26
87 79 20 18 19 14
82 77 IB 14 15 14
96 91 21 20 19 17
23 23 3 4 4 3
98 94 22 20 24 21
89 85 19 20 19 17
68 65 17 19 20 19
89 89 22 28 27 23
97 92 24 33 34 29
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Table B.ll: Raw Data from the Simulation for Power Comparisons
























A R T U V R T W V R T W V
3 4 20 N 0.30 p B 295 319 318 309 207 216 220 212 78 72 73 66
3 4 20 N 0.30 R B 288 296 291 282 201 205 205 192 77 73 75 70
3 4 20 N 0.30 N B 298 317 314 306 196 208 209 200 75 75 74 64
3 4 20 L 0.30 P B 128 152 153 149 79 79 80 74 17 17 18 15
3 4 20 L 0.30 R B 396 414 414 400 281 290 2B9 284 106 112 109 101
3 4 20 L 0.30 N B 403 432 427 415 276 296 294 285 109 110 115 100
3 4 20 U 0.08 P B 279 292 294 290 186 190 192 180 68 61 63 53
3 4 20 U 0.08 R B 267 289 292 285 177 186 182 173 61 61 60 4B
3 4 20 u 0.08 N B 377 382 378 367 249 264 266 253 104 88 96 79
3 4 20 c 0.60 P B 59 59 61 56 25 24 23 20 3 1 1 1
3 4 20 c 0.60 R B 360 365 365 355 247 264 265 254 98 91 92 82
3 4 20 c 0.60 N B 284 292 289 2B4 193 193 193 177 58 60 60 53
3 4 20 E 0.20 P B 191 211 211 206 118 114 108 100 32 35 35 31
3 4 20 E 0.20 R B 351 362 359 350 236 226 222 217 80 74 79 67
3 4 20 E 0.20 N B 366 391 391 381 257 252 252 244 86 89 91 80
3 4 20 N 0.30 P D 334 352 345 328 228 226 228 211 80 77 73 66
3 4 20 N 0.30 R D 331 344 339 327 229 225 219 206 79 80 80 73
3 4 20 N 0.30 N D 343 343 345 336 222 236 231 215 75 73 75 64
3 4 20 L 0.30 P D 155 159 160 158 75 78 77 70 19 20 22 17
3 4 20 L 0.30 R D 442 452 445 438 306 324 321 310 128 132 130 115
3 4 20 L 0.30 N D 440 464 463 453 311 324 323 308 125 129 129 111
3 4 20 U 0.08 P D 292 304 304 291 183 199 199 191 76 66 68 58
3 4 20 U 0.08 R D 284 293 289 282 182 191 192 184 79 68 69 60
3 20 U 0.08 N D 392 404 405 394 278 282 279 267 121 113 110 94
3 4 20 C 0.60 P D 54 63 64 64 20 26 26 25 3 2 2 1
3 4 20 C 0.60 R D 381 3B4 3B3 376 271 266 265 252 115 109 109 96
3 4 20 C 0.60 N D 303 317 313 305 196 199 200 194 80 79 78 69
3 4 20 E 0.20 P D 181 201 197 196 116 122 117 110 35 35 32 30
3 4 20 E 0.20 R D 337 344 346 336 230 230 222 209 76 73 73 63
3 4 20 E 0.20 N D 372 384 377 374 243 255 252 240 87 83 B7 78
3 4 20 N 0.30 P G 330 322 320 309 213 212 210 201 74 64 65 57
3 4 20 N 0.30 R G 308 314 309 305 189 192 194 187 64 63 62 42
3 4 20 N 0.30 N G 324 327 315 306 208 206 202 185 70 68 66 54
3 4 20 L 0.30 P G 135 139 141 139 65 65 62 57 10 7 7 6
3 4 20 L 0.30 R G 434 434 429 419 288 289 285 270 102 106 110 92
3 4 20 L 0.30 N G 437 438 43B 422 295 306 304 285 106 103 107 89
3 4 20 U 0.08 P G 257 268 263 251 172 166 167 160 54 46 43 38
3 4 20 U 0.08 R G 253 249 247 239 159 162 165 156 47 46 43 3B
3 A 20 u 0.08 N G 36B 363 363 359 258 246 239 233 97 88 B4 76
3 4 20 c 0.60 P G 66 60 62 59 22 22 22 21 5 2 2 2
3 4 20 c 0.60 R G 350 349 347 344 243 23B 237 224 B5 81 84 71
3 4 20 c 0.60 N G 272 273 269 267 176 186 180 174 58 55 57 48
3 4 20 E 0.20 P G 186 185 183 180 102 108 109 102 2B 30 30 26
3 4 20 E 0.20 R G 340 358 354 343 229 239 237 223 81 79 79 66
3 4 20 E 0.20 N G 373 380 377 368 258 265 261 252 89 87 87 79
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Table B.12: Raw Data from the Simulation for Power Comparisons
Number of Rejections of Ho (MCSS = 1000) 
a = 0.10 a = 0.05 a = o.Ol
p k Ns D D P R
I E R N
S L □ G
T T C
A
3 4 20 N 0.30 P U
3 4 20 N 0.30 R U
3 4 20 N 0.30 N U
3 4 20 L 0.30 P U
3 <4 20 L 0.30 R U
3 4 20 L 0.30 N U
3 4 20 U 0.08 P U
3 4 20 U 0.08 R U
3 4 20 u 0.08 N U
3 4 20 c 0.60 P U
3 4 20 c 0.60 R U
3 <4 20 c 0.60 N U
3 <4 20 E 0.20 P U
3 <4 20 E 0.20 R U
3 4 20 E 0.20 N U
3 4 20 N 0.30 P kl
3 4 20 N 0.30 R W
3 4 20 N 0.30 N W
3 4 20 L 0.30 P W
3 <4 20 L 0.30 R W
3 <4 20 L 0.30 N W
3 <4 20 U 0.0B P W
3 A 20 U 0.08 R W
3 *4 20 U 0.08 N kl
3 *4 20 c 0.60 P w
3 4 20 c 0.60 R kl
3 4 20 c 0.60 N kl
3 4 20 E 0.20 P w
3 *4 20 E 0.20 R kl
3 A 20 E 0.20 N kl
3 4 20 N 0.45 P B
3 4 20 N 0.45 R B
3 4 20 N 0.45 N B
3 <4 20 L 0.45 P B
3 <4 20 L 0.45 R B
3 <4 20 L 0.45 N B
3 <4 20 U 0.12 P B
3 <4 20 U 0.12 R B
3 <4 20 u 0.12 N B
3 20 c 0.90 P B
3 <4 20 c 0.90 R B
3 <4 20 c 0.90 N B
3 <4 20 E 0.30 P B
3 <4 20 E 0.30 R B
3 4 20 E 0.30 N B
R T kJ V
320 317 313 299
301 315 311 306
315 314 315 309
134 146 146 142
424 434 430 421
436 446 444 435
295 300 303 294
276 282 285 283
390 396 394 386
55 68 70 67
377 369 367 361
28B 290 286 283
18B 202 198 188
342 356 354 350
360 391 389 382
324 318 312 309
314 309 305 298
320 320 314 309
140 145 145 136
416 440 435 420
434 439 439 435
298 287 282 273
278 277 276 264
388 383 379 370
63 59 60 60
381 374 372' 364
306 300 294 287
207 214 210 205
344 356 352 343
388 400 397 3B3
593 594 591 575
569 563 559 552
591 580 575 567
220 236 236 232
736 728 726 714
719 722 714 704
544 539 532 517
508 500 494 478
6B7 659 649 639
86 93 93 91
663 639 63B 629
522 528 527 513
331 348 349 342
647 635 633 624
656 651 644 636
R T kl V
216 209 208 191
204 211 209 198
206 196 195 185
64 72 73 69
294 301 302 285
296 301 296 289
189 202 197 189
175 1B1 182 177
275 260 257 237
20 26 26 24
264 260 257 241
1B7 197 195 183
113 106 107 100
219 233 231 218
232 253 251 237
202 205 206 191
205 202 203 191
199 201 202 192
78 76 73 70
294 293 291 281
293 304 300 284
1B5 183 182 172
174 171 168 160
263 252 256 240
22 23 23 23
270 259 258 246
200 199 198 186
124 129 129 122
225 237 23B 226
255 266 263 252
475 456 455 432
440 442 437 412
466 449 438 413
130 138 140 134
602 601 599 583
586 582 574 558
411 404 397 378
363 372 371 359
557 529 528 503
37 36 36 32
536 523 516 503
403 394 391 376
232 237 238 221
504 503 493 480
491 511 510 492
R T U V
71 58 56 52
66 71 72 63
72 58 58 52
17 20 21 IB
111 116 116 99
111 115 116 99
68 70 70 57
68 68 71 63
97 94 106 89
2 3 2 0
103 107 109 100
69 76 76 68
31 30 32 25
60 65 67 56
74 75 81 71
67 64 67 58
69 68 71 64
70 64 66 57
10 15 18 17
110 117 119 106
106 1 l c 118 107
55 57 61 55
49 54 5B 50
101 93 94 80
4 6 6 6
107 101 97 84
65 64 66 60
30 37 37 34
87 86 88 79
87 87 88 79
246 239 231 207
235 226 228 202
239 230 223 200
44 42 44 39
363 344 347 315
330 310 309 282
199 195 195 171
180 171 170 143
302 278 2B3 254
7 4 3 2
317 294 287 258
203 189 1B6 160
92 86 87 70
258 242 244 210
263 247 249 223
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Table B.13: Raw Data from the Simulation for Power Comparisons
Number of Rejections of Ho (MCSS = 1000) 
a = 0.10 a = 0.05 a = 0.01
p k Ns D D P R
I E R N
s L 0 G
T T C
A
3 4 SO N 0.45 P D
3 4 SO N 0.45 R D
3 4 SO N 0.45 N D
3 k SO L 0.k5 P D
3 k SO L 0.45 R D
3 k SO L 0.45 N D
3 k SO U 0.1S P D
3 k SO U 0.1S R D
3 k SO u 0.1S N D
3 k SO c 0.90 F D
3 k SO c 0.90 R D
3 k SO c 0.90 N D
3 k EO E 0.30 P D
3 k SO E 0.30 R D
3 k SO E 0.30 N D
3 k SO N 0.45 P G
3 k so N 0.45 R G
3 k so N 0.45 N G
3 k so L 0.45 P G
3 k so L 0.45 R G
3 k so L 0.45 N G
3 k so U 0.1S P G
3 k so U 0.1S R G
3 k so u 0.1S N G
3 k so c 0.90 P G
3 k so c 0.90 R G
3 k so c 0.90 N G
3 k so E 0.30 P G
3 k so E 0.30 R G
3 k so E 0.30 N G
3 k so N 0.45 P U
3 k so N 0.45 R U
3 k so N 0.45 N U
3 k so L 0.45 P U
3 k so L 0.45 R U
3 k so L 0.45 N U
3 k so U 0.1S P U
3 k so U 0.1S R U
3 k so u 0.1S N U
3 k so c 0.90 P U
3 k EO c 0.90 R U
3 k so c 0.90 N U
3 k so E 0.30 P U
3 k so E 0.30 R U
3 k so E 0.30 N U
R T kl V
6S6 651 615 611
590 603 599 584
613 605 603 597
S4B S5S S53 S46
747 759 757 751
7S5 741 737 719
53S 530 5S9 519
513 505 498 488
669 653 651 634
91 86 85 85
658 650 643 6S3
537 534 5S9 5S9
319 339 335 3S6
611 603 601 590
618 633 6S7 611
630 618 611 590
605 595 58S 573
618 595 593 5BS
SSS SS9 SSB SSO
756 757 75S 740
74S 748 74S 7SB
547 5S9 5S1 513
504 504 503 4B9
687 668 661 641
8B 90 90 87
67S 640 635 6S0
5S3 517 515 494
330 3S5 3S0 311
63S 6S1 614 607
638 64S 63S 684
6S8 616 608 595
595 575 571 559
6S1 60B 60S 589
S33 S49 E46 S3B
761 761 753 739
751 755 749 736
576 550 539 5S7
537 513 51S 496
698 683 676 665
81 9E 9E 87
686 680 66B 660
558 533 5S8 515
3S7 3S1 318 304
6S8 618 611 604
64B 646 643 630
R T W V
496 491 484 466
474 478 475 453
488 484 479 460
141 146 148 143
630 635 63S 609
600 617 615 591
415 4S7 4S0 406
387 391 389 370
551 535 530 511
E9 41 4E 39
549 535 531 516
458 419 418 400
SSI SSS SS6 SIS
473 48S 484 464
480 489 491 465
497 476 476 454
4B3 470 471 446
49S 480 477 458
139 1SB 1S6 119
634 6S6 619 599
610 597 591 577
393 390 389 36B
367 349 353 334
547 538 5SB 500
37 31 3E 3E
54S 5S7 5E0 507
3B9 37S 365 351
S14 S17 S15 SOI
499 479 478 46S
5S0 503 494 473
477 463 463 448
460 457 451 4S8
481 464 458 436
135 138 141 1S6
650 64S 638 6SS
6SS 6S7 6S0 590
4S6 415 41S 395
399 3B9 378 364
587 553 546 518
34 40 45 36
590 549 543 515
418 39S 39S 379
S03 SOO SOO 19S
487 49S 4BB 469
50S 503 493 479
R T kl V
S64 S5S 550 SS5
S53 538 S36 510
S59 54 3 547 SIS
45 43 43 37
376 365 365 333
3SB 330 356 597
S19 SOO 506 175
193 180 181 163
334 311 309 578
5 4 5 5
341 303 305 S74
S16 510 507 176
86 BS BS 70
S46 546 541 510
S49 545 546 515
S64 S4S 537 511
S41 SIB 519 189
S55 531 SS9 196
35 59 E7 56
375 354 350 311
33S 358 3SS SB7
183 176 175 146
163 14B 146 158
S9S S74 S69 537
6 5 6 3
306 S78 E67 S40
188 183 180 155
77 73 76 64
S59 555 S5S 555
S59 559 558 S33
S46 SS7 530 SOI
S30 SS5 556 19B
S4S 553 ESS 194
4E 36 34 31
36S 350 349 313
317 315 316 SBS
S06 199 199 174
177 173 178 157
319 305 S95 563
6 4 4 4
356 300 597 S59
193 195 187 167
84 75 75 63
551 S44 544 513
S39 536 534 S04
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Table B.14: Raw Data from the Simulation for Power Comparisons
























A R T kJ V R T kl V R T kJ V
3 4 50 N 0.45 p W 616 610 604 595 477 471 467 449 556 531 531 SOS
3 4 50 N 0.45 R W 59S 58S 581 575 476 459 457 436 546 551 555 1B7
3 4 SO N 0.45 N W 599 594 586 577 477 467 460 440 546 535 557 193
3 4 SO L 0.45 P kl S30 536 538 533 136 138 136 157 43 40 40 33
3 4 50 L 0.45 R W 757 764 759 751 641 659 653 607 370 349 350 357
3 4 SO L 0.45 N W 741 758 755 743 607 651 618 587 355 318 355 596
3 4 SO U 0.1S P W 567 551 549 540 418 401 391 379 198 185 183 157
3 4 SO U 0.1S R W 530 515 508 497 383 366 367 350 171 160 157 143
3 4 SO u 0.1S N W 699 687 6BS 675 567 551 537 513 310 586 579 544
3 4 SO c 0.90 P W 73 85 80 75 35 35 36 34 6 8 8 8
3 4 SO c 0.90 R W 6B0 670 661 645 55S 53B 536 519 335 303 596 561
3 4 SO c 0.90 N W 543 549 545 535 43S 409 406 388 SIB 191 194 176
3 4 SO E 0.30 P W 354 354 354 345 534 555 551 536 95 B9 93 75
3 A SO E 0.30 R kl 645 656 656 644 504 499 494 474 561 557 553 556
3 4 SO E 0.30 N W 663 679 675 657 519 553 516 495 560 565 558 557
3 SO N 0.60 P B 857 B4S 836 855 779 749 739 751 570 554 518 466
3 4 so N 0.60 R B B49 831 BS4 814 765 717 710 693 517 495 4B4 444
3 4 so N 0.60 N B 856 845 839 BS7 777 739 731 715 554 510 496 455
3 4 so L 0.60 P B 373 367 364 349 534 S49 547 531 85 84 83 71
3 so L 0.60 R B 946 939 934 9SB 881 867 864 851 690 663 656 615
3 4 so L 0.60 N B 9S1 907 906 896 841 858 851 B04 614 586 581 540
3 A so U 0.16 P B 799 780 774 765 705 675 669 643 464 438 458 383
3 4 so U 0.16 R B 75S 735 789 714 651 619 610 591 394 367 370 336
3 so U 0.16 N B 89S 874 867 857 853 798 787 764 615 567 555 505
3 so C l.SO P B 118 158 1S7 15B 60 64 66 60 13 IS 11 8
3 4 so C l.SO R B 883 873 871 859 853 785 780 766 613 573 575 557
3 4 so C l.SO N B 781 749 740 730 665 633 619 605 417 407 393 368
3 4 so E 0.40 P B 551 540 534 556 414 407 406 395 511 SOO 197 175
3 4 so E 0.40 R B B75 876 871 864 775 776 768 747 555 551 515 469
3 4 so E 0.40 N B 86S 860 856 851 769 766 75B 734 516 491 491 453
3 so N 0.60 P D 8B0 869 668 853 7BB 774 769 750 570 556 545 509
3 4 so N 0.60 R D 849 840 837 858 764 753 748 757 544 530 556 483
3 4 so N 0.60 N D 868 857 850 841 774 758 758 739 565 545 544 490
3 4 so L 0.60 P D 37S 3BS 380 367 S49 556 553 540 103 99 95 86
3 4 so L 0.60 R D 963 951 949 941 899 894 895 B85 708 699 694 645
3 4 so L 0.60 N D 934 931 954 917 855 855 850 833 610 613 606 566
3 4 so U 0.16 P D 807 7B4 776 765 697 665 653 645 471 445 439 405
3 4 so U 0.16 R D 738 7S3 713 703 658 615 611 595 409 398 3B7 355
3 4 so u 0.16 N D 896 877 871 858 856 786 780 761 609 560 558 551
3 4 so c l.SO P D IBS 1S1 151 116 71 66 65 59 9 10 10 8
3 4 so c l.SO R D B8S B7S 869 865 81S 788 779 753 655 584 577 537
3 4 so c l.SO N D 771 755 750 735 .671 646 641 656 444 419 415 385
3 4 so E 0.40 P D 515 5S0 554 5S0 398 390 389 369 197 185 180 156
3 4 so E 0.40 R D 861 661 856 847 764 76S 758 735 517 497 496 458
3 4 so E 0.40 N D 848 856 850 845 746 748 743 753 496 475 464 457
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Table B.15: Raw Data from the Simulation for Power Comparisons
























A R T kl V R T kl V R T kl V
3 A 20 N 0.60 p G 668 BA9 BA2 83A 789 77A 767 7A8 587 538 533 ABB
3 A 20 N 0.60 R G 8A1 B2A 821 816 756 7A6 739 722 563 527 520 A76
3 A 20 N 0.60 N G 859 BAS 838 828 7B3 76A 758 7A1 578 539 530 A93
3 A 20 L 0.60 P G 368 375 371 362 250 239 239 223 88 82 81 7A
3 A 20 L 0.60 R G 9A9 938 935 927 890 B72 865 856 722 689 680 636
3 A 20 L 0.60 N G 926 912 909 900 BAA 8AA 8A1 B27 63A 600 589 5A5
3 k 20 U 0.16 P G 823 B1A B05 789 727 681 676 65A A70 A25 A1A 371
3 tt 20 U 0.16 R G 77A 7A0 73A 726 6A7 622 617 598 A07 377 36B 320
3 A 20 u 0.16 N G 906 898 896 88A 837 819 811 787 608 570 561 521
3 A 20 c 1.20 P G 121 119 116 111 62 56 59 55 12 15 17 12
3 A 20 c 1.20 R G 891 868 861 850 805 797 791 773 632 578 570 519
3 A 20 c 1.20 N G 770 7A7 7A5 735 666 6A0 635 611 A10 362 360 328
3 A 20 E O.AO P G 5A6 5A3 5A2 528 A12 A06 A05 3BA 18A 167 170 151
3 i* 20 E O.AO R G BBA 869 865 851 799 777 767 73B 5A0 509 505 A65
3 A 20 E O.AO N G 867 868 865 852 78A 7A9 7A3 721 52A ABO A7A A30
3 A 20 N 0.60 P U B81 B61 658 BA9 795 765 762 7A9 576 527 519 A70
3 it 20 N 0.60 R U B62 BA3 838 822 765 7A8 7A3 716 535 500 A9A A52
3 it 20 N 0.60 N U 885 856 851 BA2 7BB 76A 760 751 565 522 51A A61
3 A 20 L 0.60 P U 367 387 3BB 37A 2A7 256 25B 2A2 96 86 86 73
3 it 20 L 0.60 R U 951 932 931 926 B9A 886 BBA 869 713 686 681 6A1
3 it 20 L 0.60 N U 928 915 910 901 852 B3A 832 819 625 620 611 553
3 it 20 U 0.16 P U 816 B1A 807 797 731 700 692 672 A91 A52 A39 398
3 it 20 U 0.16 R U 776 769 760 7A6 671 637 622 597 A20 398 396 356
3 it 20 u 0.16 N U 901 896 893 B85 833 816 811 791 639 581 569 518
3 it 20 c 1.20 P U 108 113 111 109 57 6B 70 67 13 10 10 8
3 it 20 c 1.20 R U 909 897 886 877 BA3 812 808 792 631 5B3 579 538
3 it 20 c 1.20 N U 789 775 772 76A 6B0 656 656 630 A36 397 392 351
3 it 20 E O.AO P U 512 531 527 510 398 3B7 377 365 180 167 169 151
3 it 20 E O.AO R U 880 877 87A 865 786 771 761 7A2 5A9 518 51A A76
3 it 20 E O.AO N U 875 868 865 B55 761 757 7A6 721 512 AB5 ABA AA1
3 it 20 N 0.60 P W 873 869 865 857 802 787 7B0 75B 567 550 53A A88
3 it 20 N 0.60 R W 653 852 8A7 B37 770 7A6 7A3 720 5A3 507 502 A63
3 it 20 N 0.60 N W 870 866 861 855 791 773 769 7A7 5A7 532 519 A71-
3 it 20 L 0.60 P W 35A 381 375 370 2A5 2A7 2A7 231 97 93 92 79
3 it 20 L 0.60 R W 9A6 9A9 9A9 9A6 902 898 893 880 726 69A 685 635
3 it 20 L 0.60 N W 928 930 926 920 861 858 8A7 832 632 623 610 566
3 it 20 U 0.16 P w BOB 795 792 7BA 725 718 712 676 A7A AA1 A36 389
3 it 20 U 0.16 R w 772 761 758 7AB 659 6A5 6A0 621 A13 3BA 377 337
3 A 20 u 0.16 N w B9B 886 BB2 87A 829 815 808 797 628 590 5BB 525
3 it 20 c 1.20 P w 10A 109 110 109 50 50 A9 A8 12 10 10 10
3 •t 20 c 1.20 R w 892 870 863 856 812 799 795 779 618 587 582 537
3 it 20 c 1.20 N ki 766 757 751 7A3 665 6A5 6A3 626 AA3 A06 397 355
3 it 20 E O.AO P w 556 565 560 5A6 A19 A15 All 395 205 206 206 175
3 it 20 E O.AO R ki B93 893 BB8 B7B 801 790 788 768 56A 525 525 A70
3 it 20 E O.AO N kl 892 892 887 880 788 786 780 760 533 512 508 A59
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Table B.16: Raw Data from the Simulation for Power Comparisons
























A R T W V R T W V R T U V
3 4 20 N 0.75 p B 981 973 972 971 954 947 943 931 846 798 789 756
3 4 20 N 0.75 R B 971 960 958 956 934 926 925 917 828 787 771 727
3 4 20 N 0.75 N B 977 970 969 966 941 936 934 919 B47 795 787 750
3 4 20 L 0.75 P B 536 533 528 519 423 403 404 383 182 175 175 155
3 4 20 L 0.75 R B 994 991 987 987 985 981 979 972 920 B97 886 859
3 4 20 L 0.75 N B 986 984 980 977 974 953 952 942 B39 807 806 767
3 4 20 U 0.20 P B 937 936 931 922 912 BB5 879 B63 759 724 717 66B
3 4 20 U 0.20 R B 914 901 894 887 855 832 826 813 690 631 621 588
3 4 20 u 0.20 N B 970 967 969 968 947 939 935 926 852 819 809 771
3 4 20 c 1.50 P B 165 177 180 173 93 96 96 91 28 20 20 16
3 4 20 c 1.50 R B 973 956 955 952 938 929 929 917 846 804 802 762
3 4 20 c 1.50 N B 904 890 885 880 849 832 826 811 675 625 615 571
3 4 20 E 0.50 P B 746 739 736 718 616 611 604 588 398 371 364 330
3 4 20 E 0.50 R B 979 977 972 970 953 944 942 937 B09 BOO 795 747
3 4 20 E 0.50 N B 968 968 968 963 931 930 928 913 772 745 741 6BB
3 4 20 N 0.75 P D 985 981 981 977 961 958 956 942 B59 833 827 787
3 4 20 N 0.75 R D 9B0 977 976 972 957 944 941 926 827 800 796 762
3 t* 20 N 0.75 N D 984 981 981 979 961 953 948 938 849 817 810 776
3 4 20 L 0.75 P D 538 539 534 526 396 400 402 386 202 194 195 168
3 4 20 L 0.75 R D 995 993 993 991 985 980 978 975 930 918 912 BB3
3 4 20 L 0.75 N D 990 9B5 985 982 971 965 962 953 857 843 B37 802
3 4 20 U 0.20 P D 956 937 935 927 901 892 884 868 767 712 701 655
3 4 20 U 0.20 R D 924 910 904 895 855 835 827 809 673 629 615 577
3 4 20 u 0.20 N D 979 974 972 967 954 946 941 935 866 820 802 763
3 20 c 1.50 P D 173 173 175 170 99 98 95 89 25 23 24 19
3 20 c 1.50 R D 967 961 961 955 937 927 925 920 850 809 800 762
3 4 20 c 1.50 N D 911 901 893 888 855 834 827 804 675 632 630 594
3 20 E 0.50 P D 707 708 705 697 594 599 596 572 374 35B 356 329
3 4 20 E 0.50 R D 978 969 967 962 941 934 934 926 800 780 772 731
3 20 E 0.50 N D 972 960 957 951 920 920 916 908 742 727 721 673
3 4 20 N 0.75 P 6 977 972 969 966 950 939 936 928 850 821 814 778
3 4 20 N 0.75 R G 972 966 963 958 937 922 918 903 820 783 773 742
3 4 20 N 0.75 N G 973 968 967 962 940 933 929 922 841 807 803 764
3 4 20 L 0.75 P G 554 548 542 529 403 404 403 37B 197 172 173 152
3 4 20 L 0.75 R G 990 992 992 992 984 985 985 9B3 923 B96 890 865
3 4 20 L 0.75 N G 984 985 983 979 965 959 952 946 847 832 827 781
3 4 20 U 0.20 P G 958 946 946 941 917 905 899 888 779 725 712 667
3 4 20 U 0.20 R G 931 922 921 916 879 862 855 834 681 641 635 591
3 4 20 u 0.20 N G 982 978 976 973 967 951 947 931 864 842 825 788
3 4 20 c 1.50 P G 163 169 166 162 98 89 89 85 23 23 24 22
3 4 20 c 1.50 R G 969 964 962 962 942 939 937 919 843 799 795 765
3 4 20 c 1.50 N G 903 897 894 883 845 819 819 BOO 681 637 627 569
3 4 20 E 0.50 P G 748 734 729 722 625 624 615 591 403 369 364 311
3 4 20 E 0.50 R G 983 979 978 976 956 949 945 930 831 792 7B0 735
3 4 20 E 0.50 N G 975 970 969 963 942 927 926 912 780 737 724 681
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Table B.17: Raw Data
p k Ns D D P R
I E R N
S L □ G
T T C
A
3 4 20 N 0.75 P U
3 4 20 N 0.75 R U
3 4 20 N 0.75 N U
3 4 20 L 0.75 P U
3 4 20 L 0.75 R U
3 4 20 L 0.75 N U
3 4 20 U 0.20 P U
3 4 20 U 0.20 R U
3 4 20 u 0.20 N U
3 4 20 c 1.50 P U
3 4 20 c 1.50 R U
3 k 20 c 1.50 N U
3 k 20 E 0.50 P U
3 k 20 E 0.50 R U
3 k 20 E 0.50 N U
3 k 20 N 0.75 P kl
3 k 20 N 0.75 R W
3 k 20 N 0.75 N W
3 k 20 L 0.75 P W
3 k 20 L 0.75 R W
3 k 20 L 0.75 N kl
3 k 20 U 0.20 P kl
3 k 20 U 0.20 R W
3 k 20 u 0.20 N kl
3 k 20 c 1.50 P kJ
3 k 20 c 1.50 R kl
3 k 20 c 1.50 N kl
3 k 20 E 0.50 P w
3 k 20 E 0.50 R kl
3 k 20 E 0.50 N w
from the Simulation
Number of Rejections
a = 0.10 a =
R T kl V R T
982 981 981 977 957 947
976 976 974 972 955 937
978 977 975 971 959 948
559 563 562 554 421 422
993 994 994 992 9B3 977
987 983 981 978 963 954
958 953 950 948 916 905
924 921 918 912 870 865
984 976 974 970 96B 949
154 153 151 148 85 89
984 9B1 978 974 964 953
938 924 915 905 869 B50
741 734 731 726 613 618
976 975 975 970 949 939
968 969 967 963 928 918
9B2 974 973 969 954 942
970 963 962 960 944 939
979 968 966 966 951 942
531 541 541 534 394 403
995 992 992 992 987 983
987 987 987 985 975 967
963 94B 947 945 910 895
916 915 912 902 863 843
988 985 984 97B 959 954
154 157 158 154 82 74
966 970 969 967 947 938
921 901 894 886 857 834
759 761 754 748 647 638
987 980 979 976 951 955
977 973 972 970 941 939
Power Comparisons
of Ho (MCSS = 1000)
0.05 a = 0.01
W V R T kl V
944 928 856 830 814 782
935 922 840 796 791 752
942 930 855 820 815 776
420 398 188 188 190 166
977 973 924 907 902 872
953 947 856 821 817 794
903 893 794 743 741 6B6
862 844 715 653 643 591
946 937 868 847 838 796
88 84 21 21 22 18
949 942 869 843 833 792
843 822 6B7 640 630 582
612 587 369 331 326 299
937 925 B14 785 782 737
910 89B 762 742 729 685
943 934 855 837 828 798
935 924 836 805 796 755
938 932 857 819 B14 784
398 382 197 178 176 157
982 980 930 920 918 892
961 952 861 836 834 797
887 873 786 749 740 695
839 832 705 664 658 606
951 941 861 834 B27 797
76 74 24 20 21 17
937 924 846 812 807 774
828 812 666 632 631 588
637 614 402 378 373 347
950 944 B31 810 802 762
936 920 782 772 757 712
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ammonium n i t r a t e  in 90% ace t ic  ac id .  The temperature of the  system 
was 23 °C (room tempera ture) .  The so lu tion  turned brown upon addi t ion 
of the  f i r s t  drops of the  cerium so lu tion and th i s  color  became 
intense at 50% oxida t ion .  The mixture became completely yellow at  the 
end of t i t r a t i o n .
S im ila r ly ,  catechol was po ten t iometr ica l ly  t i t r a t e d  with 0.05 N 
eer ie  ammonium n i t r a t e  a t  23 °C. The re s u l t s  of the t i t r a t i o n s  a t  
23 °C are given in Table 27a,b.  The potentiometric  curves are 
i l l u s t r a t e d  in f igure  27.
Redox t i t r a t i o n s  of catechol and the polymeric catechol were also  
conducted at  an elevated temperature,  35 °C. Results are reported in 
Table 28a,b and the t i t r a t i o n  curves are shown in f igu re  28.









28 A 63 95-96/5 —
M B 8 50.5-51/0.2789 -
fl C 3^ -
tl D 39 -
29 A ^5 136-140/5 -
•• C 32 98-99/1.589 -
N D 37 -
30 A 85 115-118/14 23
C 45 •ff ••
•• D 57 N u
31 A 65 111/1 -
•f C 37 •1 -
32 A 50 116/1 -
36 A 90 63-64/2-4 -









Table 7a* *H NMR and IR Data of Monomers
1H NMR (CPC13) IR (NaCl)
Chemical shift, ppm Frequency, cm""*
6.65-6.90,Ar-H,m» 5.82 3075.3065,3000,C-H (ring);
0-CH2-0,s; 6.60,-CH=CH2, 2875.2765.C-H stretch 
S» 5.cis,-CH=CH2,d; 5.4, (-CHg-); 1620,970,-CH=CH2i 
trans, -CH=CH2. 1580,1490,C=C ring stretch;
1250,1215.1100,925.720,
C-O-C.
6.51-7*90,Ar-H,m; 4.9- 3065,C-H ring stretch;
6.3, vinyl; 3.75. -0CH3 2980,2940,2910,-CHy 1615
d. 900,-CH=CH2; 1565.1465,
C=C ring stretch; 1030,
1260, C-O-C.
6.7-7.1,Ar-H,m; 5.1-
6.69,vinyl group; 3.75. Same as 29 
-OCH^.d.
6.5-6.8,Ar-H,m; 4.9-6.3, 3060,3025,C-H ring stretch; 
vinyl group; 4.1, 2960,2910,2826,-CHg- ,
-0CH2CH20-,s. 1565.1490,C=C ring stretch;
6.8-7.1,Ar-H,m; 5.4- 1610,900,980,-CH=CH2; 1300,
1280,1259.1240,935.720,C-O-C.
6.8-7.1,Ar-H,m; 5.4-




Table 7a* Continued 
1H NMR (CDC13) IR (NaCl)
Chemical shift, ppm Frequency, cm”*
36 7.2-7.5»Ar-H,mj 3.8, 3050,C-H ring stretch;
-OCHj|,s; 5.2-6.8, 2980,29^0,2875»-CH3; 1610,
vinyl group. 990,900,-CH=CH2; 1580,14-50, 






Table 7b* Mass Spectra Results of Monomers
Mass spectra
Monomer m/e (relative intensity)
28 14-7(100), 148(89), 89(32.5), 91(11.6)
29 164(100), 91(55.6), 77(55.3). 149(37.1). 
(36.6), 103(35.9). 121(20.5)
78
30 121(100), 91(88.8), 164(63.4), 77(58.2), 
149(44.3), 51(28.2).
78(55.3)
31 162(100), 78(65.7), 106(46.9), 163(32.3)
32 148(100), 91(92.2), 89(76.1), 147(51.4), 63(48.10)
36 91(100), 119(47.4), 134(45.9), 65(25.5)
37 134(100), 91(76.3), 119(52.4), 65(38.8)
Table 8: Yields and NMR Results of sec-Phenylethyl Alcohol Derivatives
Alcohol Yield 1H NMR (CDCl^); Chemical shift, ppm
38 86.50 6.65-6.8, Ar-H,: m; 5.75, OCHgO, s; 4.65, -CH-CH3, q; 4.05,
-OH, s; 1.32, -CH-CH3, d.
39 73.20 6.60-6.90, Ar-H, m; 4.6, -CH-CH3, q; 3.75, -0CH3, d; 3.4,
-OH, b s; 1.35, -CH-CH3, d. .
40 75.14 6.60-6.90, Ar-H, m; 4.9, -CH-CH3» q; 3.72, -OCHj, d; 3.00,
-OH, b s; 1.32, -CH-CHj, d.
41 83.20 6.7, Ar-H, s; 4.5, -CH-CH3, q; 4.2, -OCHgCHgO-, s; 2.15,
-OH, b s; 1.32, -CH-CHj, d.
42 91.04 6.78-7.10, Ar-H, m; 6.00, -0CH20-, s; 5.00, -CH-CH^, q;
3.10, -OH, b s; 1.4, -CH-CH3, d.
43 63.44 6.8-7.2, Ar-H, m; 5.10, -CH-CHy q; 1.48, -CH-CHj, d; 3.8,
-OCH3, s ; 2.8, -OH, b s.
44 86.54 6.8-7.2, Ar-H, 2d; 4.2, -CH-CHj, q; 3.7, -OCHj, s; 2.5,
-OH, b s; 1.30, -CH-CHj, d.
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Table 9: Yields. Physical Properties and Maaa Spectra of Benzylchloride
and Benzyltriphenylphosphonlum Chloride Derivatives.
Compound Yield. % bn. °C/mm mp. °C
45 89 92 -9 5 /2
46® 66 .68  1 3 4 /3 -4 ^ 48d
47 61 110-114/7°
48 100 -  220-230
49 97 -  230-235
50 97 -  215-220
Hass spectra (relative intensity)
135(100), 1 7 0 (2 6 .3 ) , 7 7 (1 4 .7 ) 
151(100), 1 8 6 (2 0 .8 ) , 1 5 2 (9 .9 ) 
1 36 (1 0 0 ), 1 5 1 (9 3 .2 ) , 9 1 (8 0 .7 ) ,  186 
( 4 4 .1 ) ,  6 5 (4 4 .3 ) ,  7 7 (3 5 .5 ) ,1 0 8 (2 8 .4 ) .  
183 (100), 1 3 5 (8 5 .7 ) , 1 0 8 (4 9 .7 ) , 
7 7 (4 6 .6 ) ,  1 0 7 (4 3 .8 ) , 2 6 2 (4 1 .6 ) , 
5 1 (4 1 .1 ) ,  1 5 2 (3 2 .4 ) , 3 9 6 (1 1 .4 ) 
183(100), 1 0 8 (7 1 .1 ) , 2 6 2 (7 0 .7 ) , 107
(4 0 .8 ) ,  1 5 1 (3 1 .6 ) , 1 5 2 (2 4 .9 ) , 51
(2 4 .3 ) ,  7 7 (2 0 .7 ) ,  1 3 7 (1 9 .7 ) ,
3 9 7 (1 9 .4 ) ,  4 1 2 (1 1 .7 )
1 83(100), 1 0 8 (7 1 .1 ) , 2 6 2 (7 0 .7 ) , 107 
( 4 5 .0 ) ,  5 1 (3 3 .0 ) ,  7 7 (2 3 .7 ) ,  152 ~
(2 1 .9 )
a ,  became b la c k  upon exposure to  a i r ;  b , l i t .  1 1 0 -1 1 3 /1 .2588 and 152-156 /10188; 
c ,  l i t .  130-131 /12189; d ,  l i t .  4 8 -49188 and 49-5080 .
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Table 10: Elemental AnalyslB of Polymers
Calculated Found
Polymer 96 o 2LS 96 C ?6 H
poly 28 72.97 5.40 72.55 5.52
poly 29 73.14 7.37 72.72 7.18
poly 30 73.14 7.37 72.00 7.16
poly 31 74.05 6.21 74.03 6.03
poly 32 72.97 5.40 72.38 5.36
poly 36 80.57 7.51 79.24 7.44
poly 37 80.57 7.51 79.76 7.51
Table 26: Results of Sulfonation of Polymers
Elemental analysis 
______Found_______
Polymer ?6 C £ H 96 N 96 S
71 27.11 4.89 1.16 3.30
72 12.75 1.60 <0.5 11.94
73 19.93 2.40 <0.5 15.27
Table 11: Summary of Polymerization Data
Polymer



















poly 28 0.15 48 32.1 0.02 23 1.8 0.03 76 3.2
poly 29 0.24 50 62.9 - 78 - 0.18 46 41.7
poly 30 0.32 78 94.9 0.12 14 23.4 - - -
poly 31 0.29 66 82.4 0.05 13 6.7 0.08 94 13.1
poly 32 0.24 52 62.9 - 8 - 0.02 18 1.8
poly 36 - - - - - - - 90 -
poly 37 — — — — 20 — —
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Table 12: Copolymerization of 2.3-Dimethoxystyrene (M..) with Styrene (M
Mole fraction
Peed  in feed
W.,(g) w2(g) Mi m 2 f=m 1/m 2 Tim<
3.00 0.180 0.915 0.087 10.58 10
2.00 0.814 0.609 0.391 1.56 20
1.00 1.450 0.304 0.695 0.437 35
0.50 1.766 0.152 0.847 0.179 35
Mole fraction 
in copolymer**
m.| m2 f=m^/m2 % conversion
0.720 0.235 3.060 18.86
0.628 0.368 1.706 7.74
0.244 0.724 0.337 10.61
0.188 0.804 0.234 6.17
Time in minutes; temperature, 70 °C; initiator (AIBN), 10 mg
b
Calculated from elemental analysis
Table 13: Copolymerization of 2,3-Dimethoxystyrene (M1) with
Methyl Methacrylate (Mg)
Mole fraction Mole fraction
Feed in feed
f=m .,/m 2 Time
in copolymer1*
%  Comw.,(g) w2(g) M1 m 2 a ", m2 f=m.j/m2
3.00 0.178 0.914 0.087 10.54 7 0.810 0.093 8.700 3.25
2.00 0.783 0.609 0.390 1.558 4 0.659 0.321 2.037 0.34
1.00 1.400 0.304 0.699 0.453 8 0.481 0.519 0.925 5.83
0.50 1.700 0.152 0.849 0.179 10 0.297 0.719 0.413 2.70
Time in minutes; temperature, 70 °C; initiator (AIBN), 10 mg
b
From elemental analysis
Table 14: Copolymerization of 6-Vinyl-1,4-benzodioxane (M^)
with Styrene (M2)
Mole fraction Mole fraction
Peed in feed in copolymer
w^g) w2(g) Mi m 2 f*m .,/m 2 Time3 m1 m2 f_m^/m2 %  Coi
1.00 0.40 0.617 0.384 1.600 10 0.66 0.35 1.89 8.57
0.75 0.56 0.463 0.538 0.860 10 0.55 0.55 1.00 6.10
0.50 0.72 0.308 0.690 0.446 10 0.25 0.76 0.33 5.73
0.25 0.88 0.154 0.350 0.181 10 0.20 0.80 0.25 4.42
Time in minutes; temperature, 70 °C; initiator (AIBN), 10 mg
b
Prom proton NMR
Table 15: Copolymerization of 6-Vinyl-1,4-benzodioxane (M^)
with Methyl Methacrylate (m 2)
Mole fraction Mole fraction
Feed__________ in feed in copolymer**
w^g) w2(g) M1 m 2 f=m 1/m 2 Time a m1 m2 f=m.j/m2 %  Con-'
1.53 0.08 0.943 0.080 11.800 9 0.810 0.153 5.294 3.72
1.00 0.40 0.616 0.393 1.543 9 0.550 0.430 1.279 4.28
0.76 0.54 0.470 0.540 0.869 5 0.340 0.580 0.586 2.30
0.50 0.72 0.308 0.719 0.429 5 0.550 0.330 1.670 0.82
Time in minutes; temperature, 70 °C; initiator (AIBN), 10 mg
b
From elemental analysis
Table 16: Reactivity Ratios and Q-e Parameters of Copolymerization
= 2,3-Dimetho_;ystyrene 
M2 Method of intersections Method of Fineman-Ross
r1 r2 r1r2 «1 e1 r1 r2 r1r2 «1 e1
Styrene 0.69 0.92 0.64 1.89 -1.48 - - mm - -
MMAa 0.97 0.22 0.21 2.03 -0.84 0.87 0.25 0.21 1.79 -0.83
M1 = 6-Vinyl-1,4-benzodioxane
Styrene 1.05 0.98 1.03 1.24 -0.97 1.13 0.84 0.95 • 1.43 -1.03
MMAa 0.53 1.00 0.50 0.53 -0.44 0.40 1.10 0.44 0.47 -0.50
a
MMA stands for methyl methacrylate
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Table 20: Results of Lithiation-Silylation of Polymers
Elemental analysis
Polymer Reagent Substitution ( % )
Calculated® Pound
%  C %  H %  Si %  C %  H %  SJ
poly 28 n-BuLi 22.84 65.41 7.32 12.74 68.66 6.13 2.91
If sec-BuLi 45.60 i n it 67.15 7.56 5.81
poly 30 n-BuLi 57.49 66.05 8.53 11.88 66.20 7.81 6.83
ti sec-BuLi 15.50 n n ii 71.99 7.64 1.84
poly 31 n-BuLi 42.23 66.63 7.74 11.98 67.81 6.09 5.06
a
Based upon monosubstitution
Table 21: Results of Bromination of Polymers
Elemental analysis
Polymer Yield { % ) Substitution (#)
Calculated**
%  C  %  H %  Br
Pound
%  C %  H %  Br
51 96.57 105 47.6 3.1 35.19 48.93 3.14 37.09
52 100 95 49.40 4.56 32.86 46.08 4.15 30.80
53 100 94 tl II ii 47.05 4.19 30.52
54 100 >100a 49.82 3.76 33.14 44.80 3.14 42.87
55 >100 >100a 47.6 3.10 35.19 39.33 2.25 46.59
a
Excess of bromine was used 
b
Based upon monosubstitution
Table 22: Results of Cyanogenation of Brominated Polymers
Elemental analysis
Calculated®______ Found
Polymer Substitution ($) %  C  %  H # N %  C # H # N # Br
56 5.48 69.36 4.07 8.08 47.35 3.14 0.30 29.56
57 33.64 69.81 5.86 7.40 46.35 4.41 2.49 28.46
58 27.00 69.81 5.86 7.40 47.81 4.52 1.93 29.78
a
Based upon quantitative displacement of bromine atom
Table 23: Results of Phthalimidomethylation of Polymers
 Elemental analysis_______
Calculated3 F o u n d ______
Polymer Yield (#) Substitution (#) % C % H % N # C % H % N
59 84.30 72.43 70.6 5.3 4.33 69.12 5.41 3.81
60 86.32 79.28 I It It 67.23 5.23 4.17
61 100 76.56b 69.48 3.94 6.57b 69.42 4.49 5.03





Table 24: Characterization Data of Amidomethylated Polymers
Polymer






























This polymer was insoluble
Table 25: Results of Hydrazinolysis Reactions
Elemental analysis
Calculated8  Found
Polymer Substitution (#) %  C %  H %  N %  C %  H %  N
63 71.50 68.37 7.83 7.23 61.23 6.92 5.17
64 85.05 11 ii ii 60.18 6.88 6.19
65 86.16 63.40 7.70 17.06^ 57.96 5.82 14.70






Table 27a: Results of Titration of Catechol at 23 °C
V (mL) Eh (mV) V (mL) Eh (mV)
0.1 703 2.5 755
0.2 707 3.0 760
0.3 710 3.5 764
0.4 715 4.0 769
0.5 719 4.5 773
0.6 722 5.0 775
0.7 725 5.5 779
0.8 727 6.0 783
0.9 730 7.0 790
1.0 732 7.4 994
1.1 735 7.5 996
1.2 736 7.6 996
1.3 738 7.8 996
1.5 742 8.0 996
2.0 749 8.5 996
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Table 27b: Results of Titration of Poly(3-vinyl 










































Table 28a: Results of Titration of Catechol at 35 °C
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Table 28b: Results of Titration of Poly(3-vinyl 
catechol) at 35 °C
V (mL) Efc (mV) Color V (mL) Eh (mV) Color
0.5 289 si.yellow 6.5 695 yellow
1.0 290 yellow 7.0 934 II
2.0 291 brown 7.5 923 It
2.5 292 II 8.0 923 II
5.0 294 II 9.0 924 II
3.5 296 II 10.0 930 II
4.0 1013 yellow 10.5 932 II
4.5 1003 ii 11.0 937 II
5.0 994 ii 13.0 939 II
5.5 980 it 15.0 939 II
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